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ABSTRACT

This report contains discussions about critical
problems that'appear to be developing in American scientific research
sectors. The views were obtained from letters of inquiry sent to more
than 900 persons active in the administration or performance of
research in its four main sectors: universities, industry, Federal
laboratories, and independent research institutes. Four areas of
common concern were found to predominate in the replies, and a
chapter is devoted to each: dependability of funding for research;
the maintaining of vitality in the research system; freedom in
research; and current attitudes toward science and technology.
Appendices include: a description of the method of inquiry; texts of
the letters sent to the research community; a complete list of
respondents to the inquiry letter by sector; a complete list of
issues taken from the response letters; and rank-order tables of
issues mentioned most frequently. (MH)
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

National Center for HIgfier Educatloi.

April 30, 1976

My Dear Mr. President:

The National Science I3oard has the honor of transmitting to you and

through you to the Congress its Eighth Annual Report, Science at

tile

BicentennialA Report Front the Research Conan unity. This Report has been
prepared in accordance with Section 4(g) of the National Science Foundation
Act of 1950, as amended.

In response to an inquiry by the National Science Board, over 600

representatives of the research community in universities, industry,
government- and- independent research institutes throughout the United
States provided their views on conditions affecting research or likely to affect
it in the near future. Specifically, they were asked to describe critical issues or
problems they believe vill decrease the effectiveness of research "unless
properly addressed."
The many aspects of those issues or problems identified in the responses
are detailed in this Report. Greatest concern centered upon dependability of
funding for research, the vitality of the research system, freedom in research
choices, and altitudes toward science and technology.
The National Science Board believes the Report points to a need for
action, in which government, the scient ific community, and the public have a
part, in assuring that those concerns ate properly addressed.
Respectfully yours,

Norman Hackerman
Chairman, National Science Board

The Honorable
The President of the United States

FOREWORD

Scient ific research in the United States has grown up in close relation

with other parts of the national life, at once affected by and affecting
intellectual, social, and economic developments. An assessment of the present

state of the American research enterprise therefore merits inclusion in our
national self-accounting at the Bicentennial. This Eighth Report of the
National Science Board is offered as part of that accounting.
Specifically, the Report is intended to show what critical problems
appear to be developing in the operating research sectors that will decrease
the effectiveness of research unless properly addressed. A question to that
point was put to broadly-informed persons in the research community. This
Report provides the meaas by which their responses can be made widely
known.
The circulation of these views initiates a two-part task. The second part,
.

for which the first is essential, is devising the means by which the critical
problems can be "properly addressed" so that .any decrease in the effectiveness of research in the United States may be avoided.

The National Science Board undertook this collection of views in

response to clear evidence that scientific research, after a period of relative

well-being, is today exposed to severe stress. That stress originates in
fundamental changes in such matters as age pat terns in the population, the
availability and distribution of economic resources, and the order of values
guiding national directions.
To Obtain the views of the research community, the Board sent letters of
inquiry to more than 900 persons active in the administration of research, and
in some cases in performing research, in its four main, sectors: universities,
industry, Federal laboratories, and independent research institutes. Management, policy, and the institutional environment for research were designated
as the principal areas in which identification of critical issues and problems
was sought, but no definite limitations were placed on the possible answers.
The responses provide a rich resource for consideration by the National
Science Board and the various readers to whom this Report is addressed: the
President, the Congress, the scientific community, and the public.
The Natiorial Science Board found two outstanding features emerging
from the hundreds of replies. One feature was the commonality of ju,dgment,

across all sectors and transcending parochial interests, as to what the major
problems are. The second was the intensity of concern about these problems
and about the prospects for science in the immediate future.
The principal areas or common concern were these: dependability of
in the research system;
ruedio8 ror Nisearch; the maintaining of
toward
science
and technology,
freedom in research; and current attitudes
I'his Report coutains 1:hapters on each of the four areas of concern. In
these chapters the Report relies almost wholly on direct quotation of the
respondents. without interpretation. This method reflects the belief of the
I3oard that systematic discussion or the respondents independent views as
givairi and of additional views still to be-sought rnust be carried out before
there can be general agreement on solutions and how best to put them into
effect. In the coining months the Board plains to initiate further discussions
with the science community and the general public. Regional Forums under
the auspices of the Board will be held in different parts of the country. At those
meetings, issues Of the kind lwought out here will be discussed with
organ izal I ions in science and othev public groups, with this Report serving as a

bask: dm:urnent.

The commonality a judgment and the intensity of concern which

distinguish the responses in this Report give proMise that these discussions
will be a forceful stimulus for thought and action.

The Board is deeply grateful for the insights contributed by its

respondents. Responses were received between midsummer and midautumn
1975. No attempt was made to update those responses which in one detail or
another may have been overtaken by developments since then.
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hoped to provide for research in its purest form.
Like.the university the foundations found their
responsibilit Y in Inlsritc!sit,(i'isr?:711.e(s;11,:' 'Z'lil:;(1i1Krie)sPePctl'il-,
lion of fundamental
"will remain one of the major oppo rtunities,
perhaps the major opportunity, or foundations,
endure,"7 Nearly
so long as they iheinselves
,:

three decades later it Wati i" b" retnarked by

of the Rockefeller FoundaImo, that foundation granl-in-iiid programs for
basic resvarch since almut '1(,.)25 had
presumably formed the templates" i;Or goVer11Men t want program-. after World War H."

o
R,Obert S. M orisn,

Since the rirst half of the nineIeenth century, a
few institut ions had existed which were
privately established and ,codowed, were
.though not
broadly
schools, iiiiill t:iliiitii:Ii-inii..litirvied on,.planned 1.1i:s:Iii.fit'ilrlil:yli
I, rom t ime to t ime..in 1830 thel-rapki;
ol

-th-en Isi C is- tt :it t1 El I teC i

mechanics' inst hut es ol the time, e,

l'ederal Covernment to study the causes of
steam boiler explosions, I hat is generally

thought to he the first research .grant made 13y
ti:i11:01i11(.1:1111, :311::: Inn 't 8u2) 4i .1 11:1!:: it: t' ldstii'n:nrs'llti:lillilifilisnlils1(1:11htiin:

century. a number of other
research institutions Were :,.1lAnded, In 1915 the
mann
of Industrial Research placed
on a permanent luisis.the industrial
In the i kv en I iet h

Progl'illn, TII1S WO first conceived

versity or
industrial chemistry a.t the tlo;
Kansas, An endownnint from the Mellon family
s t i t Ott!

to

Mil t (11

suggested

research 11311!;ildienUIS with competent scientists
willint; to imilerlak" Ilthir soh" inn, in 1929,
Frigivrick I ISuli101 ho F0111111101011: its
\11o.r11:011 Lito (N", York, 10301 pp. 11. to,
Sylnposnifil (HI
odet ivolitt,

\Viishinginn, Prig),
6

IIINEARCII IN 11 Ir.:

Purdue Researeh FNIndat ion

began
he

ot ht.::

1930, the

in

Research Foundiltionc)f the Armour institute of
Technology in 143j . ithd in that Satile Year The

ohio State 1Jniveritl Research Foundation,
After World wor (1, independent research

institutes were geeq

a reasonable and

EIS

convenient mefboti of administ ering funds
earmarked for 6in:t i(ia)lar research projeCts. On
occasion they wero al40 able to serve as reg
facilities throuRh ityllich independent cOlileogneasl

problems and foucIS nie predorninantly from
industry. After the witt.,
y from the Fed"rit
increasing-

THE 1920's: Sost\1 5 SEEKS SUPPORT
During World vim' I, Government soPport of
the new Nat iOflll ileSearch Council, founded in
1016 as an tippet-0'4 to the National Academy
of Sciences, gi,i1Pi oniversitY-based pure
research scieimo is an acquaintance with

Federal fundinv 041.suppo1't for pore Science
remained a Probjeffin' tidies of the subject were
part or the work of r t,sident Hoover's Research
Committee on soci'll Trends, which in a 1932
report found 11 sleekly deterioration of public
'c:h.,rice accompanied by a
int (west in
corresponding rig(' (31. interest in both applied
science and its 0:00141orcial uses,10

ii.soelli(rtnsihhiyil

Robr
et Kennedy Dancan, then a professor uf
eniihled

independent Battelle klionorial
work. These wero sell followed hI

ttealnle,
rivdponite

and universities (;(141 Pool their scientific
resources. Before \Vorld War IL research

Independent Research Institutes

one of the iaost important.

thanks to an emluv,/intitu from Gtohre
n Columbus, Ohio,

pia,,

In a major att el.013l t I ) build public support for

pure science, 1009,5 of the national science
est aldishment 901-4111t front 1920 lh 1930 to
accumulate

Natihttiii Research p,nd0vvment,11

NRC tim! olio lc.
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tead to political influence or lobbying for the
distribution of funds, or if any consideration
should dictate the administrat ion of funds other

than the inherent worth of a project or the
capabilities Of a scientist, or if the funds should

fluctuate considerably in amount with the
political fortunes of an administration or the
varying ideas of Congress, then government
support would probably do more harm than
good.

.
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The cou

-kere

..ernment research,

including basic research, was generally supported by scientists. In 1933 the American

Chemical Society, while "recognizing fully the
need of and approving drastic economy in all
government expenditures." found it, "a duty, as
patriotic Americans and scientists, to emphasize the importance of fundamental scientific

research to the rehabilitation, progress, and
prosperity of nations.. .".5 The journal Int r lot mid Engineering Chemist ry editorially

urged that "if you believe in the conduct of
fundamental research in the laboratories supported by federal appropriations, then say so in

some tangible form where it will do good." Such
research, the journal felt, was peculiarly
appropriate for government: "Federal
laboratories in particular should confine
themselves to fundamentals when the result can
be generally utilized, and should studiously

refrain from undertaking work that can

be

better done in the industries."'"
During these New Deal years a number of
bills were introduced into the Congress to
increase the Federal subsidy to scientific
researchnone of which received any strong
backing from the Administration. In 1934
Representative J. H. Hoeppel of California
proposed legislation to establish Federal
research fellowships with the goals of supportKarl T. Compton, "Science a ml Prosperity." Science. BO
(Novetnher 2, 1934l, :013-3114.

Engineering
''Quoted in "Raise Your Voice." lioln.strial
Chinnis try. 25 (May 1933), 477,
ih "Research at Public Expense." Industrial ond Eng ineering
Chemistry, 25 (March. 1933). 243.
8

ing unemployed researchers and aiding financially distressed institutions of higher education.t7An official of the University of California
said in support of the bill that his own school,

"like many other institutions," was "in the

embarrassing position of having to refuse the
services of highly desirable research workers

on account of lack of funds.''II( Three years later

the then Representative (afterward Senator)

l4.1',iings Randolph of West Virginia introduced
dually I'D aid and promo t e scien t i fic

research of a basic character upon which the
inception and development of new industries or
the expansion of established industries may be
dependent."'"
Persistent efforts of the National Bureau of
Standards to obtain specific authorization for
new programs in basic research in chemistry
and physics failed also, 'as did efforts to
establish a permanent appropriation for

engineering experiment stations.=m In the
Department of Agriculture, however, Secretary
Henry A. Wallace was quoted as saying that a
"great corps of able men delving into mysteries
merely for the love of such delvingwe call it

pure scienceare after all. the chaps who are
laying the foundation for the revolutionary

practical developments which come maybe a
generation later." In this case, more success was
apparent. The Bankhead-Jones Act of 1935 not
only provided for new funds and facilities for

basic research in agriculture, but also, at-the
insistence of the bill's sponsors in the USDA,

gave new flexibility in spending to allow.
researchers to follow more immediately the
developing directions of their work.'"

J.H. Heeppel to the President. April 21. 1934, Records al'
the Secretary of Commerce, File 90499, National Archive
Record Group 40, on H.R. ONE,

Monroe E..Deu Isch commenting on H.R. 6908 to Secretary
of Commerce Daniel Roper, March, 9, 1934, Ihid,
19 H.R. 1530, 75th Cong., lst Ness. (January 5. /937.
Pursell, Jr., "A Preface to Government
SDI! Cilrrol:
Support of 'Research and Development: Research
lion and the National Bureau of Standards, 1935-41."
Technology :mil Culture, 9 (April. 1900l, 145..14.
See Carrot W. Po rsell. fr., "The Administrationmif Scienw
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Although

most

of

the

executive

and

legislat ive initiatives toward more scientific

research during the 1930'sespecially these
which contemplated new responsibilities or
mechanismsfailed to become either law or
policy, the needs of science, and especially or
basic research, were thorochly :icussed
dually a trend toward greater
Federal support appeared, strengthened by the
needs of national defense.
As the Journal of Applied Physics noted in
1939, pure msearch came from four sectors:
private laboratories supported by
philanthropic endowment, industrial research
laboratories, universities, and government

agencies. "Little need be said about those

laboratories included in the first category," it
declared. "Let us hope for more of them.
Industrial laboratories are, of course, operated
primarily for the profit of their parent companies and gradually the companies are learning that it is for their own good to estabhsh
pure research divisions in their laboratories.
Much can be done to encourage more research in

cniversities but the place above all others to
z;xpect research in pure science is in the
governmental laboratories. How can society
stand by," it concluded rhetorically, "and watch

research on electrons, deuterons and neutrons
become so important to everyone without lifting

a single finger to see that its public servants
include at least a small amount in the Federal
and State

budgets for research in pure

science?"22

Whether in the future the Government would
simply increase its support of basic research in
its own laboratories or do so through grants and
contracts to universities and industrial
laboratories, its role as a source of funds was
increasingly taken for granted. The tenor of the
times was accurately summarized by Karl T.

Compton. speaking in 1938

at a birthday
celebration for a prominent private laboratory.
-If present economic and political tendencies
continue," he remarked, "I see only one ultimate

source of supportthe government through
for the general public benefit."23

ill 1940, the year in which the United States
began to set up its wartime science establishment, the Nation's research and development
budget stood at $345 million. Of this total, $234

million or 68 percent came from private industry, 19 percent from the Federal Government, 9 percent from colleges and universities,

and 4 percent irom other sources, including
private philantaropic endowments. Each of
these sectors
American science, having
developed sep=tely and serving a somewhat
different clientele, expended its own money for
its own purpose.i... The Government was not yet
entirely convi,1:-.1ed that science (especially

basic science) 'raid a high claim upon the tax
dollar; industry feared governmental competition in technological innovation; universities

feared government domination; and many
scientists were still leery of bureaucratic
control from Washington.
WORLD WAR II:
De Facto FEDERALIZATION

The coming of war to Europe changed all of
this. To an extent impossible in the previous
decade, opportunities were seized and fears
overcome. Under the spur of this new crisis,
science and the Federal Government came
together in a new and closer relationship.
During the war years funds for research and
development (exclusive of those for atomic
energy) averaged $600 million a year, 83 percent
of which was provided by the Federal

Government. A large part of these funds was
the Office of Scientific
Research and Development (OSRD). The men

funneled through

in the Deportment of Agriculture, 1933-1940," Agricultu rut
History. 42 I july, 1900) 231-240.

"Pure Physics Begets Applied Physics," lournel of

Applied Phy.sics, 10 (january, 1939), 3.

Remarks wen quoted in the New York ronett. October
1930.
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toward the military.27 Scientists at work on

creates the fund from which the practical

wartime projects were anxious to return to their

applications of knowledge must be drawn.

academic posts but hopeful of continuing to

Today, it is truer than ever that basic research is
the pacemaker of technological prOgress.
A

receive there the Federal support to which they
had grown accustomed. And some reformers,

both within the Government and within the
community of science, were anxious to use the
funds and flexibility of wartime for the
peacetime benefit of science and its service to
the Nation.

Two specific plans for organizing Federal
support for postwar science emerged during the
last months of the war. The first was legislation
proposed by Senator Harley M. Kilgore after 2
years of hearings and consultations with

leading scientists. According to his plan, a
National Science Foundation would be established which would supervise the disposal
of Government funds in three large areas of
concern: national defense, health and medical
care, and "the advancement of the basic

.

.

.

.

nation which depends upon others for its new
basic scientific knowledge will be slow in its
industrial progress and weak in its competitive
position in world trade, regardless of its
mechanical skill.-311 The long war and intensive

research and development effort had, in the
view of many, seriously retarded the growth of
fundamental science. In thepast, according to
this belief, the United States had relied heavily
upon European scientists, particularly those of
Germany, to supply this need for it. Now, with
Europe prostrate, there seemed no choice but to
make the Nation self-sufficient in this essential
resource.
A bill based on Bush's planwas introduced by
Senator Warren G. Magnuson of Washington on
the same day that Science, the Endless Frontier

sciences.-2"

was released to the public.

The second plan was that of Vannevar Bush,
and was based both on his wartime experience

and Bush plans for postwar science were

With OSRD and his own conception or how
science should be organized. In his report of July

1945, entitled Science. the Endless Frontier,
(requested by President Roosevelt but receive(l

by President Truman), Bush proposed the

Although superficially similar, the Kilgore

formed from very different perceptions of what

was best for both science and the Nation at
large. Four major areas of conflict were obvious.
They could be surnmed up as follows:

1. Whether the social sciences should be

setting up of a National Research Foundation
organized into five divisions corresponding to
major areas of national need: medical research,
the natural sciences, national defense, scientific
personnel and education, and publication and
scientific collaboration.20 On the subject of
basic research, Bush stressed that it "leads to
new knowledge. It provides scientific capital. It
2" Perry MI:(:oy Smith, The

included in the subsidy (Kilgore thought
so, Bush di(l not);

2. Whether funds should be distributed to

centers and individuals of proven excellence, or should be distributed more
according to the traditional geographical

pattern (Bush argued for excellence as
defined by peer groups, Kilgore for a
greater concern for improving those which
fell short of that goal);
3. Whether scientists should have exclusive

Porn! Plans far

1945 (Baltimore, 1974 I). 110,
SP(' T'Hinologinil Mohilizatio:I. I. I learings before the
Siiheollinnitee or the (:oininillee on I\Iiiitary

jurisdiction over the spending or Federal
money or should be heldpolitically respon-

Senate, 77th Cong 21d suss, (19-14 pp, 1-:I,
2" Vanneviir Bush, Scienceihe liminess I:rantivr. A Repurt
In the President on

11

P1'0,41'0111

1.111'

sible (Kilgore emphasized responsibility

SCi11111111:

Research, July 11145. Reprinted IoIv 19110 hy the National
Science Founddlion (Washington, 19(10),

Ibid., pp. 17-111 (July 10114
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through the (:hannel of presidential ap-

pointment of the director while Bush
sought to isolate science from possible
Government interference);
4. Whether patents resulting from research
should be the property of the Government
or of the discoverer (on this count Kilgore
argued that research done at the taxpayers'
expense should be freely available, whereas Bush argued that discoveries should
usually remain the property of those who
made them).

The controversy over these points, par-

ticularly that involving presidential appointment of the director, (lelayed the establishment
of the proposed foundation for five years, from
1945 to 1950."'

the director of the Physical Sciences Division of
ONR wrote that "All of Us, both officers and
civilians in ONR. feel that we are engaged in a
very important experiment, investment in basic
research. This experiment," he continued, "has
two aspects. The first is continuing the
relationship developed during the war between
scientists on the one hand and the Naval officers
on the other, which has had a profound effect on
naval thinking and prOcedure. The second is the

support of basic research on a broad and

comprehensive scale by the Federal Government." With justifiable pride he Claimed that
"whatever the future may bring, the Office of
Naval Research has helped to keep alive basic
research in this country for the past 3 years,
stepping in when there was no one else able to
carry the burden.""2

In the meantime, "large segments of the
In the postwar years few sources.of suppor':-Nation's research efforts were being organized seemed so reliable as the military establishunder independent agencies, complicating the ment, and while the problem of secrecy was
eventual task of coordination. The vast poten- found in many areas of weapons research, the
tial of atomic physics, not yet publicly known very definition of basic research argued against
when Bush and Kilgore reported their plans, any such need. Indeed, ONR was proud that in
was dramatically brought to the public's 1946, "of the five hundred university projects in
attention in August 1945 with the dropping of the Physical Sciences Division, only three carry
an atomic bomb on Hiroshima, and had to be security classification."""
addressed immediately. The Atomic Energy
Surveying this new and uncoordinated
Commission was established in 1946 as a new
science
establishment, The President's Scienagency with a mission that demanded the
R.
exercise of concern and initiative in all five of tific Research Board, chaired by John
Nation,
Steelman,
declared
in
1947
"that,
as
a
the areas that had been outlined by Bush as the
responsibility of the contemplated National we (should] increase our annual expenditures
for research and development as rapidly as we
Research Foundation. A similar situation
increase trained
developed when the National Institutes of can expand facilities and
urged,
!'we should be
manpower.
By
1957,"
it
Health, a small agency with vast paper authoridevoting
at
least
one
percent
of
our national
ty, successfully bid in 1945 to take over the
in the
income
to
research
and
developinent
unfinished medical research of the Office of
universities, industry, and the Government."34
Scientific Research and Development.

Within the Navy Department the establishment of the Office of Naval Research in 1946
provided a military analog to the yet-to-beformed National Science Foundation. In 1948
For a recent discussion see ). Merton England, "Dr. Bush
Wri1es a Report: Science the Endless Frontier," Science, 191
(9 January 1976), 41-47.
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The 1957 share was in fact, 2.7 percent.

Emmanuel R. More, "Investment in Basic Research,"
Physics Today. 1 ( N ov
33 Ibid., 8,

b er, 1948). 6-9.

Science mid Public. Policy, Vol. I: A Progrom for the
Notion. A Report to the President by lohn R. Steehnan,
Chairman, The President's Scientific: Research Board
(August 27, 1947), pp. 4-5, 6, 28,

23

Specifically, the Steelman Committee
recommended "that heavier emphasis be placed
upon basic research and upon medical research
in

our national research and development

,budget. Expenditures for basic research should
be quadrupled and those for health and medical
research tripled in the nest de'.a(12., while total
research and development exp,....litures should
be doubled." In addition, it emphasized that "a

National Science Foundation [should] be established to make grants in support of basic
research. .." Although the committee realized
that "in-government research and development
programs" contained significant basic research

components, it argued that "the bulk of the
expansion must come in the universities and
colleges and be financed by Federal funds." It
contemplated a Federal research budget of
$2,240 million by the year 1957, 20 percent of
which would be earmarked for basic research,
most of which would be carried out through
grants and contracts. Actual Federal budget
R&D obligations for FY 1957 were $3,932
million. Of this total, 6.7 percent was directed to
ba'Sic research.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

The eventual establishment of an independent National Science Foundation in 1950 went
far towards answering the call of the Steelman
Committee. The several areas of greatest
contrOversy over the years were individually
solved in the following manner:
1. In the eventual legislation, the social

sciences were, by implication, eligible for

support, although such support was not

mandated;
2. Funds were to be distributed on the basis of
scientific merit. but with respect to

geographical distribution the Foundation
was enjoined "to avoid undue concentration";

3. The Foundation director and the members
of the governing National Science Board
were, to be appointed by the President;

4. Flexible patent policy would allow patents
to be retained by those doing the research.
Despite the new National Science Foundation's broad mandate, the actual field within

which it could operate was severely limited.
The vast fields of medical, nuclear, and defense

research were already covered by vigorous
programs located in other Federal agencies. In
attempting to summarize this diverse Federal
activity, the Commission on Organization of the
Executive Branch of the Government (the socalled Hoover Commission) noted in 1955 that
some 29 different Federal agencies would
participate in spending a proposed fiscal 1956
research and development- budget of $2,400
million."5

MILITARY SUPPOrIT OF
BASIC RESEARCH

The support of basic research by the military

services was and continued to be a source of
diverse problems. In 1948 the Director of the
Physical Sciences Division of ONR pointed to
the "need for a National Science Foundation"
but at the same time insisted that "the experiences and operations of ONR do indicate
that the National Science Foundation should
not be the sole government agency engagedin
basic research. The ONR," he added, "has been

careful not to become the only naval activity
engaged in basic research, because giving
authorization to a single group has certain
dangers found to be inherent in monopolies

"311

This principle was widely ap-

proved among those agencies who wanted their
own basic research programs, and found
support as well on its merits.
During these same years, for example, the Air
Force set up its own basic research agency, the
Research (mil Dovoloimmot

Ow Goverommit. A Reporl

to Iho Congress by the Itinoveri Commission on Organizalion or the I.:mit:olive Brooch a Iho (;overnmenl IMay.
1055). pp. xi. x ii 50. 47.
". Pion!, 9.
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Air Force Office of Scientific Research. As its
historian has written, "That something was
done in the end, however, was due less to the
inner appeal of basic research than to circumstances. Basic research found a niche for
itself in the Air Force during a general

organizational upheaval of the Air Force's R&D

activities" brought on by ,dissatisfaction with
the Air Force's technological arm, and "the
thrust of reform of Air Force technology
possessed enough momentum to carry basic
research with it.'' The director of the new
AFOSR knew that basic research as such had
little appeal and deliberately kept his early
budget requests low. In this way he hoped to
avoid those large expansions and cuts which
made the budgeting of research so unpredictable.37

The legislation dedicating NSF to the promotion or basic research raised questions as to the
role of AFOSR and that of other such agencies.In 1954, however, the While House issued
Executive Order No. 10521 on the Administration of Scientific Research. This document
appeared lo strengthen the parl of NSF in the
support of basic research in the Government,
and caused some concern in AFOSR, 'In a
response which incidentally highlighted the
difficulty of defining "basic" research with any
precision, AFOSR simply redefined all its basic
research in terms of "exploratory" and "supporting" research. As its historian noted, "any and
all line items that smacked of' ivy and ivory
towers were blotted oul. In their place arose
materials,
such categories as electronics,
you,""
propulsion, and what have

The need felt by AFOSR to do basic
researchand to tlisguise it ils "applied"

underscored a continuing uncertainly as lo the

real position of science vis-a-vis society. As
Warren Weaver wrote in his preface to a
Nick A. Kontons, Science unit Ilic ;lir Force:

Ow ll' Force ()Itiii

II

Scientific Research (Arlington,

UMW, pp. 1), 52.
p, 119,

14

Ifistory ii

Symposium on Basic Research of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science
of
and cosponsors(1959), everyone was in favor
important
about
science;
science "but what is
what science really is; what scientific activities
and
are 'practical' and what visionary
presumably lacking in significance; what kind
and amount of support society ought to furnish

scientists; what balance there should be
between the support of basic sciencethe
untrammrled search for new knoredge for its
own sake--7and of applied sciencethe search
to

for'ancl the use of knowledge specifically needed

for recognized practical objectives; these are
puzzling and unanswered questions."" The
papers delivered at the symposium itselfunderscored the fundamental conflict: despite
Weaver's definition of basic research as "the
untrammeled search for new knowledge for its
own sake," the symposium resolved into an
attempt to demonstrate that .it was to be
supported by the public not for its own sake but
for the sake of improved technology.
the relaWhile, as Weaver pointed out,
tionship between science and government was
still far from being clearly defined, that part of

the Federal budget that could be classified

under the heading of R&D grew rapidly during..
the 1955-65 period." In 1955 the Government
commitment
development
and
research
amounted to $2,744.7 million (including R&D'

plant), Of this total $2,084.2 million was,

obligated by the Department of Defense and.
another $372.9 million by the Atomic Energy-..
Commission, The budget of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare (including the
National Institutes of Health) was $70a.i:
million. The budget of NSF stood at only $10,3
million. Just 10 years later, in 1965, total
obligations for research and development,
Width! (edd,

referenced to specific
All statistical data, imless
Indicolors'197.4.
Report of
documents, are from Science

the National Science Board, 1075 (Washington, 1977;) or
from Vcdontl holds for Research, Ikvelopnwni, awl 011,nr
Schottifie Activities publications of the Nal halal Science
Foundation.
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including R&D plant, had risen to $15,745.9
million (a more than five-fold increase in the
decade), of which the DOD obligated $6,865.0
million and a relative newcomer to the-science
establishment, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), accounted for

The coming of the Kennedy years witnessed
an even greater flow of funds and optimism into

$5,481,9 million. AEC showed $1,539.7 million,
HEW had grown to $970.5 million, and NSF had
risen to $275.4 million. Of the Federal R&D total
of nearly $15,000 million (R&D plant excluded)

Praising both the growing support of basic

some 8 percent went to universities, anothff 4
percent to contract research centers at universities, 21 percent to Federal intramural
laboratories, and the chief share. 62 percent, to
private industry. The, remaining performers,
mainly nonprofit institutions, took 5 percent. A
closer look at the funds earmarked for university research in 1965, shows that 40 percent came
from HEW, 24 percent from DOD, 12 percent
from NSF, 10 percent from NASA, 6 percent
from AEC, and 5 percent from USDA.
THE 1960's: A MATURE AND
PROSPEROUS SYSTEM OF SUPPORT

The orbiting of Sputnik by the Soviet Union
in 1957 provided both a jolt to complacency and

a powerful stimulus to action to enhance the
Nation's capabilities in science and technology.
In 1958 the new President's Science Advisory
Cothmittee (PSAC) reported that "this year the
U.S. Government will spend over $5 billion on

research, engineering and development, substantially more than it spent in the entire four

decades 1900-1939and more than the total

Federal budget of a.generation ago." In part as a

residt of this massive funding, "in less than a

generation, the United States has wrested

scientific leadership from its birthplace, Europe, and since 1945 over half of all Nobel prizes
in the sciences have been awarded to
Americans. The Federal Government has
played an important role in this achiemment."'"

the scientific community. Shortly before his
death in 1963 President Kennedy gave an
address bef,.-n the National Academy of
Sciences on "A Century of Scientific Conquest."

research and the closer links between science
and public policy, he celebrated the fact that
"we move toward a new era in which science can

fulfill its creative promise and help bring into
existence the happiest society the world has
ever known."42

Whether that goal was a realistic one, it
fittingly keynoted the euphoria of science in the

1960's, Whether one looks at total Federal
spending for research and development (up
from $9,3 billion in 1961 to $14.8 billion in
1970), total national spending on-R&D (up from_

$14.3 billion in 1961 to $26.0 billion in 1970),

Federal investment in R&D plant above and
remaining above half a billion dollars annually
after 1960, the number of institutions granting
doctorates in science and engineering (up from
162 in 19(12-63 to 229 in 1970-71),43 or the

number of doctorates earned in science and
engineering (8,055 in 1962-63 and 18,466 in

1970-71)the story seemed always one of
phenomenal growth. The result of this massive
spending was a scientific capability with new

facilities, new practitioners, and new expectations of support. There were, however,
subsurface counter trends, developing into
mismatches between resources and claimants.
Unforeseen disturbances lay ahead.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SYSTEM

This large research establishment, as

it

flourished in the mid-1960's, had several salient

features. First, it was heavily dependent upon
lohn F. Kennedy, "A Century of Scientific Conquest," in

4l SI Tong Olen ing

The Scientific Etaleovor Centennial Calehrolion of the
Notional ,Ac(Iilenty of Sciences INew York, 1965), p. 3111,

'195B1, pp. 1.3.

13 Science Indicators-1972. Report of the Nalifrnil I Scienc(
1973 (Washington, 1)73), pp. 1011-09, 115, 135, 1311.

Atnitritlin Sciancti. A Report to the
Presidenrs Science Advisary Committee (Washington.
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Figure 1-1. National R&D Expenditures
40

by Character of Work, 1953-76
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Federal funds. Even before the sixties. over half
of the funds for both basic and applied research

carried out

in

universities came from the

Federal Government, Second, the bulk of these
funds came from agencies tied directly to U.S.
international competition with the Soviet
Union (DOD, AEC, NASA). Third. except for

the budgeting process carried on in the Ex-

ecutive Branch, the system was not effectively
coordinated or integrated by any science policymaking body. And fourth, and perhaps most
importantly, it was a system which had proven
itself acceptable to both government agencies
and to nongovernmental scientists. The

problems which arose over distribution of

funds between regions, disciplines, institutions, and individuals were partly smoothed over by rapidly expanding budgets and the

fact that most agencies relied heavily upon

peer-group evaluation by panels of established
scientists. Finally, the total national expenditure, including that of the private sector. for
research and development was growing faster
than the gross national product. In 1953-54 R&D

equalled about 11/2 percent of the GNP; by 1961-

62 it equalled almost 3 percent.
By the mid-1960's, it was clear that although
the total national R&D effort was growing, its
distribution had settled into a pattern, justified
16
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by arguments which had changed lit tie from the
prewar period. Most R&D money (two-thirds)
went for development, and the vast majority of
that was performed by private industry. (See

Figures 1-1 and 1-2). More than one-fifth of R&D

funds went for applied research with, again,

private industry doing most of the work. Finally
about one-eighth of the funds went for basic
research, half of which was done by colleges.

and universities and their affliated contract

research centers, almost one-fourth of which
was carried on by private industry, one-sixth
by Federal agencies directly and less than onetenth by nonprofit institutions exclusive of
universities and colleges. Except in the case of
private industry, the Government paid the bulk
of the money for basic research performance,

-CHALLENGES TO THE SYSTEM
Forebodings about the future of the system
had been sensed early in the decade. Whether
from a distrust of good times or a shrewd
reading of the political winds, Philip H. Abelson

warned in 1963 that "my guess is that the

honeymoon is about to end and that there could
be trouble ahead."44 One source of concern was
" SIIIncI.
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litnuary 25, 1003 ), 305,

Figure 1-2. National R&D Expenditures by Character of Work and Performer, 1953-76
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the impact that large Federal subsidies wer
having upon the Nation's institutions of higheeducation. In 1959 Charles V. Kidd published a:

influential study of American Universitic ani
Federal Research, the thesis of which was

hs

large-scale Federal financing of research
in motion irreversible forces that are affc
the nature of universities, altering their cal,
ty

i

to teach, changing their financial status

motlifYing the character of parts of the Feder::

administrative structure, establishing net.
political relations, and changing the Iva::
research itself is organized."45 The expansion
FedUriii R&D following Sputnik, especially
through creation of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration and the National
Defense, Educatian Act, greatly increasNI
Federal R&D spending. At the end or the decade,
the historian A. Hunter Dupree said that "for the
first time since the period 1945-47 the United
States is in the midst a shaping a new science
policy. The old government-university
partnership (has) already lost its basic

rationale. ..
The academic science establishment particularly, based on a government-university
partnership, was threatened from the inside by
its own growth even as it was buffeted by
repercussions from the war in Southeast Asia
and_ the growing environmental crisis. Even
while funds for fellowships, research, and
facilities were growing during the 1960's, the
increasing number of scientists wanting suppart lowered the per capita subsidy to each.

Bet .vetin IS164 am.l 1970 the proportion of Ph.D.

academic staff, in science receiving Federal
support and engaged in basic research fell (for

all fields) from 69 percent to 57 percent. During
this same period, research fonds (both Federal
and other) per scientist and engineer in

doctorate-granting institutions dropped from

S18,138 to Sil .026 (in constant '1961 (lollars).To
make math:Cs worse, research support based on
I:11.1111.s

\'.

1<id(1.

,luuTrcort 11trivon;itic

liospord) iCombritlot..y. 1950).
1:,(100riii1

18
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H.,:ching responsibilities was un-. :Tar raid by
fact that hi', 1971 students derhW; hlotorli'ds
ngineering,
physics
m.'.,hematic= ,vere declining. And -1O.D t' itthes
171 although empl
f:oanlem,
1

ed afar

:Lid engineers w"re
.1\ v-orker. unemployment 0' V

for i'n:ientis

:ears Li age was over

inder
The
Ye less

fa-

ierity of the sixties was prov
wholly self-sustaining.
ith

the coming of the

1970,:,

t

,

once

stable
bility
in
cience structure began to show vulnei
two additional major areas: the prope .neasuring or effort between basic and appliei, iesearch

latively prosperous and apparel-1 l.

and the proper division of responsibility in

science between military and civilian agencies.

I3ehincl both of these lay the changing role of the

Cold War as a justification for the Federal
commitment to R&D efforts, Initiatives aimed at

easing of international tensions between the
great powers, and a new awareness of such

cities,
deteriorating public health and safety, shorproblems

domestic

as

decaying

tages of energy and materials, and increasing
pollution tested the flexibility of the science
establishment. As new demands on the Federal
budget competed with established R&D
programs, it was inevitable that the costeffect iveness of basic research should again be
questioned.
Some al tempts to answer questions about the

cost/effectiveness or basic research took the
form of case histories for technological innovat inns.

The

Department

of

Defense

preliminarily released Project Hindsight in

1966;4" the National Science Foundation funded
Technology in Retrospect and Critical Events in
Sciinct. Ilultrolur!i-197 2. pp. 120. 121, '125. 130. 1:11.
lifyinonil S. Isruson. "Projec.1
Shyr%vin
15t1 Hum. 2:1, 1907) 1571-1577. Aku.
Hilywund S. kviisuri. (Mice (it 11u 1/irt,clur ol 1b.lvitsei
lipplort

ond

and
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11111)1111.111ml
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'TRACI:P" vhich i1tH
ii A68
a.id 41t: :uctionti JI Science and .echnuji,,:y ill
lat,,)v-,ative Process: Some L.:Ist: S I iUS5"
wh.A.'D appeared in 1973, These :-1:udies
attemrted to docu.ment the contributiorp; ;)1. and
ch7t-rcr.ilogical relationships be tweer basic
applied research and developti--It for

many observers, In December 1969 a preside:
tial Task Force on Science Policy reported thz .'urgent and critical funding problems do exist
in ninny areas of science and technology today.

:I
echnoleqic:al innovations. Ai!ft-i ()ugh
,,udv h ighlL.,'hted the time df!laYs
'ween
pu ..:.Ation of
research re -;ults
the
utlhz;,)';on of
.results, only the
NSF
prt
i.tiustrateci how basic resear:1- had

basic research and academic science have

co

detailed somr consequences of the decrease in
support levels, embracing them in the phrase

s&-

ut ei to th improved produr
stai iard
living and economic sr
of
society. However, while these case studie:s were

underway, questions were also raise(i as to

All aspects of science policy are currently
strongly influenced by the fact that, after years
of rapid growth, Federal funds for the support of
leveled, or, considering the effects of' inflation,
decreased in recent years. Intense budget

pressures and very difficult priority choices
exist." The report in a subsequent passage
"this general crisis."'.2

where basic research should be done and :Lnder
whose sponsorship.

Also in 1969 former presidential science
advisor, Jerome B. Wiesner, noted that "there

The marking out of boundaries for miiitary
research activity was tried anew in the

has been no time in the post-World War II period
when the situation looked as bleak, nor were our
scientists more discouraged," Wiesner called for

Mansfield amendment of 1970, which sought to
limit military su:pport of basic research to those

areas clearly within the military's mission.ro
Behind this effort was the belief that while basic

research was a worthwhile object of Federal
subsidy, military sponsorship in most cases
carried a larger liability than benefit. NSF, it
was hoped, would be able to pick up the funds.
In practice, it proved easier to deny funds to the

military than to rebudget them for a civilian

"a recommitment to an aggressive, vital scientific program, a rededication' motivated by the

true need of our society, the need to be

continuously inventing our future, if we are to
remain a vital nation."5"
In the context of such statements lay
references, direct or implied, to the persistence

of issues confronting research in the United

of its successes, awakened 'apprehension in

States through much of its history. The voicing
of concern was also the statement of a challenge.
The history reviewed here provides hope that
this challenge can be met by study and action so
as to cont inue progress in the history yet to be
written.

-" The Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute.

(87). March, 1973, Columbus, Ohio. Available From

agency.

As the decade of the sixties faded and the
seventies began, the weaknesses of the postwar
scientific system, added to some adverse results

Technology in Retrospect (nut Criticol Events in Science,
(TRACES), Prepared for the National Science Foundation, 2
vols., 11955). Available from National Technical Information Service:
1, 1>13 2347u7/AS; Vol. 2, PB 234798/AS.
Bill lune C.919191)18; Laboratories, Interactions of Schnice
um! Technology in Ihn Innovative Process: Some Cost:
Studies. prepared for the National Science Foundation IC-

National Technical Informati(Jn Service as PB 228-508/AS.
See for example. Science, 169 (September 11. 1(370), 1059.
Science rind Technology: Tools for Progress. 'Me Report

of the President's Task Force on Science Policy (April.
197(1). pp. v, 25,

feronut 13. Wiesner. i'Rethinking fur Scientific Obits:ives," Technology Review. 71 Hannary, 1909), 15-17.
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Tr-7= INQUIRY

TZTHE FESEARCH COMM jNITY

SEN3 OF THE INQUIRY LETTER
As

Inreword hasdndicated, the purpose of

this .Eort is to aler.-tt responsible persons in
govemram1 and th:epuiblic to critical issues that

are culTontly affecting or will soon affect the
conduct of researCh in this country. In order to
determine what these issues are, the National
Science Board contacted a large segment of the
research community in the United States, and
asked them what they see their problems to be.
Thus a letter of inqui:ry was sent Um a selected

2

laboratories, wheiher they are Federal intramural laboratories or Federally Funded
Research and Development Centers (FFRDC's).
FFRDC's are contractor-operated R&D
organizations established to meet the particular
needs of a Federal agency..Examples of FFRDC's
are Kitt Peak National 0.bservatory and RAND

Corporation. Independent research institutes
(IRI's) are separately incorporated nonprofit
organizations operating under the ±:rect ion of
lheir own controlling bodies and Terforming
:',&D in any of a wide variety of fieds.

set of persons responsible for the direction of
research throughout the scientific community,'
Each person contacted was asked to suggest
"the two most critical issues/problems facing

'The inquiry letter was sent to the presidents
and vice-presidents for iresearch2 at a selected

fundamental (long-term, basic) research, as you

Higher Education as Research Universities I or
Research Universities IL Research Universities

see it, in .the near-term future," "What critical
issues/problems will condition scientific and
and will decrease its
technological research.
effectiveness unless properly addressed?" The
respondents were intentionally given a great
deal of freedom in the suggestions they might
make. The oniy limitation was that the planned
Report "is rlo, as much concerned with dollar
h circumstances in the insupport as
stitutional, managerial or policy environment
which will 'thlluence the productivity of working scientist2:and engineers."
For the puTposes tif this inquiry, the scientific

community was divided into four "sectors":
university, indusnry, Government, -atrial-inesearch institutes (IRI's). The
dependent
Government sector comprises all Federal
The complete Ir.:

tiis letter is shown in Appendix 13.

set of universities, namely .those that were
classified by the Carnegie Commission on
I are the 52 leading universities in terms of
Federal financial support and production of
Ph.D.'s, Research Universities 11 are the 40
additional universities that are leading in-

stitutions with respect to either Federal support
or production of Ph,D.'s."

In addition, each university vice-presicent
for research, was asked to supply the =lames of
the chairmen of five of his most active

departments in science and engineeng.4 The
Titles for comparable positions vary among inistilutiori.
For a fuller discussfon, see Appendix A.
' For the exact definition, see CarnegieCommks..,,In',,in
Higher Education. A Classification of Institutions 1)1
Echo:a/(m (Berkeley. 1973). pp. 1-2. The nalllf!S
1::11`til.
illSt OW ions are listed on pp. 0-15 of that
I ion ,!pd
also in Appendix C of this Report.
' The hiller employed is included in Appendix 13.
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:uter was also sent w them. :1 all, 445
were contacted from a variety of

dis--;rit.:::t:,.!s and all 92 Camat:.ie Research Un-

Together with the presidents and
--residents, they reFresent a ..ery con-

si(ter,ilib' sampling of the research management
at 'LLS. universities.
In the industry 'sector, the presidents of a
group of major corporations were contacted.
These corporations account for about one-half
of company-Funded R&D spending in theUnited
States. The companies selected were chosen to
obtain adequate coverage of those industries in

which basic research plays a significant role.
Several companies were selected from each of
industries performing basic research.
.:in i!,','.ustries devoting fewer resources to
basic re,,...mrch, only one company was selected.

Let ters were also sent to all 100 members of

the NSF Industrial Panel on Science and

Technology. These panelists were originally
'to represent -the large, medium, and
s-ele-t
small 'firms doing research in each major
industry, such as eh: :tronics. aerospace, or
instruments, Typically, the top R&D official
within a eompany is the panel member. This
means that most members are vice-presidents
for research or directors of research; in some
cases tvhere research is conducted by a research
subsidiary, the panel immiber is the president of
the research on.ganiza t ion. The rompanies
represented on the NSF Industrial Panel

also sent to the
Federa

agencies

I-. ghest rzeil:Lag
:eating ,cith

ficials of

s...mce and

Fedur:al irnrumural
labora...)ries were selected 'a re=sent the
parent
spectr:1 of reseauh activ ;ny cor
most
agenc:, Almost all :unduct
do app ed research or deveic::::=:::t es well.

techr logy. Tr

Simi.arly, in the :mse oi Th independent
researr:. institutes, letters twita sent to the
presid::::ts or directors of lah.:-.3:thc.ries from 45

as being the
larges-, in terms of research -Ind development

of the institutes that were

expencii tures in 1973. Together the:;. accounted

for 78 percent of all research and development
expenditures in such institutes."

The scope of this study, therefore, was quite
broad. Table 2-1 shows the number of letters
sent as well as the number of responses, by
sector and by subgroup of respondents within
each sector. The inquiry was:designed so as to
get a response from each secturin which science

or engineering is done. At the same time, it

limited the number orissues" to two, in ordar to
obtain a sense of priority and urgency.

By choice an open queo ain was asked_ in
place of a structured questmnnaire suitabk-for
quantitative statistical amiLysis. This metnud
allowed the research cc=munity to state tneir
be
concerns in their own .A nnjs. While it
desirable to do a more oi.ireitative study lahar,
this kind of study rno5 susitdide for an init.-al

together iccount for :T.:July two-thirds of all

plora t ion or th

industrial R&D sp!:-

In the Covernmer sector. all Federal agencies with major scier.i.a:c research effortsr' were
covered. Directors (): selected intramural

Federal laboratories and the directors of all
Federally Funded Research and Development

Centers (FFRDC's iere contacted. Let ters were
on fol.'rsliga:,

ficpur1

2-1. which sh,:ws the numil-- 1.iletters sent Eior
uilch sector, LIe number-o: :osporises receited..

Protection. q:ird Congress. 211

h ors ot .1041)
I he
Norprojni :ruit ital ions. I 97:L NSF

This hguru was uhtaint>.-: trn:7

1111it11

nuow.al and Cffiltill1111'
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gratifyingly :1-agh. This cati:Lr,v

ion of Vederof

l'urt 7 of Agricullurv-Enviroo.unstlinvr -.al, non Appmpriattons for 1975
Mt.1
R. pn:scnIalives. Commillre on
y.,!:1.4s. (LS. Ilunis
Ap;--opriations. Sulua aumitve on Agriculture-Envirun.
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latiturwas
The rate of rtsponse

Arl

iodic .,:os, not nIl nfth'i'45
instilutos wore still in ex islonco ;it -no limit III thp ioicr
inquiry.
75-301i. As I hi! discussion
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and the percentage rate of response.7 The
industry sector had the highest rate, 81percent.
The return from university presidents and vicepresidents for research was also quite high, at

82 percent and 78 percent, respectively. The
response from department chairmen was
smaller, perhaps because they were contacted
at an awkward time in their schedules. While
the other administrators were contactec. in May
and June, the letters to chairmen did m: go out
until late umiimp. FFRDC's (50 percLut) kind
independent research institutes (53 :iercent)
showed the lowest returns. Five of the ridepenTable 2-1.

dent research instituts taken from the 1973
listing had gone out of business by the time of
the letter inquiry. Hence Table 2-1 shows only
40 institutes as havim: been contacted.
The high overall rate of response indicates an
intensity of concern within the research system
about its immediate future, and the .,tuality of
these responses is evidence that a gnsat dteal of
serious thought went into them. Th-, National
eience Board greatly appreciates thi- valuable
.:ontributions that th.e respondents hk.rve made
io this Report.

Responses to the NSB Inquiry Letter

University
Presidents

Vice Presidents
for Research
Department
Chairmen

Letters
Sent

Responses
Received

Percent

Research Universities I
Research Universities II
Total

52
40

41

34

79
85

92

75

82

Research Universities I
Research Universities II
Total

52

40

40
32

77
80

92

72

73,

Research Universities I
Research Universities II

250

172
122

e-F.

195

Total

445

294

66

629

441

70

100

78
45

78

51

151

123

81

37

59

8

22
25
8

100

81

55

68

40

21

53

640

71

Total for Universities
Industry
NSF Industrial Panel
Presidents of Corporations
Total for Industry
Governrnent
Directors of Federally Fundet....- .F:searc-. an
Development Centers (FFRI:::'s)

...............

Directors of Intramural Laboratories
Agency Officials for Science and Tec77-7olcy
Total for Government
Independent Research Institutes
Presidents or Directors of Institutes
Overall Total

36
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Appewlis, C lists the names cif the rospo -Alrut, tfld their
institutions. according to sector.
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69.

ANALYSIS OF THE
RESPONSE LETTERS
W hen the response let ters were t-eceived, they

were subjected to a content analysis. The
purpose of this analysis was to develop the most
Table 2-2.

suitable set of categories under which to
classify the problems and suggestions contained in the letters. The original inquiry letter
had not contained any such categories, since its

intent was to give the respondents as much
freedom as possible in their replies.

Issues Most Often Mentioned from the University Sector
There is pressure for applied research in preference to basic or pure research; projects are overly
-targeted" or their subjects too minutely defined.
There is need for more continuity and stability in government funding of research; research grants
should be longer.
Hiring and research support problems are experienced by younger faculty; departments cannot hire
because of tenure: older faculty do not leave.
The continued supply of manpower-to do research must be Insured.
More coordination of research at the national level, more consistent policy, and more planning are
needed.

More support is needed for graduate studies.
More money in general is needed for research; there should be more basic research.
The public has a negative attitude toward science and technology.
Government (State, local, or Federal) or one of its branches or agencies has a negative attitude toward
,zr.ie,,ce and technology.
Funds are needed for research equipment, instrumentation, and:maintenance.
Increased teaching loads lake time away from research.
More support for university research should be supplied at the,institutional level.
value
,A program of education or communication is needed to convincetthe public and governmentatthe

of research.
government.
There are excessive demands for accountability in the use of funds provided by

Table 2-3.

Islau.

Mast Often Mentioned from the Industry Sector
Government:regulations and controls (unreasonable, not thought out, no cost/benefit/risk analysis).
Absence of national science and technology policy, priorities or goals.
Aea7--term relevance is only research objective (due to government regulations or decentralization
of research to profit centers).
in
!,--,.erieral economic conditions, particularly inflation in salIaries and laboratory costs, lead to decreases
-aciamental research in industry.
Low public confidence in and/or poor image of science, technology, research or scientists.
Lack of availability of money, low profitability or obstacles to capital formation lead to decreases in
fundamental research in industry.
Concern over general decrease in fundamental and other research in industry.
Deteriorating patent protection or patent policy is a disincentive to industrial research and
innovation.
policy on
Too few/too many scientific and technical personnelno match with needlack of national
scientific and technical personnel.
Competing R&D functains'(e.g., applied research or-development in response to government regulations)
decrease fundamental' research in industry.
Concern about quality ofIrew peoplebest are not-entering science and engineering
or, if they do, are-kept foruniversity.
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The letters were first divided according to
sector. For each sector, an initial set of letters
was read. and a list was made of the problems
and suggestions that they discussed. This list
was reduced to a smaller list that combined
statements of issues that were very similar, and
this became the first tentative list of categories.
The list was revised as more letters were read
until categories were reached that would cover
almost ail of the responses. A count was kept of
the number of responses that fell under each
category. Further details.of the analysis cambe
found in Appendix A. Some members of the
National .Science Board verified the list of
categories-by their own independent reading of

their frequency. A complete list which includes
the less frequent issues, is given in Appendix D.

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS
If one examines the four tables of issues from
the four research sectors (Tables 2-2 to 2-5), it is

striking that all the sectors expressed such

the
The cal(;:guries that were developed from the
letter:s h the above method are the concerns
and needs-of the -".lation's scientific enterprise as

similar concerns. The preliminary analysis of
the response letters divided the Nation's
research effort into separate sectors, but it can
now be seen that the commonality of interests
among these sectors is much more significant
than their differences. This is one of the most
important results of the present Report.
The similarity of interesits caz be exhibited
most easily by rearranging all th- issues listed.
in Tables 2-2 to 2-5 so that similar issues from

within each sector. Tables
list the issues mentioned most
aftez froirl.- each sector, roughly in the order of

the different sectors appear togeL'aer. This leads
to a new-set of tables, each of wi'lich combines
issues from all sectors under a common heading.

thes,±' are
2-2 tin-rouqh

Tabie244

Issues Most Often Mentioned from the Government Sector
Need for coordinated research policy at the national level involving long-range planning,
commitments and priorities.
Increased emphasis on short-term research and neglect of basic research.
Overmanagement as evidenced by too many restrictions, especially on longer-term research.
Need for increased or stable funding.
Desire for improved personnel management (e.g., personnel changes, salary scales, staff levels,
etc.).

Need to maintain research staff vitality with more positions for young scientists and continuing
education for older ones.
Meeting public demand for justification of basic research programs with respect to mission.
Lack of Congressional or Executive support and understanding of basic research.

tssues Most Often Mentioned from Independent Research Institutes
Need for long-term continuity in funding.
Lack of coherent national science policy especially toward IRI's.
Need for adequate justification of research
Manpower needsparticularly in IRI's--ss problems associated with multi-disciplinary efforts.
Federal pressure toward over-direction of research with emphasis on short-term or applied
research.

Need for research funds including construction funds.
THE INQUIRY TO nib; RESEARCH COMMUNITY
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The f9llowing four headings were selected as
the most suitable ones under which to group the
issues:
Dependability in Funding for Research
Vitality of the Research System
* Freedom in the Research System
Confidence in Science and Technology
,

In Tables 2-6 to 2-9, therefore, the issues from
the four preceding tables are rearranged under
these new headings. Within a table, the issues

under each sector that were mentioned most
often are listed first. The headings state the
broad issue areas that include the particular
issues reported by the respondents.
Table 2-6.

These new tables provide the basic structure
for the remaining chapters of this Report. Each
of the following four chapters will be based on
one table and will discuss the issues listed in
that table, thereby covering all of the research
sectors. The discussions will consist essentially
of quotations taken from the response .letters.
The interconnections between the issues will be
pointed out, as well as the similarity of views
among the sectors. In this way, it is hoped that a
clear picture will emerge of the deep concerns

that the research community has expressed
about its prospects at this point in its history.

Important Issues Pertaining to Dependability in Funding for Research
University
There is need for more continuity and stability in government funding of research; research grants
should be longer.
More coordination of research at the national level, more consistent policy, and more planning are
needed.

More money in general is needed for research; there should be more basic research.
Funds are needed for research equipment, instrumentation, and maintenance.
More support for university research should be supplied at the institutional level.
Industry
Absence of national science and fechnology policy, priorities or goals.
General economic conditions, particularly inflation in salaries and laboratory costs, lead to
decreases in fundamental research in industry.
Lack of availability of money, low profitability or obstacles to capital formation lead-to
decreases in fundamental research in industry.
Concern over general decrease in fundamental and other research in industry.
Government Laboratories & FFRDC's
Need for coordinated research policy at the national level involving long-range planning,
commitments and priorities.
Need for increased or stable funding.

Independent Research Institutes
Need for long-term continuity in funding.
Lack of coherent national science policy especially toward IRI's.
Need for research funds including construction funds.
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Table 2-7.

Important Issues Pertaining to the Vitality of the Research System
University
Hiring and research support problems are experienced by younger faculty; departments cannot hire
because of tenure; older faculty do not leave.
The continued supply of manpower to do research must be insured.
More support is needed for graduate studies.
Increased teaching loads take time away from research.

industry
Concern about quality of new peoplebest are not entering science and engineering
or, if they do, are kept for university.
Too few/too many scientific and technical personnelno match with needlack of national
policy on scientific and technical personnel.
Government Laboratories & FFRDC's
Desire for improved personnel management (e.g., personnel changes, salary scales, staff
levels, etc.).
Need to maintain research staff vitality with more positions for young scientists and continuing
education for older ones.

independent Research institutes
Manpower needsparticularly in IRI'sas problems associated with multi-disciplinary efforts.

Table 2-8.

important Issues Pertaining to Freedom in the Research System
University
There is pressure for applied research in preference to basic or pure research; projects are overly
"targeted" or their subjects too minutely defined.
There are excessive demands for accountability in the use of funds provided by government.

industry
Government regulations and controls (unreasonable, not thought out, no cost/benefit/risk analysis).
Near-term relevance is only research objective (due to government regulations or decentralization
of research to profit centers).
Deteriorating patent protection or patent policy is a disincentive to industrial research and
innovation.
Competing R&D functions (e.g., applied research or development in response to government regulations)
decrease fundamental research in industry.

Government Laboratories & FFRDC's
Increased emphasis on short-term research and neglect of basic research.
Overmanagement as evidenced by too many restrictions especially on longer-term research.

independent Research institutes
Federal pressure toward over-direction of research with emphasis on short-term or applied
research.
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in Science and Technology
Table 2-9. Important Issues Pertaining to Confidence
University
The public has a negative attitude toward science and technology.
Government (State, local, or Federal) or one of its branches or agen ,.?s has a negative ar7rude
toward science and technology.
ol
A program of education or communication is needed to convince the public and goveritiiet
the value of research.

industry
-Low public confidence in and/or poor image of science, technology, research or sciermists.
Government Laboratories & FFRDC's
Meeting public demand for justification of basic research programs with respect to mi=-iori.
Lack of Congressional or Executive support and understanding of basic research.

,independent Research institutes
Need for adequate justification of research.
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DEPENDABILITY IN
FUNDING FOR RESEARCH

The issues constituting "Dependability in
Funding for Research" display two broad

aspects. One pertains to funding for research
projects, with special emphasis on continuity
and stability. The other involves planning and
policymaking in the overall management of
research funding at the institutional level and at

the national level. A principal goal of this
planning and policymaking is assured continuity and stability in funding for research.

Respondents noted that research is
characteristically a slow and methodical
process by which new knowledge is sought
through systematic investigations. The outcome of these investigations, they emphasized,
cannot be predicted; the results of following a
lead may turn out to be negative or may indicate

fruitful new paths for further research. So,
respondents argued, the research scientist
ideally should be able to count on stability and
continuity in his research support wherever it
may lead. However, the present collection of
letters indicates that certain conditions make

such reliable support difficult, and in some
cases, impossible. The destabilizing conditions,

factors or situations mentioned in the letters

differ by research sector and by source of
supporting funds. Nonetheless, throughout the
sectors of research, respondents identified
uncertainty in funding as a source of problems.
In several cases, respondents explicitly pointed
out that the desire for dependable funding is not

just another way of asking for more money.
They went on to say that the continuity is more
important than the level of support.

The leading issues pertaining to dependability of funding for research are presented in Table
2-6 of Chapter 2 and are discussed below.
Industrial responses generally noted

decreases in research, especially more basic
research, and frequently related these decreases
to changes in funding due to prevailing

economic conditions such as inflation, low
profits, and decreased availability of capital.
The industrial respondents also reported an
absence of policy, priorities or goals for science
and technology at the national level.

Within the university sector, the issue cited
most often that has to do with dependability in
funding for research is the need for continuity

and stability in Government support. Multiyear funding is a solution frequently proposed
to meet this need. University respondents also

frequently suggested two other means for
dealing with the problem of continuity and
stability: long-term planning for research

funding by the Federal Government, and
providing support directly to the university for
subsequent allocation by university officials to
campus research activities (a so-called in-

stitutional form of support). Another issue
frequently cited is the need for funds for
research

equipment, instrumentation and
maintenance. A significant minority in the
university sector expressed concern about the
adequacy of dollar levels of fundinga subject
outside the preferred areas of attention
designated in the letter of inquiry.
For the independent research institutes, the
leading concerns were the need for long-term
33
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continuity in funding for research, the absence
of a coherent national science policy especially
with regai'd to IRI's, and their current need for
more money.

Respondents from Federal intramural
laboratories and the Federally Funded Research
and Development Centers (FFRDC's) expressed
a need for long-range planning and focussed on

the commitments and priorities implied by a

workable, coordinated national research policy.
In the following pages, individualquotations
document the respondents' concerns about

significantly higher corporate investment levels
to compensate for the effects of inflation.

He also mentioned declining capital resources
and continued:
Just when inflationary forces require higher

corporate investment, the capital
resources of American corporations are declining. The steady decline in corporate profitability,
and a continuing long-term bias in national policy
over the past several decades resulting in
increased personal consumption in preference to
capital formatian, have squeezed the basic
levels of

capital resourcesas measured by retained

dependability of funding for research and the
possible role of national planning and policy in
assuring such dependability.

earningsof American corporations to such an
extent that we now see a declining trend in long-

INDUSTRY

research.

Ruben F', Mettler, President, TRW, identified
factors which he felt have had and will continue
to have a strong adverse impact on fundamental

research in industrial laboratories, and which
also have negative effects on fundamental
research in university and Government

laboratories. Some relevant sections of his
letter are quoted here:
To place my views on this subject in context,

I

term investment in real (non-inflated) terms. This

decline in long-term investment generally has
included declining investment in fundamental

James Hillier, Executive Vice President,
Research and Engineering, RCA, presented in a

way typical of many industrial responses the
capital formation problem as it relates to
research and innovation in the current economic
climate:
There is a well-known and well-established

relationship stating that one dollar spent on
successful basic and exploratory research re-

should say that I regard furidamental research as
a long-term investment for a corporation. Hence,
along with other long-term investment, fun-

quires ten dollars worth of development to make it

insulated from minor or short-term fluctuations in
business results. However, along with other long-

marketing and promotion is required for its
introduction and its support to the point of selfsustained viability. It is also known that for

damental research should be relatively well
term investment, fundamental research is not
insulated from more basic trends affecting

business results, and it is two of these basic
trends which I wish to identify as endangering the
effectiveness of fundamental research.

Dr. Mettler first identified "inflation" and
noted:

ready for introduction and utiliiation in the
economy and, further, that an additional one
hundred dollars of investment in plant, training,

significant innovations the entire process usually
takes about ten years to go from the successful
basic and exploratory research to self-sustained
viability. Cash investment is required throughout
this period and even considerably beyond if the
rate of growth of the business is high. Finally,
recognizing that only a fraction of the basic and

exploratory research projects in industry are
successful in the sense of being suitable for
proceeding into a business venture, it must be
appreciated that the total process can be continually supported only by companies that are
larger than some minimum threshold in size

The cumulative effect of inflation has, of course, a
strong bearing on the amount of capital American

companies need to invest in order to maintain
investment levels comparable with historical
levels. Even if current inflation levels now drop
(perhaps only temporarily) it will take years of
34
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(currently around $250 million -in sales). Implicit
in this process is the assumption that investment
dollars will be easily and inexpensively available
throughout the entire period of development. Any

such project is a long sequence of decisions,
each of which has economic significance to the
company for some time in the future. Yet these
decisions must be made within the constraints of
the current economic environment and its
projection into the future.

The present economic and more importantly the

present political environment forces most prudent businessmen to the conclusion that the
assumption of easily available capital is no longer
valid, particularly insofar as it applies to thelong-

range future. The result is a trend, already
apparent in industrial research, toward shortterm projects and a definite de-emphasis in the
basic and exploratory research.

Concerning the need for assurance of continuity, D. Furlong, Vice President of Bechtel
Corporation, San Francisco, wrote:
Some mechanism is needed to ensure reasonable

levels of continuity in programs of fundamental
research. Steady application of talent is needed
over the long term to produce useful results, and
it is difficult to see how such results can be

obtained from crash programs or cyclical funding.

Donald

W.

Technology,

Collier, Vice PresidentBorg-Warner Corporation,

described some effects of the economic environment upon research:
The economic recession, coupled with the
realization that resources (capital, energy, nonreplaceable materials, etc.) are indeed limited,

Albert E. Cookson, Senior Vice President and

General Technical Director, ITT, wrote that
despite the request of the NSB inquiry letter to
restrict concerns over "dollar support", he felt
that an adequate and consistent level of funding
for R&D remains a matter of paramount importance:
In the industrial environment, with a reasonable
return on investment being impacted by inflation
and interest costs, it is becoming an increasingly
more difficult task for management to maintain an
adequate level of R&D. Considering the urgent
short run needs for cost reduction aria improve-

ment of products required to maintain, come
petitiveness and enhance the usefulness of
present product lines, the resources that can be
allocated to longer range R&D are being squeezed to the point where it is very difficult for industry
to maintain a viable level of effort.

Many industrial respondents also shared the

judgment of N. B. Hannay, Vice President,
Research and Patents, Bell Laboratories, who
feared the demise of basic research efforts in
contemporary American industry:

...

I would say that the single most critical issue
with respect to long-term research in industry is
that it is not being done, for the most part. A few
companies in a few industries support it, but the
bulk of industry has either given it up or never did
it.
believe that it is critically important for the
country to encourage industry in the support of
long-term research.
I

there are a number of factors that have
contributed to this situation. Regulation, antitrust atfitudes, the cost of money, inflation, the
lack of faith in many segments of industry that the

has caused a decided and what may be relatively
long term shift in research policy from an

benefits of long-term research can be captured
by its sponsor, and over-emphasis on short-term

outward-looking exploratory one to an inward-

financial results are among the important causes.
If the Federal government were to adopt as public
policy a' positive attitude toward the encouragement of industrial research, believe we could

looking short term one. Top priority is being given

to increasing efficiency, conserving resources
and improving effectiveness of our operations.
There is a decided backing away from research
which is outward looking, expansive, and high
risk. This has resulted In research being much
more closely tied to current operations, and in
some cases the dismemberment and dissipation
of longer range research facilities and staffs.

I

reverse the current trend away from long-term
research.

Other industrial respondents supplied tlwir

own assessments on determinants of the
DEPENDARILITY IN FUNDING FOR RESEARCH
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One issue certainly is the lack of clearly defined
national policies in important areas.

present state of research in industry. Thomas R.
Miller, Vice President of Union Carbide Corporation, saw a conditioned business response
to industrial profit reductions which is a critical
problem in that:

N. V. HAKALA, President
Exxon Research and Engineering Company

And, more explicitly, Daniel E. Noble, Chairman, Science Advisory Board, Motorola, Inc.,
wrote:
We cannot determine where to place the

Research and development is a highly visible
overhead expenditure and is usually high on the

list for reductions when profits are too low, as

emphasis on research and development unless
we decide where we wish to go and how we
expect to get there. The greatest need in our

they are for capital formation purposes. Generally, basic research is cut back the most.

A possible remedy might take the form of some
kirk] of preferential tax treatment for R&D.

society today is for the establishment of goals and

priorities, but the goals and priorities must be
determined by a realistic understanding of all of

describing how research organization
impacts on the conduct of research, I. H.
In

the forces of our environment which will influence the feasibility and practicability of the

Stockel, Director, Research and Development,
St. Regis Paper Company, wrote:

selection. It all relates to thG hard-headed
decision: since we can't do everything, we shpuld
damn well be sharp about the importance of the

Beginning in the late 1960's, industrial research in
this country began undergoing a change of major

projects we select for activation. We cannot
possibly be sharp about the selection of the

proportions which is virtually complete today.
Prior to the change, industrial research

laboratories were set apart from the rest of their
company's organizations and were less affected
by changing economic conditions. Industrial

projects unless we have an overview of where we
want to go and how we expect to get there. So this
all comes back to the basic need for an overall
systems dynamics model which can guide us in

laboratories of today have become fully in-

our selection of the most important areas for

tegrated members of the corporate team which,

research and development emphasis.

for the most part, is a very healthy condition

John 0. Logan, President and Chairman of the
Board, Universal Oil Products Company, Des
Plaines, Ill,, observed:

which was long overdue. One important disadvantage is that our budgets and priorities have
become more affected by the changing economic
conditions of the country. For the most part, this

The one area which bothers us most relates to the
government-industry interface. On the one hand,
legislated scientific and technical goals executed
under governmental control tend to prescribe
results, thereby defeating some of the fundamental objectivity required in basic research. On the
other side of the same coin, the lack of action on
the part of the government to commit long-range

has had a beneficial effect on the careful selection
of development and other application projects,

and on the profitable utilization of industrial

research. However, it has had an adverse effect
on longer-range programs and, In turn, on the

support and attention given to basic research,
whether it" is conducted within the industrial
research laboratory, on contract, to outside
laboratories, or in the form of various kinds of

funds, or to avoid any statement of objectives,

leaves basic research wallowing in a sea of

support and encouragement to schools and other
institutions.

Frequently among industrial responses, a
discussion on patterns for research support
raised questions about planning and policy.

uncertainty.

Along these smne lines, David H. Bradford,
Jr., President, and now member of the Board of
Directors of Allied Chemical, noted:

Concern over policy goals and priorities at the
national level is typified in the short comments
below:
36
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Hopefully we will suceed in developing a closer
integration of the goals of industry and national
social and economic goals through a more clearly

defined set of national policies. If so, a stimulus to

more fundamental research in industry can be
achieved.

Respondents felt that important functions of
a national R&D policy would be the identification of goals and the selection of the best means

for achieving those goals; initial steps would
involve recognizing what various parts of the
research system do best and then arranging for
these parts to work together.

UNIVERSITY

Although the perspective of industry and of

the universities may differ somewhat, the

problems they perceive are similar as can be
seen from the letter of Sidney G. Roth, Vice
Chancellor for Federal Relations at New York
University. As quoted here, he sets out the key
elements of Dependability in Funding for
Research as they are seen from the university:
Academic institutions are asked to undertake as
well 'as suggest research programs which are
basic to issues of national need. Clearly, Federal
priorities are important and dollar resources must

Thus, Robert M. Adams, Vit., President,
Research and Development, Minnesota Mining
and Manufacturing Company, believed a
national policymaking effort could help define

be authorized and appropriated to implement
national policies with respect to such major

the best mechanisms for university, government, and industry interaction:

problems. But, as we look back over the past two

decades, we can document those efforts that

The United States still seems to be groping for the

peaked all too quickly in almost each of the major

proper role of these three "institutions" in the
nation's research and development activity.

areas. The OMB, Congress, or other Federal
entity seems to get tired of a given program and

University research grew dramatically in the 50's
and 60's with the support of Federal funds. This
support has been diminished in the 70's, and in
many cases universities have turned to industry
to replace at least some of the lost Government

either pushes on to a new priority because of
political considerations or modifies its previous
effort by eliminating it or changing the rules
drastically.
On the other hand, academia is urged to mobilize
its resources to assist in these neexieti
developments. If an institution thinks it carmake

support. The equilibrium between these three
forces has been disturbed and has not yet really
settled out. Even within the universities there is
much disagreement on priorities, allocations, and

a contribution, it will do so hoping thereby to
meet a societal obligation and at thz same time

directions. Until the roles of government, in-

participate in the development of new programs
of promise. And, academic institutions generally

dustry, and universities are more clearly defined,
it

is probable that fundamental research will

invest a considerable sum of their own funds
when undertaking major ventures of interest to

stumble.

In a similar vein, W. Dale Compton, Vice

the Federal establishment. When Federal support
changes abruptly or with very short notice, such

President, Scientific Research, Ford Motor
Company, noted a need to develop, on a national

institutions can be left in an embarrassing position.

scale, mechanisms that will enhance the interactions between industrial research teams

Further, the time scale for academia generally is
longer than a year or two or even three: people

and university research groups:
hoc

have to be hired; students acquired; facilities

mechanisms that are, at best, tenuous. Both
groups would benefit from a closer working

altered or constructed. If an Institution beefs up a
given department, faculty, or program by adding
highly qualified staff, Immediately It must think of
the future. Will the institution be able to afford the

Basically,

there

exist

now

only ad

relationship. I think this would also help stabilize

the long-term research efforts of the various
groups, both in the universities and In the

number of people on its roster after the initial
funding is over? Will It be in a position to fulfill Its

Industrial laboratories.

promise to students In process by continuing
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stipends and course offerings? Will the facilities

so acquired be useful or become a burden in a few
years? etc., etc.

Faculty appointments represent an investment
for long periods, probably 10 to 20 years or more.
Students, graduate and professional, have
careers ahead which demand three, four or more
years of preparation. These are the time scales of
academia. Federal agencies, on the other hand,

drop programs quickly when immediate manpower needs shift or new ventures appear that
seem to be politically more saleable.
How, then, do we meet our common goals via our

separate sets of rules? Important programs are
now on stream, RANN among others. How do we
avoid the pitfalls that befell these other attempts?

development
researchers,

of a concentrated team of
machinery, and
appropriate

graduate students who are necessary for ongoing work of high quality, excepting the medical
sciences. Designations of certain communities of
scholars interested in and capable of significant

research in certain areas which are of critical
interest to the nation's needs would provide a way
to establish and maintain relationships which
may continue for periods of time of a decade or so

without interruption

under

normal

cir-

cumstances.

Also from within the university community,
Jerome B. Wiesner, President of M.I.'I'., expressed the problem of continuity and stability
as follows:

In summary, one may provide a litany of issues

The fluctuationi in 'rederal ,funding of basic
research which we :tlave ,seen recently are

assurqattns in our two sectors; different perceptions. uf \what may be required to meet common

extremely damaging. The upswing to 1968 and
the precipitate decreascf_since then have led to

which Oevelop from the different planning

goab; different time scales inherent in each
r's lite style. These are knotty issues but they

to be solved before a serious problem

r.av t-:.

rtat2rializes on the higher education front. Some

f=rank institutions will probably collapse. Is
tha..- the price the nation must pay before the
system is corrected?

These comments and those that follow

illustrate the reasons why questions related to

continuity, stability, and length of funding

ranked second among each of the three groups of

respondents from the universities: presidents,
vice-presidents, and chairmen.
Herbert W. Schooling, Chancellor, University
of Missouri-Columbia, wrote about continuity
and stability problems in the past and how they
might be remedied:
I

,

believe we have learned that funding

procedures which have been erratic and sporadic
have not given the universities the opportunity to
create and maintain always the kind of climate in

which higher education, as a community of
scholars seeking truth, could best serve as
partners with the government in advancing
knowledge. Brief periods of funding have tended
to make institutions vie intensely for grants on a
thin and broad basis which did not allow for the
38

serious imbalances beiween fields; to an apparent lack of opportunity in some fields which
drives good young pecple aWay, only to present
us with "shortages" in tne future; to the destruction of many research teams carefully assembled
over many years of effort; to the underutilization
of important facilities and In some cases to their
premature demise. A long-range science policy

which gives some assurance of continuity

is

badly needed.

In the view of John R. Silber, President of
Boston University:
Research programs which provide only shortterm support, or faddish changes in the kinds of
programs which are being encouraged, will be
extremely detrimental to scientific research, to
institutions, and to individuals. Slightly fewer
grants of longer duration for truly significant
projects would provide a stability in research
which counters the instability of the enrollment
declines and inflationary forces.

The importance of dependability in funding
for research as seen at the department chairman

is expressed by T. T. Sandel of the
Department of Psychology, Washington Unlevel

iversity, SI. Louis:
For the last three years, we have proceeded from
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alarum to alarum, being told that this or that area
of research would be phased out, beefed up, or
what have you. An incredible amount of time has

been spent by all our principal investigators
either rebudgeting, writing new proposals,
changing lines of thrust of research, etc. In
general, the effort has had some aspects of a
dumb show because the actual cutbacks have
seldom taken, in detailed form, the directions
which were originally predicted. In a word, our
ability to plan on any reasonable temporal basis
is, to all effects, nonexistent. Clearly, a major
3cientific efforts
contribution to the health 0,
would be to develop a mechanism whereby the
capriciousness of Congressional funding (with
its_one-year structure) and.the political aims of a
given administration would be minimized.

The outlines of the solutien to this problem are
blurred, at best. I can't help-feeling, however, that

the solution lies in some kind of institutional
funding scheme .. .

that would include specific proposals for the next
decade and which would be sufficiently broad in
its scope to plan for the remainder of this century.

In this connection a scientific advisory
apparatus in the White House was frequently
mentioned. For example, Charles G.
Overberger, Vice President for Research at the
University of Michigan, Rave the opinion that
"an office and an agenc3, are needed which can
ensure that our national resources for research
are adequate and that these are most properly

placed."

Another frequently mentioned solution for
instability in the funding of indivicbal grants or
contracts at the university was direct support to
the institution itself. This sugge:a:tion ranked

fifth among all university vice presidents for
research and sixth among all tmiversity
presidents, but was rarely mentioned by

Continuity and stabilit:. of funding was the
second most frequently mentioned issue among
each of the three levels of university

respondents. Among engineering chairmen it
was, in fact, the first. One remedy Often
suggested for this problem is an increase in
national research planning. Although this
solution was not frequently mentioned among
departmental chairmen, it ranked third among
all presidents and vice presidents combined. It
was especially high in Carnegie Research
Universities I, but quite low in Research
Universities II.
F. N. Andrews, Vice President for Research
and Dean of the Graduate School at Purdue
University, stated the need for policy and
planning as he sees it:
We:believe that the Federal Government should
develop a clear and specific long-range plan for

department chairmen. Further, although the
Research University II presidents and vice
presidents combined ranked the issue of institutional support first, the presidents and vice
presidents combined at Research Universities I
did not place this issue in their top eight. This is
one of the differences between responses from
Research Universities I and II.
The need for institutional funding is argued
by John L. Margrave, Dean of Advanced Studies
and Research at Rice University:
Thew is continuing need for institutional grants
of nib type which have historically been made by
both the NSF and the NIH, in which an institute
receives a percentage of the total grant amount
directly in the form of a lump-sum payment to the

office of the president or chief administrative
officer. This uncommitted money provides the
administrative leader of a university an extremely

appropriate applications of research through the
development process. It is essential that a new
and effective mechanism for science planning,
with direct access to the President, be establish-

useful capacity to commit seed money for the
development of new ideas at early stages of a
research program, to supply supplementary
funding to stabilize a faculty member's research
program, and to handle other contingencies for
faculty or research students. In particular, the

ed. The nation suffers because there is no
publicly announced, long-range policya plan

"new ideas" which often are speculative and may
not always stand the strict review of a large panel

the support of basic research and for the
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can be given a quick review at the faculty member
level and then, after that evaluation, used as the
basis for seeking larger amounts of support from
external sources. Support of a new imaginative
young faculty member at this stage cf his career
can be extremely important and, of course, very

Among the presidents and the directors of
independent research institutes, the need for
long-term continuity in funding ranked first.

productive in the practical sense.

A. R. Chamberlain, President of Colorado
State University, considered institutional support the answer to what he sees as the

fragmentation of university funding and

of

university efforts.
The universities need financial support on an
institutional basis, supplementing the project
approach now so dominant, that permits a
university administration to have a leadership
role in resource allocation for program priorities
that are institutionally determined by the joint
involvement of campus administration and faculty. To do less will leave research and graduate
education to be pressed by project grants into a
further hodge-podge of isolated projects with no
coherent institutional programmatic theme, Such

a consequence leads to inefficient use of
funds .

.

Randal M. Robertson, Dean, Research Divi-

sion, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, shared

these sentiments and applied them to Research
Universities II:
The need for continuity could be met by providing
more support through a formula system such as
the Hatch Act provides for agricultural research.
Such support should give funds to an institution

The need for a coherent national science Policy
for IRI's was second, and the need for additional
research funding ranked fourth. These three
issues are the major components of dependability in funding for research as seen at
independent research institutes.
Bowen C. Dees, President, The Franklin
Institute, provides a background for appreciating the issues involving dependability in
funding for research at the independent
research institutes. After pointing out that the
IRI's are quite varied as to age, size, field of
interest, type of facilities, and equipment used,
Dr. Dees notes:
Unlike the other principal organizational units
concerned with R&D (the universities, industrial
research units and government laboratories) the

typical independent research institute has little or
no endowment or the equivalent: that is, it rarely

has a "parent company" to look to for base
support, or to take over full support of at least
some of its senior research personnel (as is
possible in most universities) when grants or

contracts expire. Virtually all of the major IF:Us rely
almost totally on the grants or contracts they

receive to maintain their fiscal integrity; as a
consequence, one finds that:

1. Substantial fluctuations in support can be
disastrous to major programs.

for a continuously renegotiated set of projects.
The competitive proposal system, with its all or
nothing feature, destroys continuity at the
departmental level at institutions where the
resulting statistical fluctuations are significant in
comparison to the research activity level. This is
especially true at the "second fifty" institutions.
Some combination of continuing formula support

2. Untoward amounts of time, energy and

effort (and hence precious dollars) must be
expended in the attempt to bring in new
grant or contract support.

3.

and competitive grants and contracts would seem

maintaining Squality program (a fact which
is not only not appreciated but is in effect
denied by many agencies and contracting
officers who insist on keeping fee percentages far below realistic levels)

the best combination for the basic research

enterprise. Formula funds should be provided
directly from a Federal agency to a responsible
institution, not through a state agency or through
revenue sharing.
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In those cases where contracts may appropriately carry a "fee", the fee proceeds
become extremely Important as a way of
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Narrowing in on the long-term continuity of
funding, George K. Hirst, President and Director, The Public Health Research Institute of the
City of New York, Inc., wrote:

cannot get more than a two-year grant. There has
been talk about general support grants, and in the
past something very near to it has been possible
in isolated cases. Now the move is toward more

narrowly defined research projects with shorter
time horizons and with pressure toward applied
pay-off. The fact that the problem has been with
us for a lonn time and that things have gotten
worse rather than betterdoes not detract from the
fundamental truth of the proposition that shortterm, project oriented funding is detrimental to
the development of research excellence in an
independent institute (or anywhere else for that

. .The second problem, assuming that our
municipal support continues,
would say is
.

I

clearly the large fluctuations in Federal support of
research, and I think especially basic research. It

has become impossible to predict from year to
year what the level of Federal support might be.
Not only does the rating at which funding is cut
off vary, but on top of a restrictive rate we are
faced with severe cuts in proposed budgets. The
fellowship program has been turned on and off.
General Research Support has been threatened

with extinction every year. The one to two
hundred thousand per year which we get under
this program cannot be wisely spent for any long-

range project because we don't know if it will
continue.

think that research people are very adaptable
and will make adjustments to a wide range of
I

matter).

Regarding national science policy, Charles R.
Wayne, Executive Vice President and General
Manager, SURC (Syracuse University Research
Corporation), stated that it is no longer possible

this Nationfo fund adequately every
problem area which it feels is in need of
for

solution:
We should set national priorities and define
critical research needs: energy, conservation,

support levels but if the fluctuations could be cut
out it would be a very productive thing. Is there
any way that Congress could be persuaded to
assure some level of Federal support for say 5
years ahead on some sort of evorgt een basis?

poverty, old age, sickness, military superiority,
etc.. . I am very pessimistic that we will. The
allocation of funds will continue to be a function
of factors which are themselves not necessarily
part of a logical long-range plan directed at our
.

This topic is covered in a slightly different

overall best interests. Because of this, large sums

way by Norman M. Bradburn, President,

of money will be spent, although often not

National Opinion Research Center, University

enough to produce the desired results, in areas
which are fashions or fads led by charismatic

of Chicago:

leaders. So while Rome burns, we, scientists, will
continue to fiddle.

Our primary problem now is the same as it has
been over the past decade and promises to be

over the next decadenamely continuity of
funding. For research institutes such as ours that
lack endowments or other long-term support, it is

extremely difficult to recruit and hold the high
quality scientific and technical manpower
necessary to do sustained basic research. This is
a.general and well-known problem that has been

commented upon by every major report and
committee that has looked into the problems of
funding basic research. Nonetheless the research
funding agencies have consistently failed to heed
the warnings and, if anything, have moved in the
opposite direction. Some years ago we were able
to get five-year project grants from NSF; now we

FEDERAL INTRAMURAL
LABORATORIES AND FFRDC's

The ideas of dependability, predictability.
and stability in the funding of research emerged

over and over in the responses from the

intramural Federal laboratories and the
Federally Funded Research and Development

Centers (FFRDC's). These items were often
joined to the first-ranked issue among this

group of respondentsthe need for a coordinated research policy at the national level.
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order to avoid the catastrophic eventuality of
working several years on a project and then
having nothing to show for it because he was
unable to complete it. Thus, instabilities in
research support may limi the productivity of
research beyond the constraints placed upon it
by the absolute level of funding.
In a comment typical of those from the
intramural Federal laboratories, W. R. Lucas,
Director of NASA's Marshall Space Flight
Center, put it this way:

Regarding this first-ranked issue, Betsy
-Ancker-Johnson, Assistant Secretary for
:Science and Technology, Department of Cornrerce, concluded:
The most fundamental problem, as I see it, is the
lack of a national science policy. To quote Dr.

Hornig when he was Director of the Office of
Science and Technology and Chairman of the
U.S. Delegation to OECD on science policy,

"There is no, such thing in the United States as a
Science Policy which can be isolated from other
policies of the Government." (OECD Reviews of

The practice of funding programs on an annual
basis creates an instability that operates strongly
to the detriment of a healthy, sustained basic
research program. It must surely be recognized
that such research must fare poorly in an

National Science Policy: United States, Paris,

1968, p. 451). This policy deficiency has resulted

a fragmented approach to science and
technology which has led to a less effective use of

in

science resources than might prevail with a
comprehensive and coherent national , science

environment characterized by uncertain support. .

policy. A policy is "a standing answer to recurring
problems"we need better answers.

In several letters, respondents pointed out
that researchespecialfy basic researchis not
something in which progress is measured in

days, weeks, or even months. On the other hand,
they noted, political issues used to generate
gupport for research are often of much shorter
duration than research projects. To work
productively, the scientist needs the ability to

begin a lengthy experiment or series of experiments with a reasonable assurance that he

will not be forced to reorient it in midstream or
terminate it prematurely because of funding
cuts. As John W. Firor of the National Center for
Atmospheric Research wrote:
The timing mismatch can !pad a scientist to

Respondents argued that a scientist also

needs the freedom and flexibility to be able to
follow up unexpected findings which may crop
up in the course of his work. In the absence of
relatively secure funding, he may find himself
forced to choose the safer path of working
primarily on short-term experimentswhich
may be of less scientific interest and valuein
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In supporting such research, short period or
annual funding simply does not provide the

degree of flexibility or freedom required to permit
an adequate development of the potential in-

herent in a given field of inquiry. Funding
currently applied through the close management

process visualizes a straight, clear-cut path
leading to a precise destination. Clearly the

concept is at odds with reality. For full develop-

ment, a researcher should be afforded the
freedom of movement that is required in any
process that explores the unknown. The restrictive practice of holding resource allocations
within tight limits frustrates this freedom and, I

venture to say, may well be responsible for
cutting short promising activity that could

otherwise have led to important results. A multiyear funding policy, in moderation, of course,

would serve to release the scientist from the

undertake a project and then discover his support
dwindling or cut off before he is half-way through.
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. .

strictures currently prevalent in close-in funding
practice with its attendant uncertainties.

comparison with the individual research
investigator, it was observed, the problem of
dependability in funding for research is compounded for institutions, especially those big
science institutions which maintain large-scale
expensive facilities. Respondents pointed out in
In

their letters that many such big science in-

stitutions have been established in this country
on the FFRDC model, and that for these
institutions to operate in a rational and effective

The present funding cycle of the Federal Government is difficult to reconcile with the above timescale, unless it is accompanied with some type of

manner, they require some assurance of predictable funding over a period of years so that
they may amortize the vast investments they

"best-efforts" commitment, at least within the
Executive Branch, that certain longer-range

must make in facilities and equipmerV.
Respondents also noted that there is no
4`market"
on which big science institutions can
base their future resource calculations; support
is a matter of government budgetary decision.
The comments of Edwin L. Goldwasser, Deputy

Government sector letters bring home the
point that, at one time, Federal laboratories
were regarded as stable institutions. These

Director of the Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory, which houses the world's most
powerful nuclear particle accelerator, reflect

of deep concern to the respondents is the

this concern:

plans or guidelines are to be followed.

laboratories could depend upon a base level of
funding from year to year, and were, at least in
this respect, ideal for long-term efforts. What is

unstable atmosphere allegedly created during

the past several years by impoundments of
funds, delays in the passage of appropriations,

numerousreorganizations, and a variety of

In order to plan effectively the activities of a basic
research laboratory, it is desirable to have a

short-term policy shifts.
Respondents in this sector felt that in some
ways Federal laboratories still provide a more

substantial degree of stability in the support of
the laboratory or, if not in the support itself, at
least in the knowledge of what the support will be.
Thus, if construction of a major research facility is

undertaken, that commitment should be made
only hand in hand with a concomitant commitment to support the use of that facility at some
pre-established level for a reasonable number of
years after construction is complete.

Wolfgang K. H. Panofsky, Director of the
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC),
another FFRDC, described the situation he faces
in even more specific terms:
There are innumerable decisions which have to
be made in the management of SLAC which imply

commitments over many years. The simple
approval of an experiment to be run in one of

sheltered environment for research than do
ex tramural performers. Nevertheless, a conscious policy of limiting the size of the Federal

payroll (as well as that of the FFRDC's), the
Defense Department's decision to shift more of
its basic research from in-house laboratories to
extramural performers, and the overall

pressures toward relevance and short-termpayoffs in research policy have tended, in the
opinion of the respondents, to place the basic
research components of Federal laboratories
and FFRDC's in a precarious position.
SUMMARY

SLACts beams initiates a chain of events from
experimental design to final publication, which

construction of a major experimental piece of
equipment to be used at SLAC might span a

By means of quotations, this chapter has
illustrated respondents' concerns related to
dependability in the funding for research in
each of the major sectors of the U.S. research

three-year period.

system. Respondents maintained that research,

might take three to four years. Design and

and especially basic research, Whether conducted as an individual project or through the
deployment of expensive resources in a large'
facility, requires dependability, stability, and
continuity in funding in order to achieve

The total time over which effectiveexploitation of

a key high energy physics facility comes to
diminishing returns might be a decade or more,
so that before then, either a major improvement
program or a replacement program should be
initiated. .

maximum productivity.
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Improved planning and policymaking for

declining capital resources, and the Federal

science and technology at the Rational lov,els
especially for basic research Is
frequently mentioned. Effective planning and
establish national
policymaking would
priorities, facilitate coordination of research
among various research sectors, and counteract
the effects on R&D resulting from inflation,

More specific solutions proposed by
respondents include multiyear commitment of
funds for research programs, some form of
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budget cycle.

institutional support, and tax incentives in
order to stimulate industrial research.

VITALITY OF THE RESEARCH SYSTEM

Vitality of the research system embodies a set
of issues concerned with scientific and
technical personnel and the institutional

arrangements within which they carry on their
work. While vi,ta lity related issues, as has been
shown in Table 2-7, are spread throughout the

research system, they were mentioned most
often by respondents from universities, Federal
intramural laboratories and independent
research institutes.'

the university sector, concern over an
adequate supply of research manpower pervaded all levels of respondents. However,
problems related to young faCulty, tenure,
dollar support for graduate studies, shrinking
inflow of students, lowered levels of student
In

quality and the growing competition between
teaching and research were emphasized mostly
by department chairmen.
Issues related to vitality ranked among the
top three most frequently mentioned by directors of Federal intramural laboratories and by
headquarters officials in Government
departments or agencies. Limitations of Civil
Service regulations on employment of scientists

and engineers, the absence of positions for
young scientists, and the provision of continuing education for older scientists and
engineers are leading issues.

Independent research institutes discussed
vitality in terms of the need for multidisciplinary research and the manpower
requirements for such efforts.

In the industrial sector, major concern
cente;.ed on the quality of new people. There
was a feeling in industry that the best young

people are not entering science and engineering

fields; or, if they do enter, they are oriented
toward university careers.
This chapter presents the views of
'respondents in the scientific community on the
main concerns outlined above. For convenience,

these concerns have been divided into four

sections;

-1. research manpower for the future,
2. opportunities for young scientists and
engineers throughout the research system,
3. scientific and technical personnel management, and
4. national policy questions regarding scientific and technical manpower,
Also included in this chapter are some
suggestions from respondents for dealing with
the problems they discussed,
RESEARCH MANPOWER
FOR THE FUTURE

Throughout the sectors of the U.S. research

systemindustry, independent reaearch
s t it ut es,

Federal

Inborn tories,

and

in-

uni-

versitiesthere is a convergence of concerns

over adequate numbers and quality in research
manpower for the future.
In the words of lames M. Early, Division Vice
President, Fairchild Research and Development
Division, Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Corpora lion:

Svc .Appendix I. for rank-mder tahles.
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Ten years from now in the absence of significant

can maximize research progress as the individual
matures.

siderations alone, start to fall sharply. This effect
will presumably add to the decreases in enrollment in the hard sciences and engineering which
have occurred during the past decade. There may
also be some reduction in the average natural and
developed talent of those entering these areas. In
fundamental areas such as language mastery,
significant deterioration from past standards is
currently evident. In California, average achievement test scores in mathematics as well as other
subjects have dropped. When these limitations on
the supply of personnel are compounded by
decreases in the size of the age groups, there will
be a real shortage of qualified personnel and an
aging work force.
There may also be serious problems of motivation
in that general social trends and the academic
atmosphere at many universities motivate

Research Center, NASA, attracting the best
minds to science is a problem which goes

social changes, the supply of highly trained
technical personnel will, from birth rate con-

students away from industrial research and
development. Coupling between universities and
industry is in many cases poor, although less so in
the engineering area than in the pure science

areas. Historically, scientific productivity has
been largest for younger workers and a continuing ample supply of highly trained, properly
motivated newcomers is our best assurance of
continuing high productivity.

Clayton S. White from the Oklahoma Medical
Research Foundation, an independent research
institute in Oklahoma City, was more specific
about what attracts the best students today.
It is a truism not disputed by many, that the best
talent among the country's youth is not moving
into scientific research today compared with the
case 15 to 20 years ago. Medicine and engineering, along with other professions, are attracting
much higher caliber people than the graduate
schools whose end product is the Ph.D. who will
be manning tomorrow's research benches and

populating the academic faculties of our many
universities. Not only do I believe the best in talent
is not being trained as professional investigators,
but I doubt that those in training are, during their

formative years, being given opportunities to

develop the broad and diverse perspectives that
48
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As seen by Hans Mark, Director, Ames

beyond the bounds of the Federal laboratories.
He noted that fellowship money alone will not
redirect the best talent.
In my view there is only one issue that transcends
all others which must be resolved if we are to have
the kind of basic scientific research we need to
produce the intellectual capital which is
necessary for the development of our technology.
This issue has to do with convincing the ablest of

our young people to pursue careers in basic
research in the physical and biological sciences. I

have noticed in the past eight or ten years a
distinct drift of our very best people away from the
basic fields. This is not to say that there are not

many students today who are working in basic

science. What I am saying is that the quality is not
as good as it once was.

Obviously, basic research should also be
stimulated with money and some of the
fellowships that have been cut back in recent
years should be restored. However, I honestly
believe that money is not the major issue. The
most important problem is once again to con.

.

vince our best young people to pursue careers in
basic scientific research.

Typical of university responses concerned

about research.manpower for the future are the

following excerpts. The first is from Albert H.

Bowker, Chancellor at the University of California, Berkeley, who wrote:
Most certainly the nation will require a supply of
scientists and engineers that is not only adequate
in numbers but of the highest quality. In the past,
universities have served as the primary source of
such personnel going into the research sector by
providing long-term support necessary for
students to complete their education. However,
there are some indications that the academic
base and climate necessary to encourage outstanding students in the direction of science and
engineering is in jeopardy. If the flow of talented

students through the educational system and into

answer this question in terms of graduate

the research sector is not to be interrupted or

student support.
Typical of department chairmen, who ranked
support for graduate studies fifth among their
t op eight concerns, is Rodney 1. Clifton, Chairman, Executive Committee, Division of
Engineering at Brown University in Providence,

diminished, means and methods must be found to
reinforce the values and institutions that support
students in their long-term quest for knowledge.

Universities provide the medium through which
this can be accomplished but they must be fed by
a sound system of secondary education and must

have an outlet which provides strong, positive
incentives for the Competitive pursuit of excellence. My concern at the moment is that we
may be entering a period in which uncertainty

R.I. He discussed the problem of graduate
student support and offered several specific
solutions.
Steps should be taken to ensure the attrac-

and confusion in the utilization (and underutiliza7
tion) of present scientific manpower may have an

tiveness of research careers for the most promising students in each graduating class instead of
allowing the "boom or bust" pattern of the past to

adverse feed-back effect through the entire
system that will be difficult to repair.

Another university respondent, H. S.
Gutowsky, Director, School of Chemical
Sciences, University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign, related a reduction in graduate
school enrollments to lower research output.

continue. One step that would be particularly
helpful would be to institute a highly selective
fellowship program in which the faculty of each
engineering school would be allowed to
nominate up to say 5 percent of their graduating
class for such fellowships. The pool of nominees

would be reviewed by a national panel in each
discipline who would select what appears to be

... Movement of the "population bulge" through
the universities combined with a leveling off or
reduction in the rate of going to greduate school

the optimal number, say 2 percent. (Footnote: i.e.,
2 percent of the total graduating class, not of the

is already beginning to cut back visibly in the

pool of nominees.) The fellowships should
provide full support for up to four years of
graduate education at the institution of their

amount of basic research being done. The effects
are modest so far, but could become large within

a decade. The amount of basic research being
accomplished will be reduced in proportion to
falling graduate enrollments unless other com-

choice (preferably excluding the institution

where they earn their undergraduate degrees

unless a strong case can be made that this
institution is uniquely suited to the student's

ponents of the enterprise are increar ld concurrently.

research interests). Supplementary grants
should be awarded to the institutions at which the

The basic question regarding manpower
supply was framed by a Vice President for

fellowships are used in order to defray the
additional costs of graduate education that are
not covered by tuition.

Research and Development in a large manufacturing company:

Another way graduate study could be made more
attractive to U.S. students and more responsive to
national needs would be to develop a program of
combined governmental and industrial support of
work-study fellowships. Such fellowships would

One issue of concern to all research is the
decreasing number of people entering the
sciences. How will we assure that young students

are attracted to technical fields so that we will
have an adequate reservoir of competency to
carryon not only basic, but all types of research

support graduate students who would combine

their graduate studies with work at tke sponsoring industrial organization. Thesis research

and development?

projects would be fundamental studies in fields

Recognizing that the supply of research
manpower for the future depends almost

that the industry is interested in. The fellow would

not be under obligation to work for the industry
upon graduation; however, if the relationship

exclusively on the graduate students in science

and engineering, many rispondents tried to

between the fellow and industry develops as
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tion, not dependent on the fund-raising skill of a
particular advisor. The research proposal would
still ask for equipment, supplies, etc., as needed,
but the dependent student would not be in such a
precarious position.
At least as important, the student with support
could choose a topic on the merits of its scientific

anticipated, then employment of the fellow by the
sponsoring industry would occur frequently.

Relevant to thie above suggestion for workstudy fellowships are views from industry on
university 'graduate curricula. Leonard Swern,
Director of Technical Programs, Sperry Rand
Corporation wrote:
I

and policy aspects, rather than looking to its

financial solvency. It would even be possible to do
research on topics that are not formally proposed

spend a good amount of time dealing with

universities and with the training of scientists and
engineers. I have been convinced for some time
that at many of the major universities, those
operating at the highest levels of scientific
corriPetence, the main emphasis in the graduate
scientific curricula is on the training of people
who will, in turn, train other people. That is, the
requirements for masters degrees and Ph.D.'s in
the sciences emphasize university careers rather
than industrial careers. Yet it is extremely
important for industrial laboratories to have some
of the best trained scientists working on problems

to a granting agency, freeing the researcher to
move more into novel or untested areas.

Clearly, the future supply of research man-

power was a major concern of respondents in all

sectors. Often this led them to consider the
numbers and the quality of graduate students as

well as problems of support for graduate

education. However, vitality is not simply a
matter of graduate education and the
respondents also had many ideas relating to

scientists and engineers at career stages beyond
graduate school.

of paramount interest to industry. As you well
know, the technology of products such as
computers and control devices, has advanced
enormously. Industry needs practical, very well
trained scientists to contribute to its new
products in the industrial research and development laboratories. If graduate training conditions
the best scientists and engineers to disdain an
industrial career, then I believe the universities
are not making an adequate contribution to the
productivity of tedhnically based industry.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
YOUNG SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
THROUGHOUT
THE RESEARCH SYSTEM
.

Young Ph.D.'s and problems associated with
their introduction into the research system were

sources of concern to university department
chairmen and to respondents associated with

There is clearly a role for the National Science
Foundation in this issue because the NSF has
been an extremely vital force in shaping the
programs at our universities.

Another suggestion for graduate. student
support also favors a specific form and came
from Daniel D. Perlmutter, Chairman, Depart-

ment of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering,

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. He

suggested that graduate student support be
independent of research grants to individual
faculty members.

third among the

top issues. Significantly,

among headquarters-level Government officials, providing more positions for new

scientists was part of their first-ranked concern.
Infusion of "new blood" into university
science and engineering faculties as Well as a
balanced age distribution among the faculty are

seen as increasingly difficult to realize. This
problem was always mentioned among the top
issues by department chairmen regardless of
discipline or Carnegie Research University

It would be a great help if graduate student

support were not made a burden on the faculty.
Students ought to be supported because of a
commitment to science and engineering educa50

Federal intramural laboratories. Among university department chairmen, openings for young
faculty and associated tenure problems ranked
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category.

University presidents and vice
presidents for research, however, did not give
the same priority to this problem.
Typical statements made by respondents on
the opportunities for young Ph.D.'s in the
research system appear below. The university

statements are first, followed by responses
from Federal laboratories, Federally Funded
Research and Development Centers (FFRDC's)
and independent research institutes.

some fresh ideas on that controversial topic
might help to forestall the unhappy prospect of a
department growing old together through 30 or
more years of assured employment.

Emphasizing the problems of young faculty in
science research and relating them to a
university-wide context, Robert H. Strotz,
President, Northwestern University, EvanstonChicago, Ill., said:
A major problem in university science research is

M. 0. Thurston, Chairman, Department of

one that is common with other areas of the

Electrical Engineering, The Ohio State University, Columbus, focused on the problem.

university, but is probably of greater significance

The current literature on higher education
indicates substantial concern about reduced

faculty positions available for new Ph.D.'s. While
this is true in all areas in universities, the change
from the expansionist 1960's is most marked in
the sciences. The best of each year's crop of new
doctorates tended to come to the university, with

opportunities for younger people on university

science and engineering faculties. The dif-

ficulties are attributed to declining enrollments,
high fractions of tenured faculty, inflation, and

particularly the rapid increase in the size of
faculties ten to twenty years ago. Retirement

in

the physical and biological sciences and

engineering. This is the decreasing number of

only a very few industrial laboratories being

distribution that will have an increasingly serious

considered by them as almost equivalent. With
the greatly decreased number of faculty positions
available over the next few decades, this may
cause a marked decrease in the number of very
bright students going into fundamental research

impact on the scope and quality of research in

in science and technology. Certainly, the growing

universities.

average age of the faculty will have a marked
effect on the research and the teaching in these

rates are now low, and often those who retire are

not replaced. The result is a non-uniform age

From a similar institutional perspective, John
T. jefferies, Director, Institute for Astronomy,

University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu,
provided additional detail.
The first problem arises from the recent rapid
growth of many departments with many of the
newly-created positions necessarily being filled

with recent graduates. These people, in the

course of time, have acquired tenured positions,
thus tending to freeze the department into a mold

from which, especially in a time of declining
enrollments and decreased Federal support for
science, it will be elmost impossible to break out.
The problem, of course, occurs in a context wider
than the academic community. Early retirement,
or encouragement for a career change, while no
solutions, are avenues which might lead to some
relief and the provision of opportunities for new
graduates with fresh ideas. Much of the problem,
of course, derives from the tenure system; I know

that many universities are addressing this and

fields.

Typical of solutions proposed by respondents
to the problem of young faculty in the university

was that made by L. D. Quin, Chairman,
Department of Cliemistry, Duke University,
Durham, N.C.:
More openings for young people can be created if
senior personnel are removed from the payroll at
earlier ages. I do not mean early retirement by
this; I suggest instead that a new type of award be

made to a university department to recognize
distinguished accomplishments of a senior

member of the faculty, such award being of a
magnitude to allow the university to hire a new
assistant professor on the tenure track, several
years before the opening of the "slot". Such
awards would be rather like the present NIH
Career Development Awards; my proposed
"Career Accomplishment Awards" would simply
come at the end, not the beginning of a career, but
VITALITY OF TILE RESEARCH SYSTEM
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the use of funds would not be greatly different.

In his letter, C. E. Hathaway, Head, Depart-

ment of Physics, Kansas State University,

Manhattan, suggested a two-fold approach to
insuring the vitality of university science
departments. His solution would insert younger
people into the system and also address the
problem of productivity of university science
and engineering faculties.
To alleviate this problem, there is a need for a two
prong approach. Universities should be induced
to considerearly retirement for faculty. This early
retirement should be sufficiently attractive so as

not to punish retiring faculty. Such retirements
could make room for younger faculty.
In addition, a program should be initiated to
encourage faculty sabbaticals. In particular, a
program whereby NSF and universities shared
the expense of faculty sabbaticals could provide
sufficient inducement to universities such that a
more realistic attitude toward the need for
sabbatical leaves could evolve. A premium of
value could be placed on sabbatical leaves aimed

at training to enter a new field or subfield. This
would encourage cross-fertilization, both within
fields and between fields.

Frankly, although I have listed the funding of
fundamental research as the number one

problem and an aging static faculty as the number

two problem, the second may be the most
detrimental in the long range. Funding of

fundamental research can always be increased,
but once a researcher begins to decrease in
productivity, it is doubtful the same aggressive
attitude of earlier years can be re-kindled.

As was mentioned earlier, respondents

associated with Federal laboratories were also
concerned about a relative lack of job opportunities for new graduates. Static or declining
budgets as well as personnel ceilings were said

to limit their ability to hire additional staff

members. With the job market tight, relatively
few people leave voluntarily, several
respondents suggested, and laboratories tend to
develop a staff "aging" problemlohn E. Naugle,
Acting Associate Administrator of NASA, put
it this way:
52
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Severe personnel ceilings constrict mobility of
scientists, discourage young people from entering research fields, and cause most laboratories
to ageevery year a year older. Young, recently
trained people are the capital endowment of our
technological society. We must replenish this

capital at a faster rate than today's, by encouraging and assisting graduate education in

the sciences, and making spaces for new
graduates in research institutions.

His views were echoed by W. H. Tallent,
Acting Director, Northern Regional Research
Center, Agricultural Research Service:
Personnel ceilings are preventing us from bringing in fresh talent right out of graduate school.

With their very latest knowledge of scientific

theory and practice and with their innovativeness
not yet dampened by experience and maturity,
these eager young professionals can be the very
lifeblood of a progressive research staff.

It is interesting to note that respondents from

FFRDC's did not stress these issues as strongly
as directors of Federal intramural laboratories
and agency officials.
Respondents from independent research
institutes also spoke of a need to bring in new
For example, George Z. Williams,
Ph.5
Director, Institute of Health Research, Institutes of Medical Sciences, San Francisco,
noted:
. .. there is no general support for bringing on
new staff (particularly "unproven" younger
scientists) and initiating new research pilot
projects. Therefore, it is difficult to attract new
scientists, even those with proven capabilities:
They must accept the hazards of a time-restricted
grant and the uncertainty of further support.

And Atherton Bean, Chairman, Mayo Foundation, Rochester, Minn., wrote:
a further consequence of this desire for rapid
answers leads to increased allocation of funds for
contracts and for center grants to the detriment of
funding for basic biomedical research. In all of
this, the young investigator is especially
vulnerable, since support for research training
waxes and wanes in unpredictable ways, and as

his career progresses, he tends to adapt his
investigations to the sources of funding, rather

Although average grade, high grade and
supergrade limitations are designed to prevent

than to the imaginative and creative research of

so-called grade "creep" prevalent in the civil
service, this policy When applied to Navy
laboratories fails to recognize that quality,
innovative R&D is dependent on the highest
indiviclua! c.ornpetence. In order to foster this

his own choosing, on which the important
scientific advances ultimately depend.

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICALPERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

corille`onc.:E. rnanagers must have the capability

A few Federal laboratory respondents noted
problems not only in bringing on new young
talent, but also higher-level talent. The ceiling
on Civil Service salaries was cited as precluding
the recruitment of the best scientists for
positions of leadership in Federal laboratories.
This problem appeared particulail,-acute in the

with Ih . cty and stature of the individual. This
r;ontrast to the typical bureaucratic
is in

f;eQdom o cceate a career pattern comith othe:' ;rititutions and commensurate

.

biomedical fields, where academic and in-

dustrial salaries are high.
The ceiling on Civil Service salaries is one
element of a much larger problem described by a

number of Federal laboratory respondents
what they see as incompatibilities between
Civil Service regulations and procedures and
the needs of R&D management. Attempts to

fixed organizational positions,
which )1... much less on individual creativity.

Persolr,.!1

research environment in Federal laboratories
and hence insuring vitality. As I. A. Wolff,
Directur of the Eastern Regional Research
Centerg%gricultural Research Service, described it:.
Older standards of excellence have in many
places given way to an 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
syndrome. Standards are lowered, a
phenomenon that can begin in educational
institutions. As a response to the anti-science

control expenditures over the past several years

are seen as having given rise to a number of
practices severely limiting personnel management flexibility at the laboratory level. Direc-

attitude of the last several years some scientists
themselves are becoming more inflexible in their

thinking. We must try again to recreate the

tors of laboratories of the armed services, citing
particulars of retrenchment actions, attributed
these actions to overall DOD policy to reduce

excitement of personal discovery, the satisfac-

tions of basic achievements, and the kind of
research groups that reinforce accomplishments
possibly understandableonly within the scientific
community. The public image of scientists must
be elevated to keep topnotch individuals in basic
research yet permit them . adequate egosatisfaction and monetary returns.

the share of basic research conducted by
intramural DOD laboratories and to increase
the share done by extramural performers. In a
detailed critique of new Navy
regulations aimed at reducing the Navy's
intramural science and technology base, J. T.
lengthy,

Geary,

Director

of

the

Naval

Research

ceilings, grade restrictions, and

Civil 3erv:::2 ...egulations are all elements of the
larger prt.Hrun of maintaining a creative

The personnel management problems of
Federal laboratories have their parallels in

Laboratory, described how those regulations
have created, in his view, "an environment
which tends to frustrate rather than enhance

other sectors of the

productive R&D":

On the environments for creative scientists
and engineers, Mark Shepherd, Jr., President,
Texas Instruments, Inc., wrote:

Specifically, these policies impose ceiling
limitations Irrespective of the work requirements,

the responsibilities, and the competence of a
laboratory...

R&D

community, although

they are manifested elsewhere in somewhat
different forms.

In

my judgment, the most productive mode of
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operation for creative scientists and engineers
doing research in industry is to be coupled (but

and Ph.D. programs were discussed by F. N.Andrews, Vice President for Research and Dean

not overcoupled) to the requirements of the

of the Graduate School at Purdue University,

operating organizations. I have had the opportunity to observe performance in situations where
the research laboratory was totally decoupled

West Lafayet te, Ind.

from the perceived needs of the Corporation,
yielding a highly unproductive and random
output. It should be noted, however, that a
possible danger of coupling is that long term,
highly speculative research tends to suffer, since
speculative longer term work is more difficult to
manage, judge, and be patient with.

Regarding scientific and technical personnel,

Kent Kresa, Vice President and Manager,

Northrop Corporation, Hawthorne, Calif., rais-

ed the general problem of technological

ob-

solescence and offered several solutions:
New and improved techniques emerge which
make the more mature technology obsolete, and
along with this obsolescence, is a subset of highly

trained professionals who have worked in that
specialty since its inception, but do not have the
capability nor the desire to begin anew in another
discipline. I foresee no easy solution here, except
for massive reeducation programs or early retirement.
Finally, regarding the practioners of R&D,

In the 1950's, we began a nationwide program tr)
increase our supply of scientists and engineers. It

is my own observation that this was highly
successful, that we did indeed train people in
many disciplines at a very high level, and that
advances in the cciences and engineering have
been of great benefit to the nation. Since then
changing political and economic conditions and
changes in population growth have had a

profound effect upon all major research universities. In some disciplines the job market for Ph.D.

trained individuals is poor and is not likely to
improve. In some disciplines the decreased
graduate school enrollment suggests that we will

in the fairly near future be facing shortages of
highly skilled individuals. A long-range plan for
science would give some guidance to planning
for advanced study. We appear, for example, to
have an oversupply of astronomers. Obviously,
we should not start new Ph.D. programs in this

area, but we do need to train some minimum
number of new people to replace those who
retire.

Manpower projections for new disciplines are

David Langmuir, Research Consultant, TRW
Systems Group, Santa Monica, Calif., remarked
about the ways scientific and technical people
appear to have changed.

almost impossible to achieve; therefore, we must
have some kind of a base which will permit new
sciences to develop and flourish. Forty years ago
we had no idea how dependent we would be on
high energy physics, and solid state physics, to
choose only two examples.

I think that the motivations of researchers have
shifted in the past half century from a mixture of

siderations Mark Shepherd, Jr., President,

predominantly love and fame to a mixture heavily
weighted with wealth and power, and that this has
been more obvious to people outside the ranks of
scientists than to those within. I do not think we
will find our proper role in the big picture until we
think and speak more precisely about it.

Apropos

national

manpower

con-

Texas Instruments, Inc., Dallas, Tex., called for
a solution to "the frequent temporal mismat,ch"

between the supply of and the demand for
advanced degree graduates:
Another serious problem is the frequent temporal

mismatch in quantity between supply and demand of advanced degree graduates from the
universities. Moreover, the dislocation of bright,
young, creative, technical people brought about
by shifts in the economy and termination of job
assignments has a profound effect on them.
Unquestionably, this mismatch is causing the
nation problems today, and will cause problems

NATIONAL POLICY QUESTIONS
REGARDING SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNICAL MANPOWER
Some relationships between long-range plan-

ning for science, national manpower policies
54
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in the future. We must invent some sort of shock
absorber to mitigate the effect that I am describing.

Also, according to W. Dale Compton, Vice
President, Scientific Research, Ford Motor
Company, without a coordinated national
manpower policy, changes in funding patterns
cf.al produce dislocations in university research
programs and thereby alter the availability of
new talent for industry.
The source of funds inevitably influences how
many students can be trained in an area. While it
is true that the training of students in fields of low
priority is to be discouraged, changes in research

direction frequently occur in a time frame in
which the educational system cannot respond.

For example, we have moved quickly from
emphasizing materials to energy in our research
funding, but there appears to be little planning on

and aerospace R&D created a demand for
professionals that greatly exceeded the capability of the system to supply them with the result that
the rate of increase of cost substantially exceeded the national inflation rate. Similarly, the rapid

and highly publicized reduction in aerospace
engineering

greatly

reduced

engineering

enrollments. The resulting artificial shortage is
just now moving into industry. This, by itself, is
inflationary.

Unfortunately, there are strong indications that
the Government will make matters worse by its
stepped-up programs on energy research. I
recognize that the primary effect is in engineering. However, in industry the inflation rapidly
spreads into the basic and exploratory research
areas. The result is a steady reduction in the
annual effort that is roughly equal to the
difference between the national and professional

inflation rates. The total industry reduction is

the part of any of the agencies on how to
accomplish this without causing major dis-

greater because of the abrupt discontinuance of
basic and exploratory research when the steady

locatbns to the graduate research activities. I
would strongly recommend that serious consideration be given to finding a way to stabilize
the long-term research needs of the university

mass" or the fortunes of the company require it to
"defer" noncritical expenses. Either case is
tantamount to permanent termination.

training programs upon which we are all dependent for new employees, without making them
subject to the rapid fluctuations that occur in the
research missions of the agencies.

reduction takes the effort below the "critical

The above paragraphs typify respondents'
concerns related to national manpower policies
for scientific and technical personnel.

Addressing himself to a different aspect of
national manpower policy, lames Hillier, Ex-

CONCLUDING REMARKS

ecutive Vice President, Research and Engineering, RCA, discussed what he sees as

research sector on the role of scientific and

Government-induced inflation in the cost of
professional and technical manpower.

This chapter provides views from each

technical manpower and the role of institutional
environments in maintaining the vitality of the

research system. Representative views appear
The dominant cost in any research is the cost of
professional and technical manpower. This cost
is determined by a relatively free market, that is, it
responds to the balance of supply and demand.

Unfortunately, the supply can respond only
slowly to changes in demand due to the long
period (6-9 years) between the point when an
individual commits to a professional career in
science or technology and the time when he

for most of the major issues and problems
concerning vitality. Suggested solutions to the
issues and. problems appeared in about onethird of the letters. Table 4-1 lists some of these
solutions. Frequently these suggested solutions

were mentioned without any elaboration. In
cases where no solution was offered
respondents often said they saw no solotion or

enters the m arket. The Government has tended to
ignore the dynamics of the system in the planning

that any meaningful solution would require
further analysis kind study by the scientific

of its technical programs. The growth of m ilitary

community kind the public.
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Table 4-1. Some Suggested Solutions from Respondents for Issues
Concerning Vitality of the Research System
Issue Group

Federal
Laboratories

Industry

Independent Research
Institutes

Separate graduate edu- Stabilize training
cational ..)tijectives from support (whether as
fellowships, traineeresearch objectives.
ships or research
support) in order to
ensure a predictable
output of Ph.D.'s
for industry.

Research Manpower for the
Future

University
Revitalize high school
science.
Provide teaching support
fellowships for top students.
Activate graduate
traineeship program.

Prepare flexible, interdisciplinary oriented students with education and
research programs along
interdisciplinary lines.

Opportunities for
Young Scientists
and Engineers
throughout the
Research System

Scientific and
Technical Personnel Management

Permit Federal laboratories to hire basic
research scientists in
a new category of
appointments outside
Civil Service

Overhaul academic
world to nurture and
develop creativity.

Provide greater flexibility in personnel
management under Civil
Service regulations.

Provide massive reeducation programs or
early retirement to
avoid problems of
technological obsolescence.

Operate more Federal
National Policy
Questions Regard- laboratories as
ing Scientific and FFRDC's
Technical Manpower

NSF should support
studies on aging,
static faculty and
possible new structuring of faculty
positions

Develop program of
national science research fellowships to
insure job continuity for scientific personnel in the face of
fluctuating Government
objectives.
Enhance creative role of
researcher by decreasing
the role of RFP in i-^3ic
research efforts.
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Place more young scientists on agency
review panels.
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Abandon tenure system.
Develop specialized research centers as new
organizational experiments for separation
of education and
research.

Identify new areas
where future scientists
will be needed.

5

FREEDOM IN THE RESEARCH SYSTEM

Freedom of inquiry is a value 'that has

the Government and university research sec-

traditionally been associated with science. The
right of the scientist to choose his own line of
research and follow it wherever it may lead is

tors, where the dependence on research support
from government is _quite strong.

widely defended as being desirable or even

support is what was widely felt to be over-

necessary for the fruitful development of
scientific knowledge.. Several of the letter

respondents expressed this view. Moreover, it
has long been accepted that science should be
free of interference from government. These
rights were established early in the history of
modern science, as the new scientific community gradually won its struggle for recognition.
The respondents mentioned a number of ways
in which they find that the contemporary
situation departs from the ideal of completely
free inquiry. For example, in the industry sector

there was special concern that inflation,

a

declining availability of capital, and the need to

solve immediate problems are restricting industry's ability to conduct basic research.
Usually, however, the loss of freedom in
doing research was attributed to actions of
government. The problem, as it was reported,
stems largely from the dependence of the
different sectors on government research support. This dependence may not be part of the
classical picture of free scientific inquiry, but it

is a present reality. Two results of it were
widely perceived. First, the fields of research in
which support will be provided are limited by

public policy and the particular policy of the
granting agency. In fact, a great deal of concern
was expressed about pressures ludo targeted or

applied research rather than basic research.
Such pressures were reported particularly by

The other result of depending on government

management or overregulation of research by
government. Again, this problem was expressed frequently by the Government sector,
where there is direct budget control by a Federal
agency, and consequently a great deal. of direct
management. In the universities, where government support takes the form of research grants

and contracts, there was concern over the
amount of paperwork that is required in
connection with such support, and also with
regulations governing the actual conduct of
research. Although most research in industry is

not funded by government, this sector also
reported very frequently that government

policies and regulations are hindering their
basic research effort.
It will he convenient, therefore,- to divide the
following discussion of freedom in the research

system into two parts. The first will deal with

the pressure to do applied rather than basic

research, as it was reported by each sector. The
second part or this chapter will similarly deal
with problems pertaining to overregulation of
research by government.
PRESSURE FOR APPLIED
RATHER THAN BASIC RESEARCH
University

Of all the issues that were raised hy university respondents, this is
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the one that was

perceive as a growing tendency of government to

research can be related to stability of funding
and the need to maintain the supply of capable
scientists, which are issues discussed in
previous chapters.
These two replies suggest that overemphasis

target the research it sponsors on short-range,
high-payoff objectives, to the detriment of both
longer-range needs and the education process.

on applied research is shortsighted even if one is
interested in getting practical results. The

We have moved away from the support of people,
including students, and away from investment in
the future.
Specifically targeted research, typified by
relatively short deadlines and by the request-forproposals procedure, is not well suited to

respondents generally were not opposed to

applied research in itself, but they insisted that
basic research also is necessary to guarantee the
production of useful technology in the long run.

mentioned most often. One statement of this
issue came from President Dale R. Corson of
Cornell University:
The first problem I want to mention is what I

This view is illustrated by the comment of
George A. Russell, Vice Chancellor for Research
and Dean of the Graduate College at the
University of Illinois:

university research and the training of young
scientists. Whatever happened to the cld notion
that the very best people should be identified and
then given an opportunity to explore the leads as
they see them?

A careful analysis of successful solutions to some
of the major problems this nation has faced in the

The above reply proposes that one of the
damaging effects of the pressure for applied
research is its effect on the educational process.
There is a specific effect on the faculty and their
research, according to Eugene H. Man, the Dean
of Research Coordination at the University of
Miami:
The drive toward short-term, problem-oriented
research in academic institutions is already
showing the potential it has for becoming a
corrosive factor in this University's capacity for
conducting fundamental research programs.

obtain the fundamental insights needed to make

the slow but steady progress in agricultural
technology that was required.

The views seen so far came from university
presidents and vice presidents. Table E-1 of the

is

We see our most talented faculty, responding to

the need to keep research programs and
organizations intact, moving toward less fundamental areas because of the lure of more
certain funding. The eventual result, if this trend
continues, will be that our national reservoir of
talent for developing the fundamental concepts,
on which al/ applied research must ultimately
feed, will become depleted.
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core of basic knowledge, generated in most cases
from "non-relevant" research, and a cadre of welltrained individuals who can extend and expand or
re-direct their fundamental research to the
solution of the pressing problems of the time. In
the corn country of Illinois, we do not today reap
150-200 bushels of corn to the acre because we
set this as a goal, and did "relevant" research to

relevant" research in plant genetics helped to

missing.

Dean Man here shows how freedom

reveal two essential ingredients for success: a

achieve that goal, but because basic "non-

Faculty are caught between two pincers: the lure
of funds available for producing rapid answers to
immediate problems, and the erosion of support
for more basic, long-range research. Further, the

support continuity for long-term research

past, whether it be in food production, communication, transportation, medicine, etc., will

in
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Appendix shows that these respondents mentioned the pressure for applied rather than basic
research more frequently than any other issue.
That is true for both Carnegie Research Universities I and Universities II. It is also true for
department chairmen. However, there were
certain classes of disciplines, engineering in
particular, in which the chairmen did not rate
this issue as first. Engineers actually rated it
quite low.
The responses from chairmen illustrate this

issue from a perspective that not only is closer
to the actual research work, but also is

conditioned by the problems of individual
disciplines. As an "xample, from the Division of

Biological and Medical Sciences at Brown
University, Dean Elizabeth H. Leduc wrote:
Our "number two problem" is that of low faculty

(investigators) morale. This is the result of a
general malaise based on recent changes in the
Federal system of support for biomedical
research which can be summarized very briefly as
follows:
Shifts in program emphasis to specific
targeted research, primarily on cancer and

diseases of heart and lung, with resultant
diminution of research support for other

-

areas of biomedical research;
Concomitant emphasis on rapid translation
of research results to clinical applications,
suggesting a competition for funds between
fundamental research and health care. . .
.

Another chairman's view came from Earl
Hunt, Chairman of the Department of Psychology at the University of Washington, who
stated:
The second problem that Psychology faces, at
the institutional level, is that Psychology is, and
always has been, under heavy pressure to "make

our research relevant" before the necessary
scholarly knowledge base has been established. I

could make an excellent case out for the
proposition that the current mess over intelligence testing arn*n for precisely that reason. I

am concerned th," such pressures are increasing. In particular, agencies of the federal
government seem to have more and more money
for programs that prom ise " results now," and less

for the slower but safer route of establishing
scientific facts before offering social engineering
advice. In this respect some of the current
policies of NIE and NSF are disturbing.

Similarly, the chairman of a physics department reported that one of his faculty members is
a recognized expert in nuclear physics.

Although he is eager to work on a theoretical
problem in that field, he is working in another
field where funding happens to be available.

Government
In the Government research sector, the
increased emphasis on short-term rather than
basic research was again a major issue. Among
all these respondents combined it ranked
second, while it was actually first among
directors of intramural laboratories and headquarters officials. Here again, the issue is often
expressed in terms of pressures for targeting
and short-term payoffs in research, and a bias
against longer-term more fundamental efforts.
For example, W.N_ Hess, Director of the

Environmental Resez-- rch Laboratories (ERL), of
the Department of Commerce's National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

stated:
The major issue related to fundamental research,
as I see it for a laboratory system such as ERL, is
to

achieve and maintain a proper balance

between short term and long term research. .

.

there is strong pressure on our research
programs to focus efforts on providing short term
results. . . .

The implications of this trend were noted by
respondents, including William W.
Carter, Acting Technical Director of the Harry
Diamond Laboratories, U.S. Army:
many

With the lack of a strong, clear federal policy on
fundamental science, and a national anti-science
climate, Congress and others are pushing too
strongly the short term, applied research
emphasis. We are out of balance and will pay the
consequences in the 1980's. It is exceedingly
difficult to protect and fund even small groups of
basic researchers for the extended times that are
needed to produce significant results.

The phrase "pressure towards research with
short term payoffs" recurred with considerable

regularity among the responses. Again and
again, laboratory directors spoke of the difficulties of sustaining basic or long-term
research in the face of these pi'essures, and
expressed the desire to establish a balance, so ag

to assure "replenishment" of the stock of new
knowledge for future applications.
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indicating that businessmen can no longer

Industry

The respondents from industry were also
concerned about an increased emphasis on
applied research. In fact, this was a major

count on capital being easily available on a
long-term basis. Hence there are more short-

concern of theirs. As Table E-2 in the Appendix

shows, the third most prevalent issue mentioned in the industvy sector is the perception
that short-term relevance is becoming the only

objective of research. In addition, the table
shows that there are other issues from this
sector that have to do with an alleged shift away
from fundamental research.

The problem of short-term relevance was
mentioned particularly often by vice-presidents

or directors of research. For example, C. I.
Meechan, Vice President for Research and
Engineering at Rockwell International, said
that:

connection between the issue of declining

availability of long-term investment capital and
the present issue, declining freedom to do longterm, basic research.

Some respondents traced the pressure for
applied research to policies of the Federal
Government. An example is the statement by D.

J. Blickwede, Vice President and Director of
Research for Bethlehem Steel Corporation:
At the national level, our goals for science and

The formidable challenges which the nation faces
(in areas of energy, resources, environment,
food), in conjunction with limitations on financial
resources nave forced many basic research
workers into activities aimed at short-term

technology have become mission oriented. That
is, the objective of much of the research being
funded by the Government through NSF, etc., is
aimed at solving specific National problems. In
this regard, emphasis has been placed on socioeconomic programs at the expense of basic
research in the pure sciences.

solutions to these problems. The lower priority
given to fundamental research restricts and
inhibits the scientific freedom necessary to
attract highly motivated, skilled researchers into
promising areas. In addition, it promotes a lack of

funding continuity, which makes it difficult to
establish and retain the necessary sophisticated
teams required to efficiently carry out substantial
projects. The subsequent instability and disruption creates longer term problems in attracting
and motivating top quality scientific talent and
skilled research managers.

This response from industry sounds very
much like the university letters previously
quoted, where the pressures on individual
researchers are emphasized and the connection

between loss of freedom and instability of
funding is brought out.
In the above quotation, two reasons are given
for the shift to applied research. One is the new
and formidable problems that the Nation faces.
The other is limited financial resources. Other
respondents elaborated on this latter point by
62

term applied projects, as opposed to long-term
basic and exploratory projects. An example of
this view is the statement of James Hillier,
Executive Vice President, Research and
Engineering, at RCA Corporation, which was
quoted in Chapter 3. F'or him, there is a close
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The result of this trend...is to markedly reduce
the Nation's basic research effort in the short
range, and in the long range to seriously
jeopardize our position of world leadership in
science and technology.

As a solution to this problem, I believe that we
should de-emphasize mission oriented nasearch
and return to funding programs aimed at the
advancement of knowledge, particularly in
science and technology. It is knowledge of this

type that ultimately is utilized by AniE rican
industry and which has been responsible for our
position of world leadership.

This also is similar to the many letters from
universities and Government laboratories that
see the problem as one caused by a. policy of

government. In fact, there were industry
respondents who took the same point of view as
those university respondents who deplored

pressures that government places on univer-

sities to do applied research. The statement
from George L. Poke, Vice President of Xerox
Corporation and Manager of the Palo Alto
Research Center, iHustrates this:
I believe there is no doubt in anyone's mind that

the federal agencies, with congressional and
possibly even public support, have been pressur-

ing the.universities in more applied directions.
Here I feel my experience in both sectors, i.e.,
universities and Industry, is of some value, Basic

science is what universities do best. Applied
research and development is what industry does
best. It is not easy to justify to stockholders large

expenditures on. basic research that is just as
likely to be applied by a competitor as by my own
company; Universities on the other hand cannot
solve real-world problems because they have no
inherent requirement to solve such problems. As
an industrial research manager,
depend on
I

of the economic recession, has caused a marked
reduction in the amount of fundamental research

activities being undertaken. It is imperative that
the current atmosphere which downgrades
fundamental research in favor of directly relevant
and applied tasks be counteracted.

The gradual erosion of our national research
capabilities in comparison with the other nations
of the world could pose severe problems, in my
view, to our future social and economic viability. I
shall not bore you with the arguments which I am

sure are already familiar to you regarding the
reliance we place on our technological strength
to insure that American industry remains the
most competitive and cost-effective producer of
goods and services. The flow of new ideas which
come from fundamental research is the obvious

catalyst which enables us to maintain our
leadership position.

universities to build the fundamental science
base from which my research scientists can draw
in solving applied problems for Xerox.

This broader view reinforces what many

university respondents themselves saidthat
the university is the phice for basic research,
and that the level of such research at univer-

OVERREGULATION
Industry

Of aH .the issues mentioned by industry
respondents, the one brought up most often was

sities should not be diminished.

government regulations and controls. This is
shown in Table E-2 of the Appendix, A broad

Independent Research Institutes

statement of this issue came from Frank H.
Healey, Research Vice President of Lever

Many respondents from the industry sector
wore concerned that a decline in hask: research
can have harmful effects on the competitive
position of American industry and even on the
leadership role that this country plays in the
world, A VVVY
the independent

WIIS liXill'esSnd in

institutes, where
over-emphasis on applied research, ranked,'
research

seventh among all issues mentioned.
Mart in Goland, President
Research Inst Itti to:

of

Southwest

The socond issue I would like to raise is the
obvious one of the reduced national recognition
of the importance of basic research. The combination of changing public attitudes and the
reduced resources available to research because

Ilmthers:
Regulatory actions are compounding at an
alarming ratearising not only from new
legislationbut from the creation of federal, state
and city agencies with powers to promulgate new

and broadened regulations, Tho Food & Drug
Administration (and its O-T-C panels), the
Consumer Product Safety Commission, the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration,
the Environmental Protection Agency and the
Federal Trade Commission all are actively
proposing or issuing regulations affecting the
technology of consumer product companies,
New testing methods, new criteria for safety and
efficacy, new environmental requirements ail add
to the time, effort, and cost of developing now or
improved products. Often these criteria change
or aro In conflict, if this trend continues, the risk
and capital involved in developing and inIN
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troducing any new product may become
prohibitive for all but the very largest companies.
The effect can then lead to elimination of long-

range research since no pay-out can be anticipated.
B.L.

Williams, Director of Corporate Research

at Monsanto, was more concerned about consistency of regulations. One of the problems he
listed is "The inconsistency of government
regulatory actions or proposed actions."
It is not the regulations themselves or the threat of

regulatory action, onerous as they might be, but
the unpredictability of such action. The unpredictability tends to push deployment of resources

toward fighting real or possible "fires." Fire

fighting might require basic research, but it is not

likely to be predominantly long range. This is
particularly true in product and end-use regulation, as well as what basic raw materials will be
economically preferred in the 1980's. These
concerns require generation of more options .
than in the past for defensive purposes.

Of all the consequences of overregulation, one

of the most serious, according to the industry
letters, is that research resources are diverted
from basic research t o "defensive" research, i.e.,
research designed to insure compliance with the
regulations. This is clearly the opinion of Lee A,
Iacocca, Pres kl en t of the Ford Motor Company:
Long-range research on problems of concern to
major U.S. industries is essential to the

maintenance of a technological base that will
permit the U,S, to remain competitive in the world
economy, Although part of the drastic decline in
industrial support for such research is a result of
the depressed economy, another serious cause is
the need for industry to commit a substantial and
increasing proportion of its research resources in

response to regulatory demands and goals
established by the Congress and a number of
federal agencies, Research is needed to develop
sound technical solutions to environmental and
safety problems, but some present and proposod

regulation is excessive, and research to meet

The same point is made by Herbert E.

Hirschland, Vice President for Technology and
Development of the American Can Company:
Fundamental (long term, basic) research has
classically been a small percentage of total
industry research. Nevertheless, it has been
important and there are certainly many examples

well known to all scientists, Industry has been
more concerned with applied or developmental
research, again for reasons well known to the
scientific community. Our fears are that the last
vestiges of industry's fundamental research, as
well as the related efforts in applied research, will
take a back seat to research related to compliance. While we must be careful not to portray
an image of being anti-environment, antipollution, anti-consumer, anti-general societal
benefits,

of R&D associated with

increasing dramatically.
In the view of Richard A. Greenberg, Vice
President for Research and Development at

Swift & Company, this deflection of productive
research funds into "defensive" research
depends closely on the public's attitude toward

science and technology, He felt that both

Federal regulatory agencies and the Congress
are acting defensively because of public
pressure. As a result, their actions are impeding, rather than promoting, technical advance. The situation, in his view, has reached
crisis proportions, and must be reversed, The
National Science Foundation must spearhead a
program to inform the public Of the "virtues" of
technological advance, in order at least to put its

potential negative aspects into perspective.
There is one aspect of the overregulation issue

that is peculiar to industry, A fair number of
letters expressed concern about Federal patent
policy and antitrust legislation, maintaining
that these are hindrances to research, J. H.
Cross, Director of Research at the United States
Steel Corporation, expressed this view:
Present patent laws are not particularly generous
when one considers the length of time required to

such goals wastes scarce research resources, In
these cases, resources could far better be spent

bring a new technology to useful status. Rather
than improve exploitation of patent rights,

en long-range research that will provide improved products or processes,

III

the cost

government regulations, as well as the cost of
coping with all of the requirements, per se, is

l'IWIMONI IN 'VI ic IkEIIIIAKI I IIVW111111
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pending and proposed legislation rr;e vcgriq-

...The dollars appropriated for research are

tion and maintenance of patents so di iAcolt +rat
they approach
confiscation of privately
developed technology in fields consideied to be

adequate. The dollars expended on research are
inadequate because so many of the dollars are
spent in reviewing and managing the research.

crucial to the "public interest." This philosophy

From George H. Vineyard, Director of the
Brookhaven National Laboratory, came the

can do nothing more than discourage investment
In major high-cost, high-risk research programs.

On the subject of antitrust legislation, he
added:
Even it Qatent protection provided appropriate
incentives, many projects envision development
costs beyond those that can be underwritten by
even the largest corporations. Such research
could be undertaken on a consortium basis to
permit tolerable financing and to avoid costly
duplication of effort. However, precedents
suggest that this approach could be subject to
challenge under the anti-trust laws. This problem
can be eliminated by consistent, understandable

guidelines as to the Federal Government interpretation of the application of the anti-trust laws
to joint research and development projects or
through new, more Hberal legislation.

Government
In the Government research sector,
overregulation was also felt, but in a different
form, Since these laboratories ar() directly
managed, or at least funded, by the Government, their concern was with overmanagement,

or too niany restrictions imposed by higher
administrative levels. This issue ranked third
among all respondents from this sm:tor Combinml, and was actually second aniong FERDC's
as Table 3 or Appendix E shows. In view of the
open-emled 11111111-1M' in which the questions

were posed to the respondents, the similarity
between many of tlwir statements is
remarkable, and suggests the existence of
widespread and deep concern. Two examples
will illustrate the flavor of this concern. j. E.
Colvard, Technical Director et the Naval
Surface Weapons Center, wrote that;
The major problem I see facing research in the

near future is "over management by multiple
levels of review," This over management so
overwhelms the other problems that it makes
them miner.

statement that:
Among many critical issues, in addition to the
perrAnial question of funds, I would single out
thew,.

1. At what level should the primary responsibility for directing research programs
reside?
Should it be with the individual scientist and
his institution, or should it be in
Washington?

The first issue arises because of the, strong
tendency for research to be directed more and
more from Washington. As public concern with
technological issues has increased and as this
concern has been reflected in Congress and in
the Federal agencies, tighter management from
above is being imposed. In this Laboratory, for
example, the degree of detailed involvement of
our principal sponsor (ERDA) in setting priorities
and determining the nature of each research
prograrri is rapidly Increasing, and no limit is in
sight. Along with this, our budgets become ever
more fine-grained and detailed.

Vineyard adds that ERDA has been made
aware of this problem and is reviewing it.
Another laboratory director spoke of
"pragmatic micromanagement"; while
elsewhere it was termed "excessive program
control"; or "management of, control of, influence on, and guidance of science by nonscien-

tists." All these directors seemed to have in
mind the same problem: decrensing autonomy

of their institutions, vis-a-vis their parent or
sponsoring agencies, OMB, and Congress. The
views of the laboratory directors on this issue,
furth(wmore, were shared in higher levels ()I'
their agencies, a fact evidenced by the letter of
John Naugle, Acting Associate Adminktrator of
NASA. Naugle, taking a perspective sympathetic to the laboratories, discussed the
"problem of overdirection of bash; research,"
and observml that;
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presidents and vice presidents (combined) from
Carnegie Research Universities I. One of these
officials stated the issue in this way:

The impact of this is to drive upward the costs of
compliance with executive orders and contract
provisions unrelated to the work statement in the
research proposal. This leads to increased direct

One of the problem areas adversely affeffng the
productivity of working scientists at Rutw.,rs, and
presumably at many other state universities, is
the faculty response to the institutional need for
greater public accountability.

charges on grants and contracts as principal
investigators add peiSple to deal with these

Such accountability, initiated by state
governments for a variety of reasons, but basically financial, while reasonable in intent, has

generated a variety of management devices,
some imposed by the State and others created by

regulations and the ancillary requirements put on
by the University's administration in order to meet
its obligations and keep risks at a tolerable level.
In.addition, the University's indirect costs go up
for the same reasons.

Massy here adds some quantitative information. During the period from 1967 through 1974,

the University which tended to shift faculty

he stales, the indirect costs of sponsored

emphasis from quality to efficiency in education
and scholarship.

research at Stanford grew at an average real

The management devices used include formula
and program budgeting, more elaborate justification of specific programs, reordered allocation of
resources as well as much closer monitoring of
faculty time and work loads. The emphasis on
faculty work loads has resulted in a squeeze on

available time which adversely affects both
teaching quality and research productivity. In
addition, monitoring of faculty time has created a
trade union atmosphere which has a

deprofessionalizing effect on the faculty with a
consequent reduction, in my judgment, on
creativity. Of course, accountability is necessary,
and In some respects it has had a salutary effect
on the faculty, but as an overview in the manner it
has been addressed at Rutgers I believe it has had
and will continue to have detrimental effects on
research productivity.

This is from James W. Gruen, Acting Dean of
the Graduate School at Rutgers. Although the
above comment was in terms of the demands of
State agencies for accountability, the problem
was not seen there alone. For example, William

research,

instruction,

and

departmental

rate of 3.4 percent. The general and administrative component of these indirect costs
grew at a real rate of 5.9 percent per year. At the
same time, the real direct expenditures for all
research and instruction actually declined al an

average rate

or 1.5 percent. Mudh of this
increase in general and administrative costs at a
time of decreasing direct costs he attributes to

externally imposed requirements. Examples
include increased demands for accountability,
more complex requirements and litigiousness in
the employee relations area, affirmative action,
awl miscellaneous requirements of the Federal
procurement pmcess. This increase occurred in
spite of e successful effort by the University to
demmse its overall general and administrative
budget during the same period. N4assy goes on
to say:
In

addition to out-of-pocket costs, scarce faculty

time is increasingly being allocated to coping
with externally imposed regulations not related to
the scientific effort needed to perform the

F. Massy, Vice Provost for Research al Stanford

research. Examples of individually worthwhile

University, had these concerns about Federal
demands for accountability, and Federal
regulations in general:

but cumulatively burdensome requirements
include: ever more extensive and complex human
subjects reviews; animal care regulations; health,

The second critical issue is the reduction in
research productivity cue to the Increasing

certification; affirmative action; and (potentially)
increased requirements for property control and
faculty time and effort reporting and documenta-

number of complex and uncoordinated federal
regulations that have boon hitting research performers,

safety, and radiological hazards review and

tion. Coming at a time when indirect cost rates are

rising (due to the reasons set forth above) and
vitcroom IN 'rim
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research funding is harder to obtain there is a

will not seek external support because of this

danger that these pressures will cause potentially

situation.

productive scientists to opt for "easier" but less
meaningful lines of research that do not require
government sponsorship.

SUMMARY

We emphasize again that many of the changes
that have occurred during the past few years are
individually meritorious. However, their
cumulative effect is to divert substantial sums out
of the doing of research and into its administra-

tion. There is also a disturbing tendency to
promulgate tight regulations with broad
applicability to take care of situations that have

been identified as occurring in a few cases. In
other situations the ills that are sought to be
corrected may be more imagined than real. We
believe that there is an urgent need for evaluation
of the cumulative effect of federal regulations and

accountability requirements vis a vis research,
and upon the cost-effectiveness of individual
regulations.

This view goes beyond the issue of accountability to that of Federal regulations in general.
For this reason, it sounds much like the industry
responses. Like them it emphasizes the idea that
individual regulations may be good or at least

well intemled, while their acteal cumulative
effect is to restrict die free(lom of research
severely and to add gm tly to its cost,
A view of this problem from the departmental
level wits provided by Walter Dick, Leader or
the Industrial Design and Development
Program at Florida State Universit y,
Tallahass(' e,
We have essentially arrived at the point at which

only those project centers which can afford,
through multiple project funding, to hire a full
time business administrator, can survive in a
university environment, There are now so many
rules and egulations and forms to fill out which
are required both by funding agencies as well as

the State of Florida and the state university
system, that it is almost impossible for an
individual researcher to carry out his normal
responsibilities and also be able to cope with all

the requirements placed on him as a project
executive-paper shuffler, . Several of our
faculty members have publicly stated that they
.
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All of the research sectors reported that they
felt a pressure to do short-term, targeted, and

applied research rather than long-term and

basic research, This pressure was attributed in
part to the economic situation, but largely to
decisions by the State and Federal
Governments. A great many 'respondents
thought that this trend would not only have the
effect of damaging the Nation's efforts in basic
research, but ultimately would also damage its
technological development, and even its position or world leadership.
The remedies that were offered were relatively straightforward and, in broad terms, were the

same in all the sectors: fund more basic

research, give researchers more freedom in their
choice of projects, bring applied and basic
research into better balance. The specific
suggestions were mostly variations on these
themes.

For example, it was stated that NSF has
amved away from its commitment to basic
research, as is evidenced by its research

application prognims, and that such programs
should be abandoned. Some respondents felt
that the public and government should have
brought to their attention the difference
between basic research, on the one hand, and
applied research and development, on the other,
Thus they might better understand the special
role of basic research, and the need for supporting it, Some respondents, both from universities and industry, suggested that the universities are the best place for basic research, while'
applied research and development should be the
spmial resPonsibility of industry. Industry
respondents sometimes uskod for tax write-off
and other dollar incentives that would alleviate
the expense of basic research. The reasoning
was that such research carries a high risk. It is
not guaranteed to benefit the company that

performs it, while it may benefit some other
company or some other sector. Hence there is
reason for the public, through Government

broad study should be undertaken to determine
the cumulative cost of complying with
regulations, particularly at universities. In

funding, to bear some of the cost.
The second great issue is overregulation of
research by government. This too was widely
reported. With this issue, however, there was
more diversity from sector to sector. Thus the
problem of government demands for accountability in the use Of government-provided

some instances FRIDC's wished that fewer

research funds was felt especially in universities and Government laboratories. From these
sectors came requests for more flexibility in the
way funds could be used, and less red tape in the

broadly expressed desire to see more favorable
patent legislation, tax incentives, or the
possibility of relaxing antitrust regulations so
as to allow competing companies topool some of

process of applying for funds and accounting
for their use. Concern about the constraints
imposed by policy-based regulations was,
universal. There were some suggestions that a

their research efforts. These measures were
proposed not only to remedy instances of
overregulation, but also to create positive

specific constraints might be imposed on their
activities by the Department of Defense.
Industry felt particular concern about Federal
regulations. Some statements of this concern
reflected the particular product line of an

individual company. However, there was a

incentives for doing basic research.

5

FREEDOM IN 'HIE RESEARCH SYSTEM

(19

CONFIDENCE IN
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

The subjects discussed in the three preceding chapters, funding, freedom,

and the vitality of the research enterprise, are all internal to the research
system itself. The fourth subject is different; it has to do with the way in
which persons outside the research system regard that system. As many
respondents see it, in recent years both the public and government have lost
confidence in research and those who perform it, and therefore are less willing
to provide the support thr .equire. In fact, nearly all the problems that the
respondents reported, ono aich the preceding chapters have discussed, were
thought to bedue, at least in part, to this change in attitude toward science and
technology. Therefore, this becomes quite a fundamental concern.

This chapter is divided into two parts. Part I presents the views of the
respondents, and is much the same as the preceding chapters. It discusses
separately the loss of confidence on the part of the public and on the part of
government, as the respondents see it, and attempts to bring out the relation
between the two. Some of the explanations that were offered for this change in
attitude are also shown, as well as some of its consequences. Another section
discusses the remedy most often suggested for this problem, an educational

program undertaken by the scientific community in order to communicate
better with the public and government and convince them of the value of basic
research.

Part II gives a summary presentation of the results of recent opinion
surveys concerned with the public's attitudes toward science and technology.

The purpose of this is to show what other information is available on the
question of whether a recent loss of public confidence has occurred. The
complexity of the public's attitudes in this area and the limitations in the
available data are also brought out.

77
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PART I.-VIEWS OF THE RESPONDENTS
miners face so far as the future of research is

PUBLIC CONFIDENCE

This problem was perceived

in all four

concerned is the general attitude that prevails in

our nation today about the importance of the

sectors. For example, a succinct statement,was

research enterprise, itself. Research is expensive;

provided by Stanley J. Lawwill, President of

money is

Analyt ic Services, Inc. (an FFRDC sponsored by
the Department of Defense). He emphasizes the
importance of public confidence in science and.

technology to this Nation's position in the
world:
The number one problem which I see facing
fundamental (long term, basic) research in the
near future is the poor, and deteriorating,
National attitude toward science and technology.
Until this trend is reversed, I see little prospect for
the United States' regaining the dominant posi-

in

scarcer supply than has been

previously the case; there is a surplus of scientists

in some disciplines; this gives a combination of
factors which has resulted in the development of
a general public attitude which is not conducive
to overall support for research.

In the past, according to President Terrell,
there was a high level of support for graduate

education and research, and so researchers

knowledge and in the development and application of technology.

became accustomed to general public acceptance of the importance of their work. Now the
very legitimacy of the research efforts of our
universities is being questioned. University
faculty seem to be falling short in their

A very Similar view was expressed by A. S.

society, not only of applied research, but also of

tion it once held in the discovery of scientific

Gregory, Director of Central Research and
Development at Weyerhaeuser Company. He
was especially concerned about the future of
American technology:
The number one problem is society's attitude
regarding the importance of scientific and
Recently, it has
technological advances.
become a popular game of th'ir uninformed to
state that we have all the science and technology
we need and that many of our current problems
stem from past technological advances. A signifi-

cant sector of society does not seem to realize
that many of the things that give us our preferred
quality of life are possible because of technology.
It is true that we may need to refocus ou, joals for
technology, but I see a need for more technology
and not less if we are to meet our challenge of the
future.

From Washington State Universit y, President

Glenn Terrell wrote of an effect of negative
public attitudes on the support of research:
It occurs to me that perhaps the most significant
issue institutional managers and policy deter74
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responsibility for pointing out the value to

basic research, which is also badly needed for
solving society's problems.

Finally S. L. Fawcett, President of Battelle
Memorial Institute (an independent research
institute) stated the problem in these terms:
Most basic research is supported with public
funds and must therefore be generally recogniz-

ed as being in the public interest. It is not
sufficient that an intormed minority should

recognize the value of basic research; unless the
general public also recognizes that, there will be
continuing pressures that will erode the program.

Since the public doesn't really understand how
advances in scientific knowledge obtained from
basic research lead to improvements in our ability

to solve real world problems and thus benefit
them, they are apt to believe (from reading about

the projects that are brought to their attention
through the news media) that basic research Is a
waste of their money. Unless the true story can be

brought to the public in a convincing way,

I

expect the Nation's basic research program to be
eroded.

Consequently, I believe it necessary to find a way

to educate the public in such a way that they
understand how basic research plays an impor-

tant role in improving our country's technical,
economic, and social well-being.

In comparison with other issues, the public
attitude toward science and technology was
generally regarded as important by university

presidents and vice presidents, as Table E-1 of

the Appendix shows. In particular, it ranked
third among the presidents and vice presidents
(combined) from Carnegie Research Universities II. It also ranked third among department
chairmen in the mathematical sciences and fifth
in the life sciences.

In industry, low public confidence in science
technology ranked fourth among all
respondents, and third among vice presidents
and directors of research and development, as
can be si 'In from Table E-2.
and

In the Government research sector, similarly,
meeting public demand for justification of basic
research programs with respect to mission was

the seventh most frequently mentioned issue.
This is shown on Table E-3.
NEED FOR

AN EDUCATION PROGRAM
The last writer quoted above recommended a
program to convince the public of the value of
research. This recommendation, or the parallel
recommendation of improved communication
between science and government, was made by

some respondonts from each sector, II was
prominently mentioned by respondent s from
independent research institutes, nniny or whmn

saw a need for an iuli,quate justification of
'research. In the Government laboratories also,

many of Ihe rehpondents tended to view the
basic problem as one of communication: scientists hlive not been effective hi communicating,

either to Government officials or the general
public, a real umlerst HM ling and appreciation of

the value or hasic researchor even of the

potential of opplied ri,seuro;11 and technology.

As one Federal laboratory director stated
simply, "A true appreciation for fundamental
research in the mind of the non-scientist seems
most difficult to achieve." Nevertheless, some
respondents, like Robert K. Whitford, Acting
Director of the Department of Transportation's
Transportation Systems Center and Michael!,
Vaccaro, Associate Deputy Director of NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center, exhorted scien-

tists to try to achieve such an appreciation by
speaking out.
Whitford felt that:
The central role of R&D in developing scientific
understanding of the problems facing our nation
and in developing insights concerning probable
solutions is poorly understood even within the
R&D community itself. Efforts of the R&D

community must address the problems of
developing the basic understanding and communicating its nature and implications in the
context of a sound, scientific societal value
system. We must realize and communicate
effectively the fact that research itself is a prime
means of establishing the human societal value
system we all seek. And government must ensure
the success of this.

Vaccaro expressed himself this way:
The more important problem is that of achieving a
continued public acceptance of the validity of the

requirement for fundamental research. A substantial part of this problem lies in the establishment of useful communications channels
between the scientific and academic communities on the one hand and the general public
on the other.

CONFIDENCE ON
THE PART OF GOVERNMENT

In iuldit ion to public attitudes toward science

and technfflogy, many respondents were especially concerned about attitudes held within
government, whether State or Federal. For
example, William Montagna, Director or the
Oregon Reghmal Primate Research Center (an
independent research institute) fell that basic
CONFIDENCE IN SCIENCE AND TECIINthAmy
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Anti-intellectual sentiments have been growing in

research, though its products are not marketed
in the usual way, does have a price. That price
will be paid only if the climate of opinion favors
it, and this requires leadership from the Federal

the country, in my view heavily spurred by
campus conduct during the time of troubles
beginning in 1964. The ramifications are extensive. Recent attacks on National Science Founda-

Governme.nt. If leadership is indifferent to

tion procedures for awarding research grant

science or against it, or if it misuses science to

support are, in my judgment, a manifestation of
this skepticism toward intehectuals, universities,
and their faculties. Attitudes in state legislatures
can lead to actions unsympathetic to fundamental research that are both quicker and surer.

the detriment of the public, then science

becomes ineffective and ultimately the people
are impoverished.
The university sector---produced many

statements of concern about attitudes held

From the University of Cincinnati, Frank R.

issue among presidents and vice presidents

Tepe, Jr., the Assistant University Dean for
Graduate Education and Research, had this to

within government. This was the fourth-ranked

(combined) of Carnegie Research Universities

say about a lack of understanding on the part of
the public and Congress:

II, and also among all university presidents.
Robert MacVicar, President of Oregon State
University, mentioned especially the staff

is our feeling that the lack of understanding on
the part of the American public, and in particular
the majority of the members of Congress, of the
significance of basic research is the number one
problem now facing long-term, basic research. In
this age of relevance and immediate return for an
investment, the public is not anxious to support
the funding of projects whose possible payoff
cannot be well documented prior to the initiation
of the project. Because of this attitude the funding
for basic research and the importance placed on
it is decreasing. We would encourage the idea
It

members of certain Congressional committees
and the Executive Office of the President:
As a chief executive officer of a university, it
would seem to me that the first concern that I
would have about the health -if short-term
fundamental or basic research is a growing
antagonism on the part of those in the Federal
Government who should be most supportive of it.
I speak specifically of the Executive Office of the

President and of certain critical Congressional
committees, the staff members of which must

that a program of education, perhaps coordinated by the National Science Foundation or

clearly be aware of the importance of basic

the National Academy of Sciences, be initiated to

research to the long-term well-being of science

better educate the public on the long-term

and indeed the long-term well-being of the United
States. Nonetheless, as you are fully aware, both
the Executive Office of the President and certain

benefits and possible far reaching applications of
fundamental research.

key Congressional committees have been very
critical of the National Science Foundation, the
National Institutes of Health and other federal

Thus he ako recommends here a program of
education directed toward the public.
Finally, A. M. Cormack, Chairman of the

funding agencies for their support of certain
types of basic research. I do not think that it is

appears to me to be; and that is, a very serious
breach of confidence between those who must

Physics Department at Tufts University, found
some negative at t it ud es toward research within
the university itself, hs well aS in the public and
government. He also defends the value of basic
research:

support basic science in the United States and the

There is one problem for the near and distant

scientific community.

future which, to my mind, so transcends all others
that it is the only one I shall mention, This is the

Alexander Heard, Chancellor of Vanderbilt

erosion of the traditional view of what the
function of a university is. see this in the

enough to chalk this up as some kind of
temporary aberration of anti-intellectualism, but

rather that it should be confronted for what it

University, also mentioned Slate legislatures:
76
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population at large, in many of their elected
representatives, in many federal and state

to 10 years, there has been a marked erosion in
the attitudinal support of basic research
especially research
in
social
science

bureaucrats (even in the National Science
Foundation), anii, alas, in many university

throughout the nation. This erosion has been

administrators and students. What I call the
traditional view is as follows. A university is a

reflected in congressional inquiry and comment;
in federal executive department modifications of
support for research activities; and in comment
and critiqi .9 in the media and in various public

place where scholars congregate to pursue freely
the intellectual problems which interest them. In
return for this freedom the scholars pass on their
knowledge to, and stimulate the intellects of their
students.

This view does not imply that professors will pay

no attention to the problems of the real world.
Some will not, but others will, because many of

the problems of the

real

world are great

challenges to the mind. History is replete with
examples, from Archimedes on, of people who
have made contributions to both the problems of
the real world and "ivory tower" problems.
History is also replete with examples of an "ivory
tower" idea becoming, for better or for worse (and
usually it is some of both) of immense concern to
mankind at some later time.

forums. -1.,us the problem has had political,
administrative and, above all, attitudinal impact.
To illustrate this, he offers some instances in
which he believes members of Congress have
attacked specific research programs funded by
NSF, or.have tried to hamper the peer review
process. Other examples lie gives are the heavy
emphasis in recent years on "immediate"
solutions to "relevant" problems, the trend
toward massive efforts on single-focus
programs, abd the increasingly complex and
bureaucraTized procedures required in the
conduct of research with human subjects. He
goes on to say:

Nor does this view imply that teaching will be
At a somewhat broader level, I see all of these, and

either highly specialized or sloppy or both.

other specific examples, as being manifestations

Professors should pay for the freedom to think by

of a strong and growing anti-intellectualism, a
major component of which is an anti-science
attitude, with an especially strong anti-socialsciences aspect. I see this as a broad public
reaction to a great many events of the past 10

teaching well for both the specialist or the
qeneralist.

Many of my colleagues and I feel that the people
named in my [first] paragraph have, each in their
own way, demanded that we explicitly
demonstrate in our work innovations, relevance,
concern for interdisciplinary matters and so on to
an extent that we have lost much of what is most

years:

a. reactions to the campus unrest in the late
60's and 70's;

b. reactions by people both for and against

valuable in solving any problemtime to think.

"affirmative action" efforts of universities on
behalf of women and minority group
members;

CAUSES OF
DIMINISHED CONFIDENCE

c. reaction to the declining (if not collapsing)
job market for persons with college degrees
and post-graduate degrees;
d. reactions to the really spectacular gains in

One of the broadest statements or the whole
subject of diminished confidence in science and
technology came from a social psychologist,
Joseph E. McGrath, who is Head of the Department of Psychology at the University of IllinoisUrbana. His let ler will be quoted al length, In it,
he emphasizes the ways in which he believes the
problem arose:

prestige (and somewhatjn. wealth) by the
acadernic community in general during the
1960s, It is also a part of a broader reaction
against "establishment" institutionsan

anti-elitist and anti-establishment forcein
which scientists share with politicians,
physicians, attorneys, corporation executives, labor leaders, bureaucrats, and

It seems to me incontestable that, during the last 5
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this problem came from Dexter P. Cooper, Jr.,
Vice President of Bell & Howell:

even clergymen, in an enormous loss of
public confidence. And, we must recognize,
it is in part a reaction to unfulfilled

"promises"of all sciences, but perhaps
especially of the social sciences.

McGrath further suggests that scientists
themselves are to blame for much of this

problem, in that the very operation of the
research-support

and

research-publication

enterprises has to some degree encouraged
scientists to promise benefits that they could
not realistically expect to deliver. A scientist is

almost forced to make such claims if he is to get
research support or even get recognition for his
results. But beyond this there seems to be a kind
of naivete among many scientists that leads

Atomic fission brought science from the obscurity of the university laboratory into the forefront of
American consciousness. With this sudden fame
came the feeling that given enough support,

technology could conquer all of mankind's
problems. The opinions of scientists were widely

sought and highly regarded. The period from
nineteen-fifty to the mid-sixties saw industry
erecting opulent research centers while govern-

ment funding for basic research seemed an
endless cornucopia. The information explosion
in scientific journals is dramatic evidence of the
impetus that science received in this period.

them to believe that their science really can

During the sixties there came an increasing
awareness that science not only was failing to
solve many of our problems but that the in-

solve any problem, given enough time, money,
and effort. He then adds:

discriminate use of technology was contributing
to them. The rise of environmentalism has been

At the same time, while there is a reaction to

in our society. More and more there was
expressed the desire to return to a simpler

"promises not fulfilled," there is also a reaction to
the "threat" of actual accomplishment of some

accompanied by doubts as to the value of science
unpolluted life. The recession of the seventies has
added economic pressures to the social malaise
and one now hears demands for drastic reduction
of government support for research. It may not be
too extreme to say that in three decades the
scientist has gone from the role of hero to villain
in our society.

seemingly IMplied aims. Most notable, in this
regard, is the strong negative reaction to use of
behavior modification and related techniques
("mind control" and "brainwashing"). In my virlw,
the reactions are far in excess of legitimate
concerns. In any case, we are losing confidence
both for results we have not and cannot deliver,
and for results we seemingly can (and might)
"deliver."

Thus Cooper contrasts the present with the
past, and suggests that the change in public

McGrath's discussion brings out the way in

government support for research,

which he felt diminished public confidence has
led to detrimental government actions such as
the pressure for applied research, and
overregulation, He also recommended some
possible solutions: For one thing, we can and
should train our scientists bet ter with regard to
both the logical and ethical limitations of their
disciplines, Beyond that, he could only propose
"better public education about sciences"that
is, better public relations. But one important
part of that might be the development of good
high school, junior college. and introductorylevel college courses in the sciences.
A similar description of the social origins of
78
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attitude leads to demands for a reduction in
Robert G. Sachs, Director of Argonne National Laboratory (an FFRDC), placed diminished confidence in science and technology
within the context of a broader change in public
attitude:
All of us are aware of an unfortunate erosion of
the intellectual climate in this country, and the
attitude toward basic research is just one aspect
of this. It seems to me that the next few years will
be a critical time to try to restore a climate in

which a rational and scientific approach to
problems again be:,omes a way of life.

In some cases, the public's dim j,.:lte(l con-

fidence in science was blamed on the influence
of the media. For example, Richard A.
Greenberg, Vice President, Researeh and
Development of Swift & Company stated that:

Science at Case Western Reserve University,
who felt that nne of the two most impertant
issues facing fundamental research in the near

The primary problem is an increasing exPression

the overall climate in this country which has

future is:

of distrust by the average citizen regarding the
true benefits of technological advancement and

resulted in discouraging a significant number of
our very best young people from entering careers
in science. . .

the motives of the scientific community. This

.

distrust has been vocalized not only by consumer
activists who are questioning the entire fabric of

[This] problem is complexly related to the
negative attitudes generated by the Viet Nam War
and Watergate, to concerns about pollution and

American society, but also by scientists who
express publicly their fears of potential harmful

environment, and to the state of the nation's
economy. Our young people have questioned
past practices in most of the established in-

effects from new technology. The press supplies

a ready platform for both factions. As a consequence, the public has been subjected to an

stitutions and science has not escaped from their
critical eyes. While there are also positive
benefits, such as making us all more responsible,
the net effect has contributed to the reduction in
numbers of our very best young people choosing

almost constant barrage of anti-science verbiage.

C. I. Meechan, Vice President,
Research and Engineering, of Rockwell International said:

There is an apparent decreasing general public
confidence in research scientists and an
associated poor image of basic research efforts.
This problem appears at least partially created by
the lack of general public understanding of the
sophisticated, complex, abstract and seemingly
remote scientific issues. It may also be exaggerated by somewhat unbalanced and unin-

formed reporting of scientific activities by the
mass media. If trends continue, it could result in a
near complete lack of general public support for

basic research and a slipping of the research
scientist into a position of irrelevancy. Continued
trends in this direction have not only the effect of
reducing financial support, but they reduce the
prestige of the profession. This may discourage
',right, young students from entering a scientific
.areer.

science as a lifetime career. Other fields also
require outstanding people in order to flourish,
but it is most unfortunate that more of those with
high aptitude for Science do not enter the field.

Other university respondents indicated ad-

ditional problems that they attributed to

negative attitudes on the part of the public.
George K. Davis, Director of Sponsored

Research at the University of Florida, pointed to

a pressure to do teaching rather than research,

and difficulties related to research support,
allocation of personnel, attracting capable
young people, and a retreat of some investigators to safer fields:

It appears to me that a primary problem is the
public misunderstanding of the role of fundamen-

tal research in our society. Symptoms of this
appear in demands of legislators that university

EFFECTS OF
DIMINISHED CONFIDENCE

staff put more time into teaching and less in

The preceding quotation also suggests that
the .public's negative attitude may reduce the

There is respect for the accomplishments of

research "frills." The so-called Bauman amendment is an evidence of such misunderstanding.
science but an attitude that what we need now is
rapid transfer of existing knowledge.

number of young people entering careers in the
sciences. Thus one of the main issues discussed
in Chapter 4 can be traced to the present issue of
public attitudes. The same position was taken
by Harvey 13. Willard, Vice Provost and Dean of

This misunderstanding of the role and function of
fundamental research pervades many levels of
society and, in turn, results in serious roadblocks

in terms of support, allocation of personnel,
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attraction of capable young people and, because
of the ridicule that is often unjustly leveled at
investigators carrying on basic research, a retreat
of many to "safer" fields of endeavor. One aspect
of this has been addressed by Benjamin S. P.
Shen (Science Literacy. American Scientist 63:
265 (1975)) but the issue is far more critical. There
is need not only to understand the potential

applications of science and technology but a
more realistic appreciation of the way in which
fundamental research makes its advances and
contributions.

Albert Somit, Executive Vice President of the

State University of New York at Buffalo,

pointed to two more consequences: diminished
support for graduate students and instability of
funding:
The misunderstanding of the nature of basic
research reflected in the Congressional debate
on NSF has the potential of destroying a favorable

milieu for scientific and technical research, of
extreme value to the nation, which has taken
more than a quarter-century to develop. The
failure to understand that basic research is

fundamentally of indeterminate outcome, and for

that reason uniquely capable of providing the
information with which unforeseen societal
problems will be solved, is especially disturbing.

The effect on the NSF budget, and on the relative
amount of all Federally supported basic research,
is better known to you than me. But the effect on

our campus has been to curtail very promising
research growth.

There are two areas where this has

been

particularly felt. First, graduate student support.
With the decline of NSF (and other Federally
supported) fellowships, it has been necessary to
turn to other means of student support. As a
consequence, the number of supported students
has sharply decreased; our resources just will not
stretch. We do not know how many able students
have decided not to enter the demanding
programs in science and technology because
they cannot anticipate sufficient support during
their studies, but we do know the difficulties
under which our students labor when they must

support themselves while working toward a
degree.

Second, we have encountered increasing difficul80
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ty in planning our research programs because of
the recent discontinuous nature of NSF support,

Finally, James 0. Davis, Chairman of the
Department of Physiology at the University of
Missouri-Columbia blamed the lack of communication between the scientific community,
on the one hand, and the public and government,
on the other, for problems like the increased

demand for accountability and for applied
rather than basic research. He compared the
present with a happier situation in the past, in
particular with former policies of the National
Institutes Of Health.
The first major problem might be classified as one
of lack of communication or understanding of the
importance of research by people at all levels of
endeavor. These include the American public,
university administrators and both national and

State legislators. This has been evident for
several years as we have seen a general shrinkage
of available funds from funding agencies such as
the National Science Foundation and the
National Institutes of Health. There has been an
increasing demand by the American public for

accountability in the use of funds and this
message has been passed on and implemented

by our National Congress and the Federal
Administration. To a certain extent, this has been

a fault of the scientific community in that they
have simply failed to take time out of their busy

research and teaching programs to inform these
various groups. One of the classic examples of
the importance of basic research in medicine is
illustrated by what happened at the National
Institutes of Health from 1949 unti41966 under the
leadership of Dr. James Shannon. Over these
years which have frequently been referred to as
the "Golden Era of American Research" Shannon
was able to convince Congress of the importance
of basic research and to get an increasing amount
of support. Clearly, it was because of this era with
almost two decades of intensive research and
numerous discoveries that we are now able to use
this information and provide much better health
care for the American people. Nevertheless, we
see that several levels of American society from
the American public to Congress and in some

cases to the Office of the President lack an

understanding of the need and importance of
fundamental research, and there are continued

efforts to push applied research which has an
immediate practical application.

decline they perceived in public confidence.

Very broadly, there seems to have been a
growing anti-intellectualism in American socie-

SUMMARY (Part I)

The main conclusion that can be drawn from
the -preceding discussion is that there is
considerable anxiety in the research community

over what they regard as a decline in the

public's confidence in science and scientists.
This decline is believed to be responsible for
certain unfavorable attitudes within government, at both the State and Federal levels. These
attitudes in turn lead to actions by government
that a r e detrimental to research. In the eyes of

the respondents, this is at least part of the

explanation for the many individual problems
facing research in the near future.

Some respondents offered reasons for the

ty over the last 5 or 10 years. There has also,
allegedly, been a loss in public confidence in
"establishment" institutions generally. Science
has been affected by both of these developments. Some respondents attributed a decline in
public confidence to a failure of science to live

up to its promises. There is also a feeling that
the public perceives science more and more as a

positive threat.

There was widespread agreement that the
public does not adequately understand science
or appreciate its importance. Accordingly, the
respondents saw an urgent need for improved

communication between the scientific community and the public, and even for a program
of education directed to the public.
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PART II.-SURVEY DATA ON PUBLIC ATTITUDES
has pointed out the significant and
interesting fact that, at this moment in its
history, the research community is deepiy
Part

I

concerned about a loss of public confidence in
science and technology. There is also a

widespread feeling that this loss of public

confidence is behind many of the specific

problems that the research community finds it
is having. Since this issue is so important, it
would .be valuable to see what other information can be obtained on the public's attitudes
toward science and technology. As it happens, a
certain number of public surveys have been
taken on this subject. Part II, therefore, will give
a summary of their results.

The National Science Board has already
considered this subject to a lesser extent in two
previous reports. Both Science Indicators 1972
and Science Indicators 1974 contain chapters on
"Public Attitudes toward Science and
Technology."
In the following discussion, the Science
Indicators results will be considered first, and
will serve as a point of comparison with the
other studies. Where possible, use will be made
of' cumulative papers which attempt to summarize the surveys that have been taken in this
area. None of these summaries is entirely
complete and up-to-date, and therefore some
surveys will have to be
papers reporting
discussed also.
Sonie small-scale or tangentially relevant

surveys have been omitted, but the present
review does cover all the recent and major
studies that were available at the time of
writing, and should give an accurate picture of
the present state of knowledge. For the sake
brevity, and because the attitudes of the

American public are the concern of' this chapter,
only surveys taken in the United States will be
considered.
82
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Since this is a summary, it will not be possible
to treat any one study in full detail. A selection
will be made to show the kind of questions that
have been asked and the distinctions that have
been introduced. Emphasis will be placed on
those questions that are comparable from one
survey to another. There will also be an
emphasis on the data that the sources provide

rather than on their interpretations and conclusions. For the materials omitted, and especially for important details of methodology,
one must of course refer to the original papers.
SCIENCE INDICATORS 1972 AND 1974
The Science Indicatorssurvey was first taken

by the Opinion Research Corporation in 1972
and virtually the same survey was repeated in
1974. There was very little difference between
the results of the two studies. In one question,
the respondents were asked to rate each of nine
professions in terms of the "prestige or general
standing that each job has". Scientists ranked
second, surpassed only by physicians, in both
years. Results from another source' showed
that this had also been the case in 1947 and 1963.
Engineers ranked 3.5 in 1972 and 3 in 1974, but

only 7 in 1947 and 6 in 1903. The implication
seems to be that scientists have maintained a
high standing throughout this period, in comparison with most other profesSionals, while
engineers have actually gained in relative
prest ige.

All the remaining questions had to do with
science and technrn., as such. A sizeable
majority (70 percent b, .-.02 and 75 percent in
1974) belle; ed that scienceiind technology have

changed life for the better, while a small
' R. W. I IIHI,

I

i. "Ocunpalional Preilige in Ihn tinned
Vol. 70.
Affiericon lourlltd of

(11111.1I. pp. 2112-302.

majority (54 and 57 percent) believed that they
have done more good than harm.'2
The pace of change produced by science and

technology was viewed as "about right" by
some 50 percent of the public in both years,
while approximately 20 percent considered the
pace "too fast". About half thought that science
and technology will eventually solve some of
our problems. In 1972, 30 percent thoughi that
they will solve most of our problems; in 1974,
this figure dropped to 23 percent. However, on
the whole, thesc figures seem to show that the
public's attitudes toward science and
technology are favorable.

Some results were less favorable. For example, although almost half of the respondents felt
that the degree of control that society has over
sciemle and technology should remain as it is
now, 28 percent wished control to be increased.
(Only 7 or 8 percent wanted it decreased.)

'Slightly more than half of the respondents
thought that science and technology have
caused at least some of our problems. Thus
there seems to be some perception of possible
dangers .from science and technology and
therefore of a .need to control them..
Of all the good thhtwi that scienco and

technology have done, in the minds of the

public, "medical advances" by far lead the list.
"Improving health care" is also the leading area
in which the public would like to see their taxes

spent for scienee and technology. The other

were more favorable among the more highly
educated of the population sample and those
with higher incomes. The young respondents
(18-29 years of age) gave answers similar to
those of the total sample. They rated "scientists" significantly higher in prestige than did
the total sample, but a somewhat larger
percentage of them felt that science and
technology have caused some of our problems.

These and the other results of the Science
Indicators surveys are quite valuable, but they
still leave important questions unanswered. For
one thing, they consider science and technology
together, whereas it would be very interesting

to know whether the public regards the two
differently. Again, the public's evaluation of
science and technology needs to be related to its

awareness and understanding of them. An
iruportant distinction must also he made
between science (or technology) itself and those

who practice it. The public may not have the
same attitude toward both. Science Indicators
did not fully explore this distinction. Finally, if
one is considering public attitudes, one must

ask which public. The -total public can be

divided into many subpublics. In Part I of this
chapter somerespondents suggested that public

attitudes influence attitudes and actions of

government. "Ici understand this argument it is

important to distinguish various publics that
may impinge on government differently.
Science 1,1(1k:0:ors made some important

leading areas are equally practical. "Discover-

demographic breakdowns, but left much more

nature" is far down on the list along with "space
exploration." This would suggest that the

For these reasons, the rest of this chapter will
explore other studies, both earlier and later than

ing new basic knowledge about man and

public is not strongly interested in supporting
research that is not intended to have practical
results.
At titut les toward science and technology
Although these

t.vo questions are guile similar, their

numerical responses are dif ferent. The reason for this is not
clear. However, in both cases the number of those who said
that scienre Orld 11441110114;y are predominantly Ivan-111ot was
quite sindll.

to he done.

Science Indicators. In some cases, these can
usefully be compared with the Science Indicators data.
FUNKHOUSER

A ne!jor effort to synthesize survey data On
this subject appeared in a paper "Public
Understanding of Science: the Data We Mayo,"
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by G. Ray Funkhouser of The Pennsylvania
State University.3

Funkhouser observes that "In spite of the

importance of science and technology at every

level of societyfrom daily

living to the

philosophical underpinnings of our culture
data on what the, public knows, understands
and feels about science and technology are
embarrassingly scarce."4 Before enumerating
those data, he makes some interesting distinc-

t ions between different relevant "publics". He is
Concerned that spokesmen for science may lend

to address themselves to a "public" that they

conceive as being much like themselves. From a

broad collection of data he argues that the

public at large is much less affluent, not nearly
as well educated, and somewhat less politically
liberal than the academic-professional "concerned citizens" with whom scientists are most
at .home. It is also far more numerous.
The audiences for the different information
media make up a particular type of "public,"
that is easily subdivided according to the great
variety of these media. For example, different
magazines have widely different readerships.
Workers in the news media constitute a

separate public, and what they say in these
media,

according

-to

Funkhouser,

is

not

necessarily an accurate reflection of the interests and attitudes of the public at large.

Legislative bodies and government agencies are

extremely important "publics." Though our
response letters frequently stated that the
actions of government with regard to science

spring from attitudes held by the general public,
Funkhouser disagrees with that position. He

sees many other influences on their actions,
such as pressure groups, political supporters,

self-interests, and the facts of the mat ter, which
may be more important in a particular case.
See Vinal iteport on Workshop on "Gotils ond N1e1Innis of
Stintica-.
Asscs,sing the Piihlic'S rnderslonding of
'

n-,72. polo ,Alto. Califoroin. by C. Ray
Noviuniwr and
Funkhouser, The Pennsylvania Slate I Iniversily, Nlalerials
Research Lalnirolnry, I r niversily Park. Pennsylvania Hi802.
(Iiintifiry ii. I'17:11.
FIDikhousvr, tiii I.. p.
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Another significant public that he identifies
is the "intellectual elite," a self-defined set of
people, numbering a few hundred, who
dominate the Nation's intellectual journals and
are recognized by each other. Few scientists are
among them. Tht.:!: are unrepresentative of the
public in political orientation and in some other
respects. They are likely to have influence with
the media and upon political decisionmakers
and political activists, according to
Funkhouser. He feels that materials primarily
aimed at this small group have been construed
as "public discussion", while some of their
opinions may have been interpreted as evidence
of a "public disaffection with science."
Finally, the scientific community is a "public"
in its own right. Even here, a distinction must be
recognized between academic scientists and
engineers and those who work elsewhere.

While ,:hese distinctions between different
"publics" are important and potentially useful,
actual surveys do not use them. Usually they
attempt to sample the broad American public,
and perhaps analyze that public along
demographic lines.

The next subject that Funkhouser discusses is
the public's understanding of science, Review'ing material that goes back as far as -1933, he
fimls that no adequate measurement of general --public science knowledge has ever been
at tempted, but that the few measures that have
been taken nationally suggest thaj the general
public does not know many facts about science.

Concerning the public's attitude toward or
evaluation of science, Funkhouser reports an
extensive study taken by the Survey Research
0..en ler (SRC) at the University of Michigan. The
questions were asked in 1957 and again in 1958,

i.e., shorqy before and shortly after Sputnik. In
both cases the public appeared to have a rather
favorable view of science and also of scientists.
(It

is notable that no distinction was made

between science and technology. Throughout
his article. Funkhouser makes little effort to
separate the two,) For example, in 1958, 83

percent believed that the world is better off
because of science. This compares with the
SCienco Indicators results presented above (not
included in Funk houser's study) which show

that most of the public believed in 1972 and 1974

that science and technology have changed life

for the better. While some 40 percent of the
respondents felt that scientists are apt to be odd
arid peculiar people, a majority of 88 percent

believed that most scientists want to work on
things that will make life better for the average
person. Only 26 percent thought that scientists
are mainly interested in knowledge for its own
sake, regardless of its practical value. Hence, it
appears that at that time the public thought of
science in practical terms and believed that
scientists themselves also thought of it that
way. We recall that Science Indicoton; reported

that in 1972 and '1974 the public was mainly
interested in science for its practical results.
In the late 1960s, at the height of the student

protests, West Coast college students were
found to have attiliules tw.vard science almost
as favorable as scientists had themselves.

Beyond this, most data that Funkhooser found
had to do with ',zpecific, highly visible topics like

space exploration, computers, and ecology.
From Sputnik to the 1970's, the results would
indicate a generally favorable public attitude
toward technology. On ecology, the most
prominent technological issue, Funkhouser
finds that the public has a definite, if superficial
and uncommitted, interest in it and virtually no
awareness of the scientific and technological
issues involvml. In summary, his view is that no
real effort has been made to assess tlw public's

attitude toward the sciences.

of 1957. At that time most Americans valued
science highly, mainly.because they saw it as
instrumental in achieving goals they valued..

About one person in ten thought that some
scientific developments, such as immaments,
were umlesirable: Only one person in ten saw
science as helpful or interesting, iind even fewer
saw it as "exciting." (By contrast, Science
Indicators found 23 percent in 1972 and 22
percent in 1974, expressing "excitement or
%yonder" as theirgeneral reaction to science and
technology.)

A later study discussed by Etzioni and Nunn
compared the SRC results with data collected in
1964 by the National Opinion Research Centel'
(NORC). The proportion of people who thought
that science breaks down people's ideas of right
and wrong increased from 23 percent in 1957 all

the way to 42 percent in '1964. Similarly, the
proportion who agreed that science makes our
way of life change too fast went up from 43
percent in 1957 to 57 percent in 1964. The
authors do not mention a repetition of ess, adidly the smile question by NORC in 1968, in which
54 percent answered in the affirmative." From
these results it wmild appear that there was an

increase in the public's sense of threat from

science from 1957 to 1964, and that this feeling
remained about the same from 1964 to 1968, The
middle 60's, acourse, are the lime when some of
our letter respondents suggested that the public
began to react agabst science.

The foregoing data have to do with the

public's attitude toward science (but without
distinguishing science from technology). For
further light, Etzioni and Nurm turn to survey
data on the public's attitudes toward scientists,

in the hope that attitudes toward the pracETZIONI AND NUNN

This is another comprehensive study that
covers surveys froe, IL,: late .1950s lo the
1970's.' The authors '

titioners of sciffiwc may serve as an indftect
(If altitudes toward science itself. In
1957 and 1958, SRC reiffirted a positive public

? with the SRC studios
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attitude toward both science and scientists, as
was already noted. Since 1966, either Louis
Harris or NORC has periodically asked the
question, "Would you say that you have a great
deal, only some, or hardly any confidence in
those people running the scientific community?" This question, the authors note, may tap

feelings about authority as well as about

scientists as such.
In 1966 those expressing a "great deal" of
confidence were 56 percent of the total sample;

Science Indicators results, which were alluded

to above. In 1947, 1963, 1972, and 1974 the
fession of scientist consistently ranked
;ond in prestige. (Medicine again was first.)
ThiS is not exactly the same as the result just
qiscussed, perhaps because the question asked
was rather different. But still it seems clear that
there has been no loss of prestige by scientists in
comparison with other professionals and

in 1971, 1972, and 1973, they were 32, 37. and 37

percent. (In 1974 and 1975, the figures were 45
and 38 percent.) These figures do suggest some

drop in public confidence in scientists from
1966 to 1971, which has essentially persisted up

to 1975. On the other hand, those expressing
"hardly any confidence" were never more than

therefore, presumably, no relative decline in
public confidence.
The data collected by Etzioni and Nunn which
have been seen thus far seem to imply that the

public's sense of a threat from science (and
technology) has increased, especially from 1957

to 1964, while the prestige of scientists as a
professional group has gone down, especially
from

1966 to

1971.

In

this sense, those

10 percent of the total. This would suggest that

respondents to the letter inquiry who were

ampunt of positive mistrust.
However, Etzionl'aiid Nunn go on to compare
the percentage who expressed a great deal of
confidence in scientists with the percentage for
other professions. They find that in 1966 and
1971 science Tanked fifth, surpassed by the
military and education, as well as by medicine

prpfessionals, and, between 1966 and 1975, may
even have gained.

at least scientists have not drawn any great

and finance. In

.1972

it was third, behind

medicine and finance. But in 1973 only,medicine

ranked higher." (In 1974 ale leaders of the
scientific community ranked third;,in 1975 they
is clear:

ranked secondt The implication
Though there may have been a decline in
prestige hy science leaders in absolute terms,
this decline was shared by the other leaders to
an even greater extent. Hence, in comparison
with other professionals, scientific leaders
actually gained in this period, according to this
survey.
In support of this conclusion, we may note the
Survoy. Nillionid Dahl Progrdul hii
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ticivilces. 1071 (Queslion 07: and 1075 (QuosI ion
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concerned about a public loss of confidence in
science may have been correct. However, all
available results seem to indicate that scientists
have not lost prestige in comparison with other

Etzioni and Nunn mention another significant, though complicating, factor. Compared to
all other institutions in 1973, science received
the highest percentage of "don't knows" when
the question of confidence was asked. This was

also the case in 1974 and 1975." (This is

consistent with Funkhouser's conclusion that
the public is not well informed about science.)
Thus, the critical reader might wonder whether

the high prestige that the public accords to

scientists is based on any depth of understanding. It is conceivable that the public judges
occupational prestige in a very superficial way.
Like Science Indicators, Etzioni and Nunn
now analyze "the public" in terms of
demographic categories. Secondary analysis of
the 1973 NORC data shows that people from 18
to 29 years old, those often believed to harbor
strong anti-science sentiment, have more con-

f id.ence in those who run science than any other

age group, (However, the data suggest that
education is more important than age as a

ahead of physicians. On the other hand, in
almost every case in which a statistically

predictor of confidence in scientists.) According

significant change occurred between 1973 and
-1975 in the way the public regards a particular

to Harris Poll data, gathered from a national

institution, that institution suffered a loss of

sample of college students in the spring of 1965,

public confidence. Thus one finds here the same
loss of confidence in institut ions in general that
was recorded by Louis Harris and NORC. At the

the scientific community was accorded more
confidence than any other institution. In a
national survey of youth in 1968, Yankelovich

same time, scientists did very well in relative

found that 88 percent of college students agreed

terms.

that "the problem is not technologyit's what
society dms with technology." Those with low

incomes or with low occupational prestige
'ratings were found to have relatively low
confidence in scientific leaders. These results

are highly consistent with both Science Indicators and Funk houser.
Finally, the authors point to complexities and
inconsistencies in at titudes toward science and
technology, even within the same individual.
Many people approve of science for its
usefulness, but a much smaller number understand or appreciate it as a search for knowledge.

In both groups, a significant minority feel
highly threatened by science." In the case ()I'
technology, it is not unusual to find the same
person expressiug both pro- and an t
technology sentiments. These considerations
suggest that much more information is needed
in this area, and much care must be taken not to
oversimplify %vhen interpreting public attitudes.

THE CALIFORNIA POLL
In connection with the public's ranking of
various professions, mention should also be
made of the California Poll, based on the
population of that State, .which found that
"research scientists" were the only group in
which more than one-half of the public expressed a "lot of confidence" in Imth -1973 imd
1975.', In this case, scientists even ranked

AHLGREN AND WALBERG

High school students are entitled to be
considered a "public" in their own right. As was

stated in Chapter 4, many respondents to our
letter inquiry were concerned that these people
are losing interest in science, so that they wili
not wish to.enter this field and thereby keep up

the supply of research personnel.

have been performed recently on the attitudes of

adolescents. One such study was re,ported by
A Ihgren and Walberg."

Besides presenting their own work, these
authors briefly review the preceding studies in
this area, beginning with the ulimssic study by
Mead and Metraux in-1957." There it was found
that the scientist was perceived as being
essential to our national life for the wonders he
can produce. On the other hand, though he is

brilliant, he is indifferent both to the world
outside his laborinory and to eny personal relationships. His work is dull and monotonous,
and so is he. Ahlgren and Walberg, in their own
survey, asked 96 high school physics stu(Ients
Nlay 21).

.1/158,
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to rate each or eight different occupa lions. Their
image of the physicist was the most remote from
their image of themselves. He was perceived as
being very "important" and "mature", but very
"unfriendly".15 The biologist was perceived as
being about midway between the physicist and

the student himself, more "friendly" but less
"important" and "mature". Data taken on 1,011
students showed that high interest in physics
correlated most strongly with the perception of
it as beneficial or important, and least strongly
with the perception or its being mathematical or
technical. There was a negative correlation
between such interest and the perceived difficulty of physics.

PURDUE OPINION POLL
This is a 1975 survey of 2,000 high school
students throughout the Nation)" Many

questions Were asked in order to determine the
at titudes and other characteristics or students
who choose careers in the sciences, in com-

parison with o:ber students. With regard to
attitudes towa,.d science and technology, 75

percent or all students felt that "the by-products

of past scientific efforts have been, on the

whole, beneficial to man;" 71 percent felt that
"Overall, science and technology do more good
than harm." On the other hand, 69 percent of the
respondents agreed that "money should not be
given for scientific research unless it has
practical value." (In a similar poll taken in 1957,
only 26 percent agreed with this position.) Most

respondents favored spending tax money for
cancer research, improving the environment,
food production, and searching for alternative
sources of energy, but not for space research.
Gmnpusifts nr an originid fino(in
all,
simian( ic-dillaronl ial scalps.
Ihp Carvi.q. /grins of Ihgh School
PacIorN
Arline C. Eilick and William
tit !idol] Is.

-11wsp wroth

al pall

1n1

nothing new; they had the same image in 1957.
In their evaluations of science and technology
as such, high school students seem to be quite
close to the rest of the American population. In
neither case does the evidence suggest that
these people have recently and dramatically
turned against science.

TAVISS

A few researchers have emphasized the
distinction between science and technology,
have tried to ascertain the at titudes of the
public toward technology as such. One such

study (briefly mentioned by Etzioni and Nunn)
reports on a small sample from the Boston area,
surveyed in 1970.17 Strong majorities believed
Clio "machines have made life easier" and that

"computers make business and government
more -efficient." On the other hand, majorities
almost as great felt that "people today have

become too dependent upon machines," and that
"the quality of life is better in the country than it

is in the city." Thus there seems to be a high
degree of ambivalence.

The author notes that

it is difficult

to

interpret results of this kind in the absence of

more detailed information. Respondents have a
tendency to respond "yes" to all questions, and
there is also the difficulty of knowing how

deeply these attitudes are held. They may be
only vague "philosophical" commitments, or
they may actually be beliefs that would affect
behavior and other attitudes. The author
suspects that the former is the case.
Whatever its significance, Taviss notes that
this ambivaIence toward technology has increased since the 1957 SRC study. Still, over
three-fourths of the sample queried agreed that

ut Tlia Purdue Opinion Panel. lune 1975.

N.hinsoreinent and Rosoarch Centiir.
publication was
Wiis1 halayal Iv, Indiana 4701.17. '1'his
granl from I la, National Scitiniai
H11)41141
Fnundotein.
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The results of the last two studies would
suggest that high school students do have a
negative image of scientists, but that it is
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technology does more good than harm, and 83
percent felt that overall, technology is more
beneficial than harmful. (This is consistent
with Science Indicators and other results
discussed above.)18 By far the main impact of

respondents representing the total public,
political leaders, business leaders, and
regulators. It was not true for environmen-

talists, who placed scientists second, after
"leading environmentalists."

technology was said to be in the area of
improved medical care. (This also is (:onsistent
with the other results discussed earlier.)
The respondents were asked to rank-order the

technological and social programs they would
like to see implemented. The results were quite

similar to Science Indicutors, given that the
items compareft were not exactly the same. It

was found that individuals who were more
educated in' better informed on Lechnological
issues were more likely to be pro-technology.
The survey also sought to determine whether

the process of decisionmaking is approved.
Does the public Feel that the "experts" play too

large a role in government decisionmaking?
This would presumably reflect their attitudes
toward both scientists and technologists. On
most issues, such as fluoridation, installing
missiles, and funding for scientific research, the

sample surveyed would like experts to have
more power. Only on the issue of sending men to
Mars was there a wish to see experts have less

power. Taviss distinguishes between a protechnology group that seems to represent the
"mainstream culture" and an anti-technology
group that shows signs of being "idienatml".

EBASCO 'SERVICES
In the smile connection, a '1975 study should

be mentioned, which had to do with public
attitudes toward the development of nuclear
energy." Scientists were t he group that enjoyed

the greatest confidence with regard to what
they had to say on this issue, This was true for
As tinted. there is smut:ambiguity in ;-;1 hull
!his l ti i tutu.
Inhninl
trnil LI:ridership
Surve:
fill11Id
,\:nclunr
1)el:ulninnunt III Ii
ritic.tvul Ill 1::Ihiscn Services Inc. by !milk I liii is dud
,Assncidurs. Inc. I Ahnims1 19751. p. 105.
I

LA PORTE AND METLAY
This is a very extensive study of public
which was
Only smile
highlights can be presented here. The study is
at titudes toward
published quite

technology,
recently.20

based on a survey taken of the California
population in 1972 and again in 1974, The
authors note some of the general difficulties
with this kind of inquiry: The data gathered are
based on "opinions" which may be transiently
held, particularly vhere they relate to concerns
not highly central to the person being questioned (a point also ma(le by Taviss). Opinions may
be based on misinformation, and therefore may

lie altered when new facts become known.
There are meimirement problems as well.
However, the authors find considerable consistency in the answers of individual
respondents over time, and believe that
idence in the msults is warranted.

coil-

Like previous authors, La Porte and Metlay
analyze the surveyed population in
demographic terms, In addition, they distinguish what they call the "pot ential public for

technoli,gical politics'', which they compare
with tilt broad public. The"potential public" is
the highly educated and politically active
port ion of the population: they are thought to be
the ones most likely to make Jul icula te demands
Altitudes inuninl
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for change and to exert political pressure on
behalf of their convictions. [Therefore they are

th- kind of' group that some of our letter
rpundents would like to reach with an
educational program.)

The first major conclusion that the authors
draw is that the public perceives a distinction
een the activities of "science" and those of'
"t,:,,...mology-, (In this they differ from Etzioni
and Nunn.) Majorities disagreed with the

proposition that controls on technology \vill
make life \vorse; with some ambiguities, there
was agreement that \NU ought to increase our

controls over the \vay technologies are used, 13y
contrast, there was a very strong comiensus that

scientific activities are intrinsically beneficial

and should not he controlled, There was

considerable confidence in scientific thinking
and
as a means for solving social proble:
strong disagreement with the proposition that
thinking in a scientific manner precludes one's
appreciation of "most of life's beauties."
Favorable attitudes to \vard science correlated
most strongly with higher levels of education.
Regarding the outcomes of technology, the
urge to go back to nature and the belief that
technology makes life too ctimpliei31:,d were
,

total
only about one-third
held
population. The notion that teclinoL.,,y leads to
a debilitating I na.t er.a..sm was subscl .'.!:(1 to by

Only a quarter of the sample, but two-thirds
agreed with the less extreme statement that we
have become too dependent on machines, An
overtvhelming majority rejected the statement

that "People shouldn't worry about harmful
effects of technology hecause new inventions

discover things that will make our lives better,
In general, the authors find important distinctions in the public mind, between the intrinsic
values or science and technology, the need to

control one or the other, and their separate
outcolms, If one compares these data with
Science Indicutors, the results are generally the
same. except for the fact that Science Indicolors
did not dist .i.!;.taish between science and

technology. Tha: study found that the public
was mainly in favor of science and technology,
hut many still wished them to be more closely
controlled, The La Porte and Mutiny study was
able to refine these conclusions, On the other
hand, Science Indicators found that the public
has little interest in the pursuit of knowledge for
its own sake, According to La Porte and Metlay,
the public believes that scientific discoveries in
themselves are. good.

The respondents were also asked whether
additional uses of technology would improve,
aggravate, or have no effect oil, solving each of
problems. Solid majorities saw
technology aiding in mass rapid transit, solving
tell social

the energy crisis, protec ng the environment,
curbing population growth. ':.nd education, But

idmost a quarter thoug:.,; technology would
aggravate the problents of unemployment and
the cost or living, and there was a strong dissent
from the use of techl,- 1ogy in connection with
the maintahling of personal records. In general,

the respondents perceived most (but not all)
past and presently intplentented technologies as

beneficial, and technology as useful

in the

solution of some (but not all) social problems.

Those results should be compared with the

will always come along to solve the problems."

Science Indicators questions noted above as to
whether science mind technology have caused
.niany of our problems, and whether they will

young, the politically liberal, and the poor.
With regard to the Outcomes of science, there
was strong agreement that scientific illseoverios aro good and only their use is
problematical. On the other hand, the samples
were nei:.lv evenly divided as to \vhether or not
scientists, if left illone, can be counted Oa lu

solve

Negative attitudes lovvard the outcomes of
technology were more common among the
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A query similar to Taviss' \VHS Made ilS to
which of eight actors participWing in decisionmaking about ;echnology uctuu!ly has the most
and which the least say. They were also asked
who might III have the most say. In none of the

policy areas were the individual and/or the
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respect for scientists as experts entitled to take
part in public policy decisions. It must be added
that on the whole scientists are perceived to be

Science itself seems to be highly regarded by
the public. Most of the evidence suggests that it

rather strange people with whom the public

this point is still unclear. At the same tirnft, there

does not easily identify.

is some evidence that the public distinguishes
science from technology. Technology also is

Some of our letter respondents proposed a
program of education about science and sciont L;ts directed toward the public. There is
evidence that the public could know much more
about these subjects. However, without further
study it cannot be asserted that such a program
would lead to the alterations in governmental
actions with respect to science that these
respondents hoped for.
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is valued mainly for its practical results, but

widely supported, but public concern about it is
increasing. Different technologies seem to

receive Widely different reactions from different constituencies. Young people seem to be

especially sensitive to the possible negative
consequences of technology, but it does not
appear that they have become generally disaffected with either science or technology.

Appendix A
METHOD OF THE INQUIRY

The purpose of this appendix is to add further
details to the description in Chapter 2 of the
procedure of sending inquiry letters to the research
c.ommunity and processing the replies.

The inquiry letters were mailed out in the spring
and summer of 1975, on the dates shown in Table A-1.

In particular, On July

1

letters were sent to vice

presidents for research at universities:asking for the
narnes of five of their department chairmen'. At that
time, mich vice presirient also received five copies of

the inquiry letter hi distribute to those chairmen.
Hence those letters were received by the chairmen on
or after July 1. Appendix B contains the texts of all the
letters sent.

Each individual who received an inquiry letter iind
(lid not send a reply was contacted with a follow-up
telephone call, if he or his organization could still be
located. These calls occurred in August and
Sep lumber.

The processing of the response lentil's was terminated on September 22. Lel tesseceived after that
date could not be included in the tabulation of issues,

though Ihey are counted in Chapter 2 and in the
complme list of respondents in Appendix C. About 15
letters were thereby exc.luded, all from department
c.hairmen at universities,
In December and January, a new letter was sent to
some of the persons who hiul responded to the inquiry
letter. This new letter sought their permission to use
a quotation from their response in the present Report.
The exact passage to be quoted was included, so thin
they c.ould agree that the passage accurately

-represented their views. Thus wril ten permission
has been- obtained for the use of every attributed
quotation from a respotulent that appears in. this
Report.

At universities, the officials who had been contacted were divided into three levels, which for
working purposes were called presidents, vice
presidents for research, and department chairmen.
This was a simplification of the actual situation. For
one thing, the Carnegie Commission listings
sometimes name individual campuses of multicam-

pus institutions, while at other times they list the
whole institution as a single unit. The "president",
tlwrefore, is whatever official is highest in the unit
listed, whether the whole institution or a singhi
campus. Some of these officials are in fact
chancellors. Vice presidents for research were
selected in the same way ifmn official could be found
with that title or a similar one. If not, an official %Nils
chosen whose responsibility seemed to be in much
the same area, such as the dean of graduate studies. In

few cases a vice president for research was
contacted from a central university administration,
a

rannw than from an individual campus that happened
not to have such un official.

The department chairmen were from whatever
campus the vice president for research happened to
choose. In almost every case, these were the campuses in theCarnegieCommission list. These persons
had various titles. Sorne were heads of universitybased research laboratories. Others were actually
deans or assistant deans of academic divisions, but
were still counted as chairmen. In other cases, the
respondent was a member of the department other
than the chairman.

In a number of cases, a person addressed by our
inquiry letter delegated to someone else the responsibility of replying. Whenever it could be ascertained

that this had occurred, the reply was counted as
from the person originally addressed,
regardless of who had iictually written or signed it.

coming
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Occasionally Ilti iitltoi of such a reply was also
writing on his own behalf because the inquiry letter

had also been sent to him. In this case, the letter was
counted twice, as the response of both officials.

The inquiry letter iiked eiwh respondent

to

propose Huy two most critical issues or problems

Facing research along with any solutions he cared to
suggest. When the letters were analyzed, the
difference lwtween a problem and a solution often
proved to be very slight. A problem such as lack of
money in some area implies it s own solution directly,
some proposed problen!s, such as the lack of
long-range planning. are Splut line; more than
problems.

The classification of responses was difficult for
inimy reasons. A set of categories had to be developed

that was not so fine-grained as to fail to classify. by
leaving a great number of distinct categories. 'Yet it

could not be so coarse as to lose entirely the many
differences of nuance among the letters. Again, the
degree of coarseness ideally should be the same for all
categories. It was also found that the issues as

specified by our set of categories were closely

interconnected in the minds of the respondents. Thus
what they called an "issue" or"problem" might in fact
bring up several categories, especially if it was in a
long statement. Because of these difficulties, which
are to be expecled in a content analysis, it did not
seem appropriate to present the survey results in the
form of frequency tables. In place of this, rank-order

tables were developed, as shown in Appendix E,
which are not as quantitatively detailed. This kind of
seiniquantitative tabulation is suitable to the nonstatistical character of this inquiry, the purpose of
which is not to report quantitatively on the relative
importance of issues, but simply to identify the most
important ones. Appendix D contains a complete list
of the categories or issues from each sector.

Table A-1.Mailing Dates
Universities
Presidents

First two weeks
of June 1975

Vice-Presidents
First Letter
Second Letter
Department Chairmen

May 21, 1975
July 1, 1975

On or after
July 1, 1975

Industry
NSF fr,clustrial Panel
Presidents of Corporations

May 23, 1975
May 23, 1975

Government
Directors of FFROC's
Directors of Intramural Laboratories
Agency Officials

July 11, 1975
June 2, 1975
May 30, 1975

Independent Research Institutes
Presidents or Directors

May 23, 1975
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Appendix B
TEXTS OF THE LETTERS SENT
TO THE RESEARCH COMMUNITY

The fo;lowing are copies of the letters sent to the research community by the
Chairmar. of the National Science Board Committee that was responsible for this
Report. These inquiry letters varied slightly according to the sector and the title of the
person addressed. All the versions of the letter are included here.

In addition, the second letter to university vice presidents for research is included.
This is the letter that asked each vice president to designate five department chairmen
and distribute copies of the inquiry letter to them,
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20550

LETTER TO
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENTS

Currently the National Science Board is preparing its Eighth Annual
Report to the President and to the Congress. The report will concentrate on the circumstances which might affect the capacity of the
It
Nation to continue a strong position in science and technology.
will attempt to identify and to study prospectively selected critical
problems developing in the operating research sectors---namely,
university, industry, Government laboratories and independent research
The report is not as much concerned with dollar support
institutes.
as with circumstances in the institutional, managerial or policy
environment which will influence the productivity of working scientists
In order to identify critical problems arising from
and engineers.
university research activities, the Committee on Eighth NSB Report
is seeking input from selected university presidents who can speak to
such issues on a university-wide basis.
The Committee would very much appreciate learning about the two most
critical issues/problems facing fundamental (long term, basic) research,
"Near term future" means issues
as you see it, in the near term future.
currently emerging or seen-to-be-emerging in the next decade or so.
For example, as you look ahead, in your capacity as
What critical issues/problems will
what problems do you anticipate?
condition scientific and technological research in your university and
will decrease its effectiveness unless properly addressed? Would you
please order your issues/problems "one" and "two" and then provide a
brief descriptive paragraph or so for each? Feel free to propose
resolutions Or solutions.
In addition to your views from the chief executive level, the Committee
expects to obtain perceptions from your chief administrative officer
for research in a separate letter.
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In the name of the National Science Board and its Committee for the
Eighth NSB Report, I thank you for a quick reply. If at all possible,
we would very much appreciate having your comments within the next few
weeks or so. An addressed, franked envelope is enclosed.
Many thanks for your time, interest and effort.
Very truly yours,

F. P. Thieme, Chairman
Committee on Eighth NSB Report
Enclosure

APPENDIX B
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20550

FIRST LETTER TO UNIVERSITY VICE-PRESIDENTS FOR RESEARCH

Currently the National Science Board is preparing its Eighth Annual
Report to the President and to the Congress. The report will concentrate
on the circumstances which might affect the capacity of the Nation to
It will attempt
continue a strong position in science and technology.
to identify and to study prospectively selected critical problems
developing in the operating research sectors---namely university,
industry, Government laboratories and independent research institutes.
The report is not as much concerned with dollar support as with circumstances in the institutional, managerial or policy environment which
'will influence the productivity of working scientists and engineers.
In order to identify critical problems for the university research
sector, the Committee on Eighth NSB Report is seeking input from
selected individuals with direct concern for research in U. S. academic
institutions.
The Committee would very much appreciate learning about the two most
critical issues/problems facing fundamental (long term, basic) research,
as you see it, in the near term future. "Near term future" means issues
currently emerging or seen-to-be-emerging in the next decade or so.
For example, as you look ahead, in your capacity as
what problems do you anticipate? What critical issues/problems will
condition scientific and technological research in the university and will
decrease its effectiveness unless properly addressed? Would you please
order your issues/problems "one" and "two" and then provide a brief
descriptive paragraph or so for each? Feel free to propose resolutions
or solutions.
In addition to your views, the Committee expects to obtain the view
of the President of your university in a separate letter.
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On behalf of the National Science Board and its Committee on Eighth
NSB Report, I thank you for a quick reply. If at all possible, we
would very much appreciate having your comments within the next few
weeks or so.
An addressed, franked envelope is enclosed.
Many thanks fo- your time, interest and effort.
Very truly yours,

F. . Thieme, Chairman
Committee on Eighth NSB Report
Enclosure
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20550

SECOND LETTER TO UNIVERSITY VICE-PRESIDENTS FOR RESEARCH

Earlier I wrote to you concerning the top two critical problems/
issues facing the conduct of research in University in the nearAs responses come in to us, we sense the need for
term future.
additional input from the departmental level and would likc to
ask your help in obtaining a set of critical issues from five
chairmen of your most active departments in science (including
I shall depend on your selection
social science) and engineering.
to ensure a spread among disciplines as well as a fairly quick
reply.

Would you please provide the names of the chairmen you select
each chairon the enclosed card addressed to me and then give
man a copy of my enclosed letter.
Very truly yours,

F. P. Thieme, Chairman
Committee on Eighth NSB Report
Enclosures
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20550

LETTER TO UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENTAL
CHAIRMEN
Dear Departmental Chairman:

Currently the National Science Board is preparing its Eighth Annual
Report to the President and to the Congress. The report will concentrate on the circumstances which might affect the capacity of the
Nation to continue a strong position in science and technology. It
will attempt to identify and to study prospectively selected critical
problems developing in the operating research sectors--namely university,
industry, Government laboratories, and independent research institutes.
The report is not as much concerned with dollar support as with circumstances in the institutional, managerial or policy environment which
will influence the productivity of working scientists and engineers.
In order to identify critical problems for the university research
sector, the Committee on Eighth NSB Report is seeking input from selected
departmental chairmen in U. S. academic institutions.
The Committee would very much appreciate learning about the two most
critical issues/problems facing fundamental (long term, basic) research,
as you see it, in the near term future.
"Near term future" means issues
currently emerging or seen-to-be-emerging in the next decade or so.
For example, as you look ahead, in your capacity as departmental chairman, what problems do you anticipate? What critical issues/problems
will condition scientific and technological research in the university
and will decrease its effectiveness unless properly addressed? Would
you please order your issues/problems "one" and "two" and then provide
a brief descriptive paragraph or so for each? Feel free to propose
resolutions or solutions.
On behalf of the National Science Board and its Committee on Eighth
NSB Report, I thank you for a quick reply. If at all possible, we
would very much appreciate having your comments within the next few
weeks or so. An addressed, franked envelope is enclosed.
Many thanks for your time, interest and effort.
Very truly yours,

F. P. Thieme, Chairman
Committee on Eighth NSB Report
.Enclosures
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20550

LETTER TO MEMBERS OF NSF INDUSTRIAL PANEL

Currently the National Science Board is preparing its Eighth Annual
Report to the President and to the Congress. The report will concentrate
Nation to
on the circumstances which might affect the capacity of the
continue a strong position in science and technology. It will attempt
to identify and to study prospectively selected critical problems developing in the operating research sectors---namely, university, industry,
Government laboratories and independent research institutes. The
report is not as much concerned with dollar support as with circumwhich
stances in the institutional, managerial or policy environment
of
working
scientists
and
engineers.
will influence the productivity
In order to identify critical problems for the industrial research
sector, the Committee on Eighth NSB Report is seeking input from members
of NSF Industrial Panel on Science and Technology.
The Committee would very much appreciate learning about the two most
critical issues/problems facing fundamental (long term, basic) research,
"Near term future" means
as you see it, in the near term future.
seen-to-be-emerging
in the next decade or
issues currently emerging or
capacity
as a research
For
example,
as
you
look
ahead,
in
your
so.
director, what problems do you anticipate? What critical issues/
problems will condition scientific and technological research in
industry and will decrease its effectiveness unless properly addressed?
Would you please order your issues/problems "one" and "two" and then
provide a brief descriptive paragraph for each? Feel free to propose
resolutions or solutions.
In addition to your views from the research management level, the
Committee expects to obtain perceptions from the corporate executive
officer in a separate letter.
104
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In the name of the National Science Board and its Conm-ttee on Eighth
NSB Report, I thank you for a quick reply.
If at al_ possible, we
would very much appreciate having your comments within the next few
weeks or so.
If you have any
Many thanks for your time, interest, and effort.
questions regarding this letter please contac:: Dr. James J. Zwolenik
at 202-632-5786.
Very truly yours,

F. P. Thieme
Chairman, Committee on
Eighth NSB Report
Enclosure
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20550

LETTER TO CORPORATION

Currently the National Science Board is preparing its Eighth Annual
Report to the President and to the Congress. The report will concentrate on the circumstances which might affect the capacity of the
It
Nation to continue a strong position in science and technology.
selected
critical
will attempt to identify and to study prospectively
problems developing in the operating research sectors---namely,
university, Industry, Government laboratories and independent research
The report is not as much concerned with dollar support
institutes.
as with circumstances in the institutional, managerial or policy
environment which will influence the productivity of working scientists
ln order to identify critical problems for the industrial
and engineers.
research sector, the Committee on Eighth NSB Report is seeking input
from selected corporate officers in U. S. industry.

.

The Committee would very much appreciate learning about the two most
critical issues/problems facing fundamental (long term, basic) research,
as you see it, in the near term future. "Near term future" means issues
currently emerging or seen-to-be-emerging in the next decade or so.
For example, as you look ahead, in your capacity as a company president,
what problems do you anticipate? What critical issues/problems will
condition scientific and technological research in industry and will
decrease its effectiveness unless properly addressed? Would you please
order your issues/problems "one" and "two" and then provide a brief
Feel free to propose resolutions or
descriptive paragraph for each?
solutions.

In addition to your views from the corporate level, the Committee
expects to obtain perceptions from the operating research level in a
separate letter.

On
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1._

Eighth
Science Board and its Committee on
In the name of the National
If at all possible, we
quick reply.
NSB Report, I thank you for a
comments
within the next few
would very much appreciate having your
weeks or so.
If you have any
and effort.
Many thanks for your time, interest,
contact Dr. James J. Zwolenik
questions regarding this letter, please
at 202-632-5786.
Very truly yours,

F. P. Thieme
Chairman, Committee on
Eighth NSB Report

Enclosure
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20550

LETTER TO GOVERNMENT AGENCY OFFICIALS RESPONSIBLE
FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Currently the National Science Board is preparing
its Eighth Annual
Report to the President and to the Congress.
The report will concentrate on the circumstaLces which might affect the
capacity of the
Nation to continue a strong position in science
and technology. It
will attempt to identify and to study prospectively
selected critical
problems developing in the operating research sectors---namely,
university, industry, Government laboratories and independent
research
institutes.
The report is not as much concerned with dollar
support
as with circumstances in the institutional, managerial
or policy
environment which will influence the productivity of working
scientists
and engineers. In order to identify critical
problems for the Government laboratories, the Committee on Eighth NSB Report is seeking
input
from selected agency officials with broad responsibilities
for research.
The Committee would very much appreciate learning about
the two most
critical issues/problems facing fundamental (long
term, basic) research,
as you see it, in the near term future.
"Near term future" means isaues
currently emerging or seen-to-be-emerging in the
For example, as you look ahead, in your capacity next decade or so.
as director of a
government laboratory what problems do you anticipate?
What critical
issues/problems will condition scientific and technological
research in
government and will decrease its effectiveness unless
properly
addressed?
Would you please order
your issues/problems "one" and "two" and then
provide a brief descriptive paragraph for each?
Feel free to propose
resolutions or solutions.
In addition to your view from the agency level,
the Committee expects
to obtain perceptions from selected directors of
Government laboratories.
In the name of the National Science Board and its
Committee on Eighth
NSB Report, I thank you for a quick reply.
If at all possible, we
would very much appreciate having your comments
within the next few
weeks or so.
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Many thanks for your time, interest, and effort.
If you have any
questions regarding this letter.please contact Dr. James J. Zwolenik
at 202-632-5786.
Very truly yours,

F. P. Thieme
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20550

LETTER TO DIRECTORS OF INTRAMURAL GOVELNMENT'LABORATORIES

Annual
Currently the National Science Board is prepi--;ng its Eighth
The report will concenand
to
the
Congress.
Report to the President
of the
trate on the circumstances which might affect the capacity
It
position
in
science
and
technology.
Nation to continue a strong
critical
will attempt to identify and to study prospectively selected
uniproblems developing in the operating research sectors---namely,
research
versity, industry, Covrnment laboratories and independent
with dollar support
institute. The renor is 171t as much -:oncerned
institutional,
managerial
or policy
in
as with circumstanc
of
working
scientists
environment which w_. irl:fIL:Lince the productivity
and engineers.

c

Government laboratories,
In order to identify ..r=zzi problems for the
Report earlier contacted Dr. Richard W.
the Committee on Eicirtt:T
:cimmittee on Federal Laboratories, and
Roberts, Chairman of
laboratories.
asked him to eXpres's coltive views en Government
directors
Subsequently, the Oammilltev. decided to contact individual
industry,
7.:f research or vice presidents of research in university,
Committee
To
be
consistent,
the
ad independent rescarch lOoratories.
directors
of
Governhas now expanded it- -11nciti7.7 to include individual
of
thirty.
ment laboratories aici is writing to a selected group
about the two most
The Committee would:. .ory much appreciate learning
basic) research,
facing
fundamental
(long
te-Tsm,
critical issues/pms
"Near
term
3:nture"
means issues
as you see it, in tk-,- nr term future.

-to-be-emerging in the nex: decade or so.
currently emerging 'y
in your capacity as &_',Lrector of a
For example as yoL Jook -lead,
What critical
government laboratcY fu,I;at problems do you anticipatE
research in
issues/problems will c:rllion scientific and technoiigical
effect±veness
unless properly
its
Covernment laboratofie aryl will decrease
issues/problems
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In addition to your view from the research management level, the Committee
expects to obtain perceptions from the agency level in a separate letter.
In the name of the National Science Board and its Committee on Eighth
NSB Report, I thank you for a quick reply.
If at all possible, we
would very much appreciate having your comments within the next few
weeks or so.
Many thanks for your time, interest, and effort.
If you have any
questions regarding this letter please contact Dr. James J. Zwolenik
at 202-632-5786.
Very truly yours,

F. P. Thieme
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20550

LETTER TO DIRECTORS
OF FFRDC's

Currently the National Science Board is preparing its Eighth Annual
Report to the President and to the Congress. The report will concenthe
trate on the circumstances which might affect the capacity of
It
in
science
and
technology.
Nation to continue a strong position
critical
will at-ampt to identify and to study prospectively selected
developing in the operating research sectors---namely, uniprobler
versity, industry, Government laboratories and independent research
The report is not as much concerned with dollar support
institutes.
managerial or policy
as with circumstances in the institutional,
the
productivity
of working scientists
environment which will influence
and engineers.
Funded Research
In order to identify critical problems for the Federally
the director
and Development Centers, the Committee decided to contact
of each center.

about the two most
The Committee would very much appreciate learning
basic) research,
facing
fundamental
(long
term,
critical issues/problems
"Near
term
future"
means issues
as you see it, in the near term future.
seen-to-be-emerging
in
the
next
decade
or so.
currently emerging or
director of an
look
ahead,
in
your
capacity
as
For example, as you
FFRDC, what problems do you anticipate? What critical issues/problems
in FFRDC's and
will condition scientific and technological research
addressed? Would
effectiveness
unless
properly
will decrease_their
then provide
you pLase order your issues/problems "one" and "two" and
Feel free to propose resolutions
a brief descriptive paragraph for each?
or solutions.
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In the name of the National Science Board and its Committee on Eighth
NSB Report, I thank you for a quick reply.
If at all possible, we
would very much appreciate having your comments within the next few
weeks or so.
Many thanks for your time, interest, and effort.
If you have any
questions regarding this letter,please contact Dr. James J. Zwolenik
at 202-632-5786.
Very truly yours,

F. P. Thieme
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20550

LETTER TO PRESIDENTS OR DIRECTORS OF INDEPENDENT RESEARCH

-1..TUTES

Currently the National Science Board is preparing Its Eighth Annual
The report will concenReport to the President and to the Congress.
which
might
affect
the
capacity of the
trate on the circumstances
position
in
science
and
technology. It
Nation to continue a strong
study
prospectively
selected critical
will attempt to identify and to
unioperating
research
sectors--namely
problems developing in the
research
laboratories
and
independent
versity, industry, Government
The report is not as much concerned with dollar support
institutes.
policy
as with circumstances in the institutional, managerial or
scientists
the
productivity
of
working
environment which will influence
problems
for
the
indeand engineers. In order to identify critical
Committee
on
Eighth
NSB
Report
is
pendent research institutes, the
individuals
with
direct
responsibility
seeking input from selected
institutes.
for the vitality of research in independent research
most
The Committee would very much appreciate learning about the two
research,
critical issues/problems facing fundamental (long term, basic)
"Near term future" means
as you see it, in the near term future.
seen-to-be-emerging
in the next decade
issues currently emerging or
For example, as you look ahead, in your capacity as President
or so.
what problems do you anticipate? What
of
technological
critical issues/problems will condition scientific and
decrease its
research in the independent research institute and will
Would
you
please
order
effectiveness unless properly addressed?
brief
descriptive
your issues/problems "one" and "two" and then provide a solutions.
paragraph for each? Feel free to propose resolutions or

Committee on Eighth
In the name of the National Science Board and its
If
at
all
possible, we
NSB Report, I thank you for a quick reply.
the next few
having
your
comments
within
would very much appreciate
is
enclosed.
weeks or so. An addressed, franked envelope
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Many thanks for your time, intp-

-nd effort.
ier, truly yours,

F. P. Thieme, Chairman
Committee on Eighth NSB Board
Enclosure
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Appendix C
COMPLETE LIST OF RESPONDENTS
TO NSB INQUIRY LETTER, BY SECTOR

The following tables list the respondents to the
inquiry letter by sector. Those who actually sent a
response letter are inclutled, but not those who had a

letter written on their behalf that was not over their
name.

The respondents on the first two tables are in the
university sector. One table is for Carnegie Research
Universities I, the other for Research Universities II.
Within a table, the universities are listed in
alphabetical order. There are 50 Research Universities I and 42 Research Universities II, and there is at
least one respondent from each of these. Respondents

are listed by title under their universities.
There is a single table for all industry respc dents.
The corporations are listed alphabetically, and the

individuals are listed by title under their corporations.

For the Government research sector, there are
separate tables for agency officials, directors of
intramural laboratories, and directors of FFRDC's.
The table of agency officials is alphabetized by the
name of the agency. The table of intramural
laboratories is alphabetized by controlling, agency,
and under each agency by laboratory name! FFRDC's

are listed simply by laboratory name. There is only
one respondent from each intramural laboratory or
FFRDC listed.

The last table lists the independent research
institutes alphabetically. There is one respondent
from each.

Table C-1.List of Respondents from Research Universities I
University of Arizona
A. Richard Kassander, Jr.
Vice President, Research
Robert L. Hamblin
Head, Department of Sociology
Lee B. Jones
Head, Department of Chemistry
Roy H. Mattson
Head, Department of Electrical
Engineering

California Institute of Technology
Harold Brown
President
A. J. Lindstrom
Sponsored Research Administrator
John D. Baldeschwieler
Chairman, Division of Chemistry and
Chemical Engineere=

M. Schmidt
Chairman, Division of Physics,
Mathematics, and Astronomy

University of California, Berkeley
Albert H. Bowker
Chance//or
August G. Manza
Manager, Campus Research Office
Gerald D. Berreman
Chairman, Department of Anthropology
Daniel E. Koshland, Jr.
Chairman, Department of Biochemistry
Leonard Machlis
Chairman, Department of Botany
M. Rosenlicht
Chairman, Department of Mathematics

University of California, Davis
James H. Meyer
Chancellor
Ray B. Krone
Associate Dean for Research
College of Engineering
R. W. Allard
Chairman, Department of Genetics
John L. Ingraham
Chairman, Department of Bacteriology
J. A. Jungerman
Director, Crocker Nuclear Laboratory
University of California, Los Angeles
Charles E. Young
Chancellor
Peter Likins
Associate Dean, Schoo/ of Engineering
and Applied Science
Table continues on next page
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Table C-1 continued

Daniel Kivelson
Chairperson, Department of Chemistry

Columbia University, Main Division

Otto von Mering
Acting Chairman, Department of
Anthropology

Chance //or

Virginia Lief
Director, institutional Research &
Budget Planning
Mitchell I. Ginsberg
Dean, School of Social Work

Roy D'Andrade
Chairman, Department of Anthropology

John H. Bryant
Director, School of Public Health

Robert C. Anderson
Vice President for Research

William R. Frazer
Chairman, Department of Physics

Robert A. Gross
Chairman, Department of Mechanical
Engineering

Norman Herz
Head, Department of Geo/ogy

University of California, San Diego
W. D. McElroy

Carl W. Helstrom
Chairman, Department of Applied
Physics and Information Science
Case Western Reserve University

Louis A. Toepfer
President
Harvey B. Willard
Vice Provost and Dean of Science
John Pi Fackler, Jr.
Chairman, Department of Chemistry

,
Gilbert Stork
Chairman, Department of Chemistry

Cornell University, Main Campus
Dale R. Corson
President
W. D. Cooke
Vice President for Research
H. H. Johnson
Director, Materials Science Center

Peter Pesch
Chairman, Department of Astronomy

Raphael Littauer
Chairman. Department of Physics

University ot Chicago
John T. Wilson
Provost and Acting President
Norman M. Bradburn
Chairman, Department of Behavioral
Sciences
E. N. Parker
Chairman', Department of Astronomy
and Astrophysics
J. A. Simpson
Director, Enrico Fermi Institute

Duke University
Terry Sanford
President
John C. McKinney
Vice Provost and
Dean of the Graduate Schoo/
Donald J. Fluke
Chairman, Department of Zoo/ogy

University of Colorado, Main Campus
Lawson Crowe
Chance llor
Milton E. Lipetz
Vice Chance//or for Research enc.'
Dean of the Graduate Schoo/
Frank S. Barnes
Chairman, Department of Electrical
Engineering
Bruce R. Ekstrand
Chairman, Department of Psychology

David A, Lind
Chairman, Department of Physics
and Astrophysics
Stewart J. Strickler
Chairman, Department of Chemistry
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Robert L. Hill
Chairman, Department of Biochemistry
Allen C. Kelley
Chairman, Department of Economics
L. D. Quin
Chairman, Department of Chemistry

University ot Georgia
Fred C. Davison
President

Milton H. Hodge
Head, Department of Psychology
Charles E. Melton
Head, Department of Chemistry
W. J. payne
Head, Department of Microbiology
Harry D. Peck, Jr.
Head, Department of Biochemistry
Harvard University
Derek C. Bok
President
Y. C. Ho
Associate Dean, Division of
Engineering and Applied Physics

Paul C. Martin
Former Chairman, Department of
Physics

University ot Hawaii, Main Campus
Douglas S. Yamamura
Acting Chancellor
Geoffrey C. Ashton
Acting Vice Chancellor
John T. Jefferies
Director, Institute for Astronomy
Donald M. Topping
Director, Social Sciences and
Linguistics Institute

University ol Florida
Robert Q. Marston
President
George K. Davis
Director of Sponsored Research
Peter A. Cerutti
Chairman, Department of Biochemistry

University ot Illinois, Urbana
John E. Corbally
President, University of Illinois
George A. Russell
Vice Chancellor for Research and
Dean of The Graduate Co//ege

A. E. S. Green

R. D. DeMoss

Director, Interdisciplinary Center
for Aeronomy and
(Other) Atmospheric Sciences
E. E. Muschlitz, Jr.
Chairman, Department of Chemistry

Joseph E. McGrath
Head, Department of Psychology

j. 2 0

Head, Department of Microbiology
H. S. Gutowsky
Director, Schoo/ of Chemical Science

C. P. Siess
Head, Department of Civil Engineering

University of Iowa
Duane C. Spriestersbach
Vice President for Educational
Development and Research, and
Dean of the Graduate College
Jerry J. Kollros
Chairman, Department of Zoology
Samuel C. Patterson
Chairman, Department of Political
Science
Carl S. Vest ling

Head, Department of Biochemistry

Johns Hopkins University
Steven Muller
President
University of Kentucky
Otis A. Singletary
President
W. C. Royster
Dean of the Graduate School and
Coordinator for Research
William Y. Adams
Chairman, Department of Anthropology
S. F. Conti
Director, School of Biological
Sciences
Clifford J. Cremers
Chairman, Department of Mechanical
Engineering
William D. Ehmann
Chairman, Department of Chemistry
Fred W. Zechman
Chairman, Department of Physiology
and Biophysics
Universl!.y of Maryland, Main Campus
Robert E. Menzer
Associate Dean for Graduate Studies

John 0. Corliss
Chairman, Department of Zoology
J. K. Goldhaber
Chairman, Department of Mathematics

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Jerome B. Wiesner
President
William F. Pounds
Dean. Sloan School of
Management

Herman Feshbach
Chairman, Department of Physics

University of Miami
Henry King Stanford
President
Eugene H. Man
Dean, Research Coordinaiion
Cesare Emiliani
Chairman, Department of Geology
'Joseph (3. Hirschberg
Chairman, Department of Physics
Marshall R. Jones
Chairman, Department of Psychology
T. Nejat Veziroglu
Chairman, Department of Mechanical
Engineering
Michigan State University
Clifton R. Wharton, Jr.
President
Milton E. Muelder
Vice President for
Research and Development
Robert Barker
Chairman, Department of Biochemistry
J. W. Butcher
Chairman, Department of Zoology
Truman 0. Woodruff
Chairman, Department of Physics

University of Michigan, Main Campus
Charles G. Overberger
Vice President for Research
University of Michigan
Thomas M. Dunn
Chairman, Department of Chemistry
G. I. Haddad
Chairman, Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineering
Robert M. Howe
Chairman, Department of Aerospace
Engineering
Daniel Sinclair
Chairman, Department of Physics
J. E. Keith Smith
Chairman, Department of Psychology
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis-St. Paul

Henry Koffier
Vice President for Academic Affairs

Rutherford Aris
Head, Department of Chemical
Engineering and Materials Science
Lloyd H. Lofquist
Chairman, Department of Psychology
Johannes C. C. Nitsche
Head, School of Mathematics
F. E. Shideman
Head, Department of Pharmacology
N. J. Simler
Chairman, Department of Economics

University of Missouri, Columbia
A. H. Emmons
Vice President for Research
University of Missouri
Heibert W. Schooling
Chancellor
James 0. Davis
Chairman, Department of
Physiology
E. C. A. Runge
Chairman, Department of Agronomy

Robert W. Murray
Chairman, Department of Chemistry
St. Louis Campus
Dale A. Neuman
Chairman, Political Science
Department, Kansas City Campus
Laird D. Schearer
Chairman, Department of Physics
Rolla Campus

New York University
James M. Hester
President
Sidney G. Roth
Vice Chancellor for
Federal Relations
Alvin I. Kosak
Chairman, Department of Chemistry
G. Stotzky
Chairman, Department of Biology

North Carolina State University,
Raleigh

John T. Caldwell
Chancellor
Earl G. Droessler
Dean for Research Administration
Thomas S. Diemen
Head, Department of Nuclear
Engineering
Table continues on next page
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Table C-1 continued

D.D. Mason
Head, Department of Statistics

Samuel B. Tove
Head. Department of Biochemistry

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
George R. Holcomb
Dean, Research Administration
Russell F. Christman
Chairman, Department of Environmental
Sciences and Engineering
James H. Crawford, Jr.
Physics
Chairman, Department
and Astronomy
Thornas L. Isenhour
Chairman, Department of Chemistry
'3. P. Manire
Chairman: Department of Bacteriology
and Immunology

Northwestern University
Robert H. Strotz
President
David Mintzer
Vice President for Research and
Dean of Science
Robert L. Letsinger
Chairman, Department of Chemistry
Neena B. Schwartz
Chairman, Department of Biological
Sciences
Daniel Zelinsky
Chairman, Department of Mathematics

Paul Ebaugh
Associate Dean for Research
College of Engineering

F. N. Andrews
Vice President for Research and
Dean of the Graduate School

Lee C. Eagleton
Head, Department of Chemical
Engineering
Barnes W. McCormick
Head, Department of Aerospace
Engineering

Struther Arnott
Head, Department of Biological

University of Pennsylvania
Martin Meyerson
President
Reagan A. Scurlock
Director of Research Administration

Campbell Laird
Chairman, Department of Metallurgy
and Materials Science
Daniel D. Perlmutter .
Chairman, Department of Chemical and
Biochemical Engineering
'Walter D. Wales
Chairman, Department of Physics
David White
Chairman, Department of Chemistry

University of Pittsburgh, Main Campus
Keith Brown
Chairman, Department of
Anthropology
A. David Lazovik
Chairman, Department of Psychology

Philip Stehle
Chairman, Department of Physics

Ohio State University, Main Campus
Jules B. LaPidus
Vice Provost and Dean
Leon M. Dorfman
Chairman. Department of Chemistry

W. E. Wallace
Chairman, Department of Chemistry

Samuel H. Osipow
Chairman, Department of Psychology

Marvin Bressler
Chairman. Department of Sociology

Tony J. Peter le
Chairman, Department of Zoology

Sam Glucksberg
Chairman, Department of Psychology

M. 0. Thurston
Chairman, Department of Electrical
Engineering

Leon Lapidus
Chairman, Department of Chemical
Engineering
Lyman Spitzer, Jr.
Chairman, Department of Astrophysical
Sciences

Pennsylvania State University,
Main Campus
R. G. Cunningham
Vice President for Research and
Graduate Studies
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Princeton University
Shoidon Judson
Chairman, University Research Board

Purdue University, Main Campus
Arthur G. Hansen
President
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Sciences
Robert A. Benkeser
Head, Department of Chemistry

C. L. Coates
Head, School of Electrical
Eng ineering
James C. Naylor
Head, Department of Psychological
Sciences

University of Rochester
David A. McBride
Director of Research and
Project Administration
Paul Horowicz
Chairman, Department of PhysiologY
A. C. Melisslnos
Chairman, Department of Physics
and Astronomy
William H. Riker
Chairman, Department of
Political Science

Rockefeller University
Albert Gold
Vice President for Academic Researc,
Rutgers University, New Brunswick
Edward J. Bloustein
President
James W. Green
Acting Dean, The Graduate School
Saul Amarel
Chairman, Department of
Computer Science

Michael R. D'Amato
Chairman, Department of Psychologj
J. A. Sauer
Chairman, Department of Mechanics
and Materials Science
Benjamin B. Stout
Chairman of Biological Sciences

Harold S. Zapolsky
Chairman, Department of Physics

University of Southern California
Zohrab A. Kaprielian
Vice President, Academic
Administration and Research

Stanford University
William F. Messy
Vice Provost for Research
Daniel D. Federman
Chairman, Department of Medicine
Joshua Lederberg
Chairman, Department of Genetics

John G. Linvill
Chairman, Department of Electrical
Engineering
W. Richard Scott
Executive Head, Department of
Sociology
E. E. van Tamelen
Chairman, Department of Chemistry

University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Edward J. Boling
President
Carl 0. Thomas
Dean for Research
C. W. Keenan
Associate Dean, College of
Liberal Arts
Kenneth W. Heathington
Director, Transportation Center

Homer F. Johnson
Head, Department of Chemical and
Metallurgical Engineering

Texas A&M University
Jack K. Williams
President
Robert R. Berg
Director, Office or University Research
Newton C. Ellis
Head, Department of Industrial
Engineering
Richard A. Geyer
Head, Department of Oceanography
John Richard Seed
Head, Department of Biology

University of Texas, Austin
George R. Blitch
Director of Research Management
Philip B. Gough
Chairman, Department of Psychology
Thomas A. Griffy
Chairman, Department of Physics
Harlan J. Smith
Chairman, Department of Astronomy and
Director, McDonald Observatory

University of Utah
David P. Gardner
President
W. S. Partridge
Vice President for Research
Edward M. Eyring
Chairman, Department of Chemistry
Richard W. Grow
Chairman, Department of Electrical
Engineering
S. H. Ward
Chairman, Department of Geology
and Geophysics
Vanderbilt University
Alexander Heard
Chancellor
Howard L. Hartman
Dean, School of Engineering
Wendell G. Holladay
Dean, College of Arts and Science
Mark M. Jones
Chairman, Department of Chemistry
Oscar Touster
Chairman, Department of Molecular
Biology
Mayer N. Zald
Chairman, Department of Sociology
and Anthropology

Washington Unhtersity, St. Louis

William H. Danforth
Chancellor
Linda S. Wilson
Associate Vice Chancellor
for Research
W. M. Cowan
Director, Division of Biology and
Biomedical Sciences
Jerome R. Cox, Jr.
Chairman, Department of Computer
Science
Luis Glaser
Chairman, Department of Biological
Chemistry
R. E. Norberg
Chairman, Department of Physics

T. T. Sandel
Chairman, Department of Psychology

Daniel G. Dow
Chairman, Department of Electrical
Engineering
Ernest M. Henley
Chairman, Department of Physics
Earl Hunt
Chairman, Department of Psychology

Douglass C. North
Chairman, Department of Economics

University of Wisconsin, Madison
Edwin Young
Chancellor

William C. Burns
Chairman, Department of Zoology
Marvin E. Ebel
Chairman, Department of Physics

Warren E. Stewart
Chairman, Department of Chemical
Engineering

Yale University
Arthur M. Ross
Assistant to the Deputy Provost
for the Sciences

D. Allan Bromley
Chairman, Department of Physics
Wendell R. Garner
Chairman, Department of Psychology
James Tobin
Chairman, Department of Economics
Charles A. Walker
Chairman, Department of Engineering
and Applied Science
Yeshiva University
Joshua A. Fishman
Vice President for
Academic Affairs
Lewis Coburn
Chairman, Department of Mathematics
Joel L. Lebowitz
Chairman, Department of Physics
Dominick P. Purpura
Chairman, Department of Neurological
Science
Sam Seifter
Chairman, Department of Biochemistry

Lillian J. Zach
Chairman, Department of Psychology

University of Washington
John R. Hogness
President
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Table C-2.--List of Respondents from Research Universities II
University of Arkansas, Main Campus
Charles E. Bishop
President
Aubrey E. Harvey
Coordinator of University Research
D. A. Hinkle
Head, Department of Agronomy
Lester C. Howick
Chairman, Department of Chemistry
F. D. Miner
Head, Department of Entomology

Auburn University, Main Campus
Harry M. Philpott
President
Chester C. Carroll
Vice President for Research
Howard Carr
Head, Department of Physics
B. Eugene Griessman
Head, Department of Sociology and
Anthropology
J. David Irwin
Head, Department of Electrical
Engineering
Donald M. Vestal, Jr.
Head. Department of
Mechanical Engineering

Boston University
John R. Silber
President
Bayley F. Mason
Vice President for Resources
Norman N. Lichtin
Chairman, Department of Chemistry
Michael D. Papagiannis
Chairman, Department of Astronomy
George 0. Zimmerman
Chairman, Department of Physics
Brandeis University
Marver H. Bernstein
President

Harlyn 0. Halvorson
Director, Rosenstiel Basic Medical
Sciences Rosearch Center
Jerome P. Levine
Chairman, Department of Mathematics

Claremont Graduate School
Barnaby C. Keeney
President
Paul A, Albrecht

Brown University
Maurice Glicksman
Dean of the Graduate School
Elizabeth H. Leduc
Dean of the Division of Biological
and Medical Sciences
Rodney J. Clifton
Chairman, Executive Committee,
Division of Engineering
Jack K. Hale
Chairman, Division of Applied
Mathematics
Robert M. Marsh
Chairman, Department of Sociology
Phillip J. Stiles
Chairman, Department of Physics

Colorado State University
A. R, Chamberlain
President
George G. Olson
Vice President for Research
J. W. N. Fead
Head, Department of Civil Engineering

Carnegie-Mellon University
Richard M. Cyert
President
Edward R. Schatz
Provost and Vice President
for Academic Affairs
Tomlinson Fort, Jr.
Head, Department of Chemical
Engineering
S. A. Friedberg
Chairman, Department of Physics
Lester B. Lave
Head, Department of Economics
J. F. Traub
Head, Department of Computer
Science
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University of Connecticut, Main Campus
Glenn W. Ferguson
President
Hugh Clark
Associate Dean, The Graduate School
Joseph I. Budnick
Chairman, Department of Physics
William V. D'Antonio
Chairman, Department of Sociology
A. T. Di Benedetto
Head, Department of Chemical
Engineering

William K. Purves
Executive Officer, The Biological
Sciences Group
W. R. Vaughan
Head, Department of Chemistry

Emory University, Main Campus
Sanford S. Atwood
President
Asa A. Humphries, Jr.
Chairman, Department of Biology
Leon Mandell
Chairman, Department of Chemistry

Catholic University of America
Clarence C. Walton
President

Benedict T. DeCicco
Chairman, Department of Biology

and

Jack S. Goldstein
Dean of Faculty
Sanford M. Birnbaum
Administrator of Sponsored Programs

Dean

University of Cincinnati, Main Campus
Frank R. Tepe, Jr.
Assistant University Dean for
Graduate Education and Research
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Florida State University
Stanley Marshall
President
Robert M. Johnson
Provost, Graduate Studies and Research
Walter Dick
Leader, Instructional Design
and Development Program
Steve Edwards
Chairman, Department of Physics

George Washington University
Carl J. Lange
Assistant Vice President for Research
Louis H. Mayo
Director, Program of Policy Studies
in Science and Technology
Charles T. Stewart
Chairman, Department of Economics
Richard D. Walk
Chairman, Department of Psychology

Georgia Institute of Technology,
Main Campus
Thomas E. Stelson
Vice President for Research
J. A. Bertrand
Director, School of Chemistry
A. L. Ducofte
Director, School of Aerospace
Engineering
W. Denney Freeston, Jr.
Director, School of Textile Engineering
Demetrius T. Paris
Director, School of Electrical
Engineering

Illinois Institute of Technology
Thomas L. Martin, Jr.
President

Sidney A. Guralnick
Dean of the Graduate School
Leonard I. Grossweiner
Chairman, Department of Physics
David B. Hershenson
Chairman, Department of Psychology
and Education
Sudhir Kumar
Chairman. Department of Mechanics and
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
D. T. Wasan

Chairman, Department of Chemical
Engineering

Indiana University, Bloomington
Dean Fraser

Chairman, Department of Microbiology
Irving J. Saltzman
.
Chairman, Department of Psychology
John H. Sinclair
'Chairman, Department of Zoology

Maynard Thompson
Chairman, Department of Mathematics

Laurence Siegel
Chairman, Department of Psychology

Iowa State University of
Science and Technology
W. Robert Parks
President
George Burnet
Head, Department of Chemical
Engineering and
Nuclear Engineering
Carl E. Ekberg, Jr.
Head, Department of Civil Engineering

University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Randolph W. Bromery
Chancellor
N. J. Demerath, Ill
Chairman, Department of Sociology
John W. Donahoe
Acting Chairman, Department of
Psychology
R. C. Fuller
Chairman, Department of Biochemistry
Roger S. Porter
Head, Department of Polymer
Science and Engineering
Merit P. White
Head, Department of Civil Engineering

R. E. Mc Carley

Chairman, Department of Chemistry
Kansas State University ot
Agriculture and Applied Sciences
James A. McCain
President
R. F. Kruh
Dean of the Graduate School
David J. Cox
Head, Department of Biochemistry
William G. Fate ley
Head, Department of Chemistry
C. E. Hathaway
Head, Department of Physics
University of Kansas
Archie R. Dykes
Chancellor
Henry L. Snyder
Dean, Research Administration
Brower R. Burchill
Chairman, Division of Biological
Sciences
J. A. Landgrebe
Chairman, Department of Chemistry

Louisiana State University,
Baton Rouge
Paul W. Murrill
Chancellor
R. G. Goodrich
Chairman, Department of Physics
and Astronomy
J. A. Polack
Head, Department of Chemical
Engineering

Mississippi State University
William L. Giles
President
J. Chester McKee
Vice President for Research
and Dean of The Graduate School
B. J. Ball
Head, Department of Electrical
Engineering
Donald W. Emerich
Head, Department of Chemistry
James D. Lancaster
Agronomist, Department of Agronomy
John T. Morrow
Professor, Department of Zoology
John Saunders
Head, Department of Sociology
University of Nebraska, Main Campus
James H. Zumberge
Chancellor
Duane Acker
Vice Chancellor
W. E. Splinter
Chairman, Department of Agricultural
Engineering
Glen J. Vollmar
Chairman; Department of Agricultbral
Economics

Table continues on next page
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Table C-2 continued
ThomE

:Thy University of New
Graduate Cente-Max K. Hecht
Thairman, Departr--ent
Queens College
falo,

State University of New
Main Campus
Albert Somit
Executive Vice Presiden-

of Geogr,ohy

G.
ChaL.

Weltrs
Dertment of,Physics

Oregon State

Syracuse University

Robert MacVicaPresident

Meivr

Roy A. Young
Vice President for Research
and Graduate Studies

ChaD. EVice:

Eggers

ir

ey

,,:dent for Re.saarch and

Affairs

P. R. Elliker
Chairman, Department of Microbiolog

Native-1 Cinsburg
Departmer71 of Physics
Cha,ar

Acting Vice-President forfeis: trch

E. Wendell Hev,:zon

Dor

Stanley Bruckenstein
Chairman, Department of C:

Chairman, Dezz,-tment of Atmospheric
Sciences

Robert C. Fitzpatrick

Paul L. Garvin
Chairman, Department of

nistry
:uistics

Chester C. Langway, Jr.
Chairman, Department of Geological
Sciences
George C. Lee
Chairman, Department of Civil
Engineering
Lester W. Milbrath
Director, Social Science Research
Institute
Donald B. Rosenthal
Vice Chairman, Department of
Political Science

Oklahoma State University, Main Campus
James H. Boggs
Vice President fOr Academic Affairs
William L. Hughes
Head, School of Electrical
Engineering
W. E. Jaynes
Head, Department of Psychology

Roger E. Koeppe
Head, Department of Biochemistry

Thomas C. Moore
Chairman, Department of Botany
and Plant Pathology
David P. Shoemaker
Chairman, Department of Chemistry

University of Oregon, Main Campus

Temple University
Edwin P. Adkins
Associate Vice President
Research and Program Developmen

F. W. Munz

Tufts University
Burton C. Hallowell
President
A. M. Cormack
Chairman, Department of Physics
Arthur Uhlir, Jr.
Chairman, Department of Electrical
Engineering

Acting Head, Department of Biology
Richard M. Noyes
Head, Department of Chemistry

Peter H. von Hippel
Director, Institute of Molecular
Biology
Rice University
Norman Hackerman
President
.and

W. E. Gordon
Dean of Science and Engineering
and

University of Oklahoma, Main Campus

John L. Margrave
Dean, Advanced Studies and Research
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<in N. Tong
chairman, Department of Mechanical
and Aerospace Engineering

David G. Berger
Chairman, Department of Sociology

G. J. Schroepfer, Jr.
Chairman, Department of Biochemistry

Victor H. Hutchison
Chairman, Department of Zoology
Charles J. Mankin
Director, School of Geology
and Geophysics

Lur.dgren
.n. Department of Biology

Aaron Novick
Dean, The Graduate School
Marvin D. Girardeau
Chairman, Department of Physics

W. A. Sibley
Head. Department of Physics

Charles W. Bert
Director, School of Aerospace,
Mechanical, and Nuclear Engineering

Cha

J. L. Franklin
Chairman, Department of Chemistry
J. D. Hellums
Chairman, Department of Chemical
Engineering
Robert M. Thrall
Chairman, Department of Mathematical
Sciences
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Stephen T. Takats
Professor, Department of Biology

Tuiane University
Herbert E. Longenecker
President
Peter J. Gerone.
Director, Delta Regional Primate
Research Center
University of Virginia, Maln Campus
Frank L. Hereford, Jr.
President
David A. Shannon
Vice President and Provost
A. R. Kuhlthau
Chairman, Department of Engineering
Science and Systems

vprr-

Kevin McCrimmon
Chairman, Department of Mathematics
Oscar L. Miller, Jr.
Chairman, Department of Biology

Pr .31!
4`te
lita

Richard T. Se !den

Cr.ar

Rory

Chairman, Department of Economics
Cr.-

Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University

Cr

W. E. Lavery
President

C
Cr

.trch and

.

T.-*;,.:artrrent of Psychology
nzit:
)11

,

lent of Ecanormcs

w. ::.,r.ire7nent of Physics
.,--7ent of Chemical

Randal M. Robertson
Dean, Research Division
Alan Walter Steiss
Associate Dean
College of Architecture
Alan F. Clifford
Head, Department of Chemistry
Daniel Frederick
Head, Engineering Science and
Mechanics Department
James McD. Grayson
Head, Department of Entomology

Wilson Schmidt
Head, Department of Economics
Washington State University
Glenn Terrell
President
C. J. Nyman
Dean, The Graduate Schoo/
Roger D. Willett
Chairman, Department of Chemistry
Wayne State University
Thomas J. Curtin
Director, Research and Sponsored
Programs Service
G. B. Beard
Chairman, Department of Physics
J. Ross Eshleman
Chairman, Department of Sociology

John D. Taylor
Chairman, Department of Biology
West Virginia University, Main Campus
James G. Harlow
President
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Table C-3.List of Respondents from Industry
Allegheny Ludlum industries, Inc.
Robert J. Buckley
President

Baxter Laboratories, Inc.

Allied Chemical
David H. Bradford, Jr.
President
Robert G. Denkewalter
Vice President, Research & Technology

Bechtel Corporation
D. Furlong
Vice President

Allis-Chalmers Corporation
Gerald T. Petersen
Director, Advanced Technology Center
Robert B. Benson
Director of Patent Law Department
Aluminum Company of America
W. H. Krome George
President & Chief Executive Officer
Allen S. Russell
Vice President, Alcoa Laboratories

American Can Company
Herbert E. Hirsch land
Vice President, Techno/ogy & Development

Ampex Corporation
Victor E. Ragosine
Vice President-General Manager
Advanced Technology Division
Anheuser-Busch, Inc.

P. A. Clayton
Director of Research
Armco Steel Corporation
L. F. Weitzenkorn
Senior Vice President
Research & Technology
.C.-rnistrong Cork Company
J

Hazeltine, Jr.
,.s-a-President and

Oirector of Research

Richard S. Wilbur
Senior Vice President

Bell Laboratories
N. B. Hannay
Vice President
Research and Patents

Bell & Howell
Dexter P. Cooper, Jr.
Vice President
Bethlehem Steel Corporation
D. J. Blickwede
Vice President and
Director of Research
The Boeing Company
George S. Schairer
Vice President - Research

Borg-Warrer Corporation
Donald W. Collier
Vice President - Technology
Burlington industries, Inc.
George E Norman, Jr.
Vice President

Carnation Company
J. M. McIntire
General Manager of Research
Celanese Corporation
Reiner G. Stoll
Vice President - Technical Director

The Coca-Cola Company
Roberto C. Goizueta
Executive Vice President, Technical

AVCO Corporation
George L. Hogeman
President and Chief Operating Officer

Darshan S. Bhatia
Director of Research

Avery Products Corporation
Ernest F. Hare
Senior Member. Technical Staff

E. J. Steeve
Research Engineer
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Consolidation Coal Cornpan:
W. N. Poundstone
Executive Vice President

The Foxiapro Company
John W. 8L:71ard
Director of Research

Continental Can Company,Tan..
Robert E. Mesrobian
Vice President, Research & Endineering

The Gates Rubber C....arty

Cutter Laboratories, Inc.
Kenneth E. Hamlin
Senior Vice President, Research &
Quality Assurance

General Electric Company
Reginald H. Jones
Chairman or the Board
Arthur M. Bueche
Vice President
Rosearch and Development

Dow Chemical U.S.A.
M. E. Pruitt
Vice President and Director of
Research and Development U.S.
Eastman Kodak Company
Wesley T. Hanson, Jr.
Vice President and Director
Research Laboratories

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & company, !rm.
E. R. Kane
President

Eli Lilly and Company
C. W. Pettimma

Executive Vire President
Environmental Research and
Technology, Inc.
Robert A. Stauffer
Vice President

George H. Jenkins
Vice President

General Foods Corporation
A. S. Clausi
Vice President, Corporate Research

General Motors Corporation
Paul F. Chenea
Vice President

General Technical Smvices, Inc.
A. S. lberall
Chief Scientist and Prasident

The B. F. Goodrich Company
Robert J. Fawcett
Vice President
Research and Development
The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company
John H. Gerstenmaier
r'resident

Exxon Research and Engineering Company
N. V. Hakala
President

Gulf Oil Corporation

Fairchild Camera and Instrummt Conporation
James M. Early
Division Vice President
Fairchild Research and Deveippment Division

Gulf Research and Develnpment Company
R. Hopkins

Ford Motor Company
Lee A. Iacocca
President
W. Dale Compton
Vice President, Scientific'Reseerch

James E. Lee
President

'noneymmll, Inc.

ice Prident
Science and.Engineering

MternatinualiBusiness Machines Corporation
Lewis M.:Sranscomb
Vice Prmactent and ChiefE:ientist
Tablo cornInuos on npropago
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Mallory & Co., Inc.

Ra lor- E._ Gomory

Vice i-resident arr,-

Dinwtor.of

_

International Telauseam..anC Telegraph Corp.

Albert E. Cooksor
Senior vide PresraeriGeneml

Wolsky
3tor, Research & Development

tam...rek Sharp & Dohme Research Laboratories

-:try J. Robinson
Oci-President for Scientific Affairs

%ire Safety Appliances Company

Johnson & Johnsmr
Foster B. Whitloc,
Vice Chairman of !he Board

Johnson & Johnson International
R. A. Fuller
Vice Chairman

S. C. Johnson artd:Son, Inc.
Ward J. Haas
Vice President
Corporate Research and Development

Jones & LaughlimSteel Co=oratinn
James T. Bradford...Jr.
Vice:President, Research E.- Engineering

Kaiser Aluminum4 Chemical Corporation

,rnk W. Smith
President

Wonnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company

P=ert M. Adams
1/-President, Research & Development
Munsanto Company
Williams
D.rector, Corporate Research

Motorola Inc.
Daniel E. Noble
Cairman, Science Advisory Bo 3rd

Northrop Corporation
Kent Kresa
Vice President & Manager

D. J. Mc Pharscr

Vice Presider tcI Director
of Technolaly
Koppers Company, Inc.

PPG Industries, Inc.
H. W. Rahn
Director, Research & Development
Chemical Division

William N.

Vice Presi-77.! and Director of Resrch

Packard Instrument Company, Inc.

ifayne E. Kaihr:

Edward J. Rapetti
"resident

Pro f-2iora':erigin,=er
Lemey.:fraottzrrs Cbsurmany, Inc.

Reitch

HEItti!

t

.3-ockneedcrait:C^...cmoration

Pfizer Inc.
Gerald D. Laubach
President

=ularoid Corporation
''.-reldon A. Buckler

-A. Carl Kom-hfuT

President

'President

Willis
Senior Adrac.--

The Proctor & Gamble Company
-.Latin G. Smale

esident
MallinckrodtChesunaik:Works
George B_ Vermont
Director, Resezurn & Development
Food, Drag & Casaretic Chemicals .
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RCA

Swit & Ccomptury

James Hillier
Executive Vice President
Research and Engineering

Ricbard A. GreerTtzerg

Vice- Pres,rient, Research & Developmlint

Teriftro tric.
Raytheon Company
Thomas L. Phillips
Chairman

Rockwell International
C. J. Meechan
Vice President, Research arri Engineering

Jor.

K. it.`..°Kir Jey

Presideni

Texas Insinkrants incorporated
Mark Sheph1._ Jr.
President

TRW Inc.

St. Regis Paper Company

L H. St=kel
Director. Research & Development

Scott Paper Company
Vincent A. Russo
Division Vice President
Research &.Development
Shell OH Company
I-L:Bridgos
President

The Singer Company
John K. Bragg
Director of Research

Sperry Rand Corporation
R. E. McDonald
President
Leonard Swern
Director of Technical Programs
.Sprague:Electric Company
Sidney D. Ross
Director, Corporate Research &fleveiopmem
Standard OH Company of California

Ruben F. laniVer
President
Dav.ld B. Lartc-muir
Research..Consultant
_TRW Systems Group

Union Carbrie Corporation
-Thomas R. tzkiller

Vice Presiderrt

tkiited States..Gypsum Company
.1_ N. Walker

Reeeurch & Development

United States Steel Corporation
. R. F.gusort, Jr.
Vice President,

L.neering and Research
.r

Gross.

Di-nor.-. Research
tirqeirstii,Dil Products Company

J. a :..o=n
Prf:nrenr.:n&Chairmeri of the Board
V

President. Science and Technology

Vice President

iThe Upjohn Company
W. N. Hubbard. Jr.
President

Chevron Oil Field Research:Company
N. A. Riley
President

Varian Associates
Norman F. Parker
President

Stevens and Company, Inc.
'Frank X. Werber
Vice President
Research & Development

Warner-Lambert Company
D. A. Buyske
Vice President
Research & Development
Professional Products. Grow=

Kane

Tarne,c=ntinues.,m next page
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TableC-3 continued
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
George F. Mechlin
Vice President, Research
Westvaco

Whittaker Corporation
Joseph F. Alibrandi
President
Joseph Kleiman
E..,--rnior Vice President

Alfred H. Nissan
Vice President and
Corporate Research Director
Weyerhaeuser Company

A. S. Gregory
Director
Central Research and Development

Rex Gosnell
,1:.vision Manager
154rox Corporation

R. McCardell
-FiFesident

linrge L. Pake
-_-e President

Table C-4.--List of Respondents Responsible tor R&D at Government.Departiments and Agencies
Department of Agriculture
T. W. Edminster
Administrator
Agricultural Research Service

EnvironmentalProtection Agen=y

Department of Commerce

Depalomeot 1 HealttLiEd=cation.
and-Welfare

Betsy Ancker-Johnson
Assistant Secretary for
Science and Technology
Department of Defense
Malcolm R. Currie
Director of Defense Research
and Engineering
Energy Research and Development Administration

John M.eem

Assistant Administrator for Solar, Geothermal
and Advanced Energy Systems

Assistant AdmnOisnratiar for

Rearcrt

AssistantMrector for

lrznamtrrariirs

imorrrtstritites of Heatth

Natincaal Aerarractics-andSpace,Admittistration
John
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Naug

Acting AsmcianeAdmii:istrator
Department. of 11an 4portatIon

William C.:Blebs-

Deputy Amsistani- Secretary for ..Syste-ns
ErprTnauring
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Table C-5.List of Respondents from Intramural Federal Laboratories
Department of Agriculture
Forest Products Laboratory
Jerome F. Saeman
Acting Director
National Animal Disease Center
Phillip A. O'Berry
Director
Eastern Regional Research Center
I. A. Wolff
Director
Northern Regional Research Center
W. H. Tallent
Acting Center Director
Western Regional Research Laboratory
A. I. Morgan, Jr.
Director
Department of Commerce
National Bureau of Stadards
Richard W. Roberts
Director
National Oceanic anc fAtmospheric Administration
Environmental Reseamn Laboratories
W. N.,Hess
Director
Department of Defense
Aerospace Research Laboratories (AFSC)
Robert W. Milling
Commander
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories (AFSC)
Bernard S. Morgan, Jr.
Commander
Harry Diamond Laboratories
William W. Carter
Technical Director, Acting
Naval Research Laboratory
J. T. Geary
Director
Naval Surface Weapons Center
J. E. Colvard
Technical Director
Naval Weapons Center
G. L. Hollingsworth
Technical Director
Picatinny Arsenal
Harry W. Painter
Technical Director

U. S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratories
R. J. Eichelberger
Director
U.S. Army Missile Research,
Development and Engineering Laboratory
John L. McDaniel,
Director

U.S. Army Natick Development Center
Rufus E. Lester, Jr.
Commanding Officer
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Center for Disease Control
Roslyn Q. Robinson
Director, Bureau of Laboratories
National Institute of Mental Health
John C. Eberhart
Director of Intramural Research

Department of the Interior
Bureau of Mines
Salt Lake City Metallurgy Research Center
Joe B. Rosenbaum
Consulting Metallurgist
Fish and Wildlife Service
Robert E. Putz
Deputy Associate Director

Research

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Ames Research Center
Hans Mark
Director

George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
W. R. Lucas
Director
Goddard Space Flight Center
Michael J. Vaccaro
Associate Deputy Director
Langley Research Center
Edgar M. Cortright
Director
Lewis Research Center
Bruce T. Lundin
Director

Department of Transportation
Transportation Systems Center
Robert K. Whitford
Acting Director
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Table C-6.List of Respondents from Federally Funded Research and Development Centers
The Aerospace Corporation
Ivan A. Getting
President

Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA)
S. J. Deitchman
Assistant Vice President for Research

Ames Laboratory ERDA
(Iowa State University of Science
and Technology)
Robert S. Hansen
Director

Kitt Peak National Observatory
(Association of Universities for
Research in Astronomy, Inc.)

Analytic Services, Inc. (ANSER)

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
(University of California)

Stanley J. Lawwill
President
Applied Physics Laboratory
(The Johns Hopkins University)
A. Kossiakoff
Director
Applied Research Laboratory
(The Pennsylvania $tate University)
John C. Johnson
Director

Argonne National Laboratory
(University of Chicago and Argonne
Universities Assn.)
Robert G. Sachs
Director

Leo Goldberg
Director

Andrew M. Sessler
Director

Lincoln Laboratory
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Walter E. Morrow, Jr.
Associate Director

Liquid Metal Engineering Center
(Rockwell International Corporation)
J. C. Cochran
Vice President
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
(University of California)
H. M. Agnew
Director

Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission
(ceased April 1, 1975)
National Academy of Sciences
Aaron Rosenthal

National Center for Atmospheric Research
(University Corporation for Atmospheric Research)

Brookhaven National Laboratory
(Associated Universities, Inc.)
George H. Vineyard
Director

National Radio Astronomy Observatory
(Associated Universities, Inc.)

Cerro-Tololo Inter-American Observatory
(Association of Universities for
Research in Astronomy, Inc.)
Victor M. Blanco
Director

Pacific Northwest Laboratories
(Battelle)
Edward L. ALin
Director

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
(Universities Research Association, Inc.)
Edwin L. Goldwasser
Deputy Director

RAND Cotparation
Donald B. Rice
President

Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory
(Westinghouse Hanford Company)
A. Squire
Director

(E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company, Inc.)

Comptroller NAS
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John W. Firor
Executive Director

D. S. Heeschen
Director

Savannah River Laboratory
C. H. Ice
Director
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Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
(Stanford University)
W. K. H. Panofsky
Director

Space Radiation Effects Laboratory
(College of William and Mary)
Robert T. Siegel
Director

Table C-7.---List of Respondents from Independent Re Search Institutes
American Institutes for Research in the
Behavioral Sciences
Paul A. Schwarz
President

Battelle Memorial Institute
S. L. Fawcett
President
Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant
Research, Inc.
R. H. Wellman
Managing Director

Forsyth dental Center
John W. Hein
Director
The Franklin Institute
Bowen C. Dees
President

Hudson Institute
Herman Kahn
Director
Institutes of Medical Sciences
George Z. Williams
Director, Institute of Health Research
Mayo Foundation
Atherton Sean
Chairman,

Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation
Clayton S. White
President
Oregon Regional Primate Research Center
William Montagna
Director

The Public Health Research Institute of the
City of New York, Inc.
George K. Hirst
President and Director
Research for Better Schools, Inc.
Robert G. Scanlon
Executive Director

The Salk Institute
Frederic de Hoffmann
President
Southern Research Institute
R. D. Osgood, Jr.
Executive Vice President
Southwest Research Institute
Martin Goland
President

Stanford Research Institute
Charles A. Anderson
President and Chief Executive Officer

Midwest Research Institute
John McKelvey
President

Syracuse University Research Corporation
Charles R. Wayne
Executive Vice President and General
Manager

National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc.
John R. Meyer
President

University City Science Center
Randall M. Whaley
President

National Opinion Research Center
Norman M. Bradburn
President
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Appendix D
COMPLETE LIST OF ISSUES
TAKEN FROM THE RESPONSE LETTERS

This appendix lists all the issues takem from the response letters, if they were

mentioned frequently enough to be_math., lategoTies in the content analysis. Thus the
very infrequently mentioned problems i7 :.,,olutio-as are not listed. The issues from each
research sector are shown on a separaI±:-, ble. On each table, the issues for that sector

are listed apprmimately in the ordLer c.f their frequency of mention by all the
respondents for that sector taken togertint Appendix E shows the order of mention of
the most frequently mentioned issues ;-;-.7, the various classes of respondents within
each sector.
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Table 0-1.Complete Ust of Issues Taken from University Sector
There is pressure for applied research in preference to basic or pure research;.projects
are overly "targeted" or their subjects too minutely defined.
There is need for more continuity and stability in government funding of research;
research grants should be longer.
Hiring and research support problems are experienced by younger faculty; departments
cannot hire because of tenureolder faculty do not leave,
The continued supply of manpower to do research must be insured.
More co-ordination of research at the national level, more consistent policy, and more
planning are needed; this applies to the amount and kinds of research desired, and also
to the amount and kinds of research manpower desired.
More support Is needed for graduate studies.
More money in general is needed for research; there should be more basic research.
The public has a negative attitude toward Science and technology,
Government (State, local, or Federal) or one of its branches or agencies has a negative
attitude toward science and technology.
Funds are needed for research equipment, instrumentation, and maintenance.
Increased teaching loads take time away from research,
More support for university research should be supplied at the institutional level.
A program of education or communication is needed to convince the public and government
of the value of research.
Problems peculiar to the individual research disciplines are mentioned,
There are excessive demands for accountability in the use of funds provided by
government.
There is the threat of legislative interference in the making of grants and the choice
of research areas or in the organization of the research effort.
Other needs for funds (e.g., seed money for.new research ventures).
Enrollments in science are declining; graduate students are less capable currently
than they used to be,
Problem areas are suggested in which research would benefit the public.
General problems of facultyin particular, morale; more money is needed to pay
faculty.
Regulations are imposed by government, in order to enforce certain public policies, that
are excessive or irrelevant to the conduct of research and therefore hinder It.
The peer-review system must be maintained.
More interdisciplinary research is needed; organizations should be set up for it.
It is difficult to keep up the vitality of a department's research effort with fewer
graduate students and young faculty.
New Ph.D.'s cannot find jobs.
Distribution of funds should be based on size or reputed quality of institutions, not
on geographical balance.
More support Is needed for postdoctoral studies.
Competition with other research sectors Is undesirable and should be minimized.
More funds are needed to pay support personnel on research projects,
Specialized research Institutes should be set up in certain research areas.
Universities must adapt themselves to the new economic situation.
The grant-making process is slow and wastes the researchers' time.
In general, there is overregulation of research by government.
Distribution of funds should be based on geographical balance, not on the size or
reputed quality of institutions.
Research support at the institutional level is undesirable.
Interdisciplinary research is being overdone.
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Table D-2.Complete List of Issues Taken from Industry Sector
Government regulations and controls (unreasonable, not thought out, no cost/benefit/risk
analysis).

Absence of national science and technology policy, priorities or goals.
Near-term relevance is only research objective (due to government regulations or
decentralization of research to profit centers).
General economic conditions, particularly inflation in salaries and laboratory costs, lead
to decreases In fundamental research in industry.
Low public confidence in and/or poor image of science, technology, research or scientists.
Lack of availability of money, low profitability or obstacles to capital formation lead to decreases
in fundamental research In Industry,
Concern over general decrease in fundamental and other research In industry.
Deteriorating patent protection or patent policy is a disincentive to industrial research
and innovation.
Too few/too many scientific and technical personnelno match with needlack of national
policy on scientific and technical personnel.
Competing R&D functions (e.g., applied research or development in response to government
regulations) decrease fundamental research in industry.
Concern about quality of new peoplebest are not entering science and engineering or, if they do,
are kept for university .
Concern whether other sectors will compensate for decrease in industrial fundamental research.
Fundamental research in industry has become too risky and has reduced future payoff.
Concern over Federal pressures for shift to short-term and/or applied research.
Need for planning and continuity for science and technology at national level.
Lack of long-term capital and low profits result in shifts from more basic to short-term
and/or applied research.
Lack of recognition of relationshiPs among basic research, applied research, development and
innovation contributes to shift to short-term and/or applied research.
Concern over low public confidence in and poor image of industrial corporations.
Anti-trust and licensing regulations and other barriers to research and innovation.
Need for coordination of research performers from all sectors.
General social climate including attitudes towards business, profits and science is not
conducive to fundamental research In industry.
Random and illogical consumer "attacks" on products and practices do not favor long
term deployment of personnel in basic research.
Failure of public to recognize role of large corporations in Innovation.
Goveinment acts as adversary to industry.
Technological obsolescence.
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Table 0-3.Complete List of Issues Taken from Government Sector
Need for co-ordinated research policy at the national level involving long-range planning,
commitments and priorities.
Increased emphasis on short-term research and neglect of basic research.
Overmanagement as evidenced by too many restrictions, especially on longer term research.
Need for increased or stable funding.
Desire for improved personnel management (e.g., personnel changes, salary scales, staff
levels, etc.).

Need to maintain research staff vitality with more positions for young scientists and
continuing education for older ones.
Meeting public demand for justification of basic research programs with respect to mission.
Lack of Congressional or Executive support and understanding of basic research.
Balance between role of public and role of scientist in choosing applications of technology.
Fear that science has become unattractive as a career.
More funds needed for scientific equipment.
Need for more interaction between government laboratories.
Need for more interaction between government sector and other research sectors.
Concern over decrease in the amount of "in-house" research.
Need for improved general management skills.

Table D-4.Complete List of Issues Taken from Independent Research Institutes
Need for iong-term continuity in funding.
Lack of coherent national science policy especially toward IRI's.
Need for adequate justification of research.
Manpower needsparticularly in IRI'sas problems associated with multi-disciplinary
efforts.
Federal pressure toward over-direction of research with emphasis on short-term or applied
research.

Need for research funds including construction funds.
Overemphasis on short-term or applied research.
Is the applied research-basic research distinction useful in explaining research?
Problems about preferential distribution of research funds to other sectors.
Need for continuing assessment of research quality at all institutions by means of peer
review.

Time to establish nation& priorities and associated research needs.
Adv-rse effects of government regulations on research output (e.g., rulings on tax status,
excessive accountability, etc.).
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Appendix E
RANK-ORDER TABLES OF ISSUES

MENTIONED MOST FREQUENTLY

This appendix contains four tables, each listing the
issues reported most frequently by one of the sectors.

On each table there are also columns representing
different classes of respondents in that sector. The
numbers in the columns represent the prominence
that that class of respondents gave to each issue; "1"

stands for the issue most frequently mentioned by
that class of respondents in that sector, etc. In some
cases, a column shows the same number for more
than one issue. This indicates that all issues assigned

the same number were mentioned with the same
frequency. When a number is duplicated in a column,
the next higher number does not appear.

The numbers so assigned nre the rank-orders of
each issue with respect to each class of respondents.
Some columns represent various combined classe3 of

respondents, and end sector has a column that
represents all respondents from that sector combined.

In some columns only a few issues are given rank
orders, while ether columns assign numbers to many

more issues. The general rule for this, outside the
university sector, was to assign a rank order to each
issue whose frequency was at least a third of the
frequency of the firs t-rnnked issue in that column.
This rule was modified in the case of columns
representing relatively small groups of respondents,
in which the cut-off was one half the frequency of the

first-ranked issue. The rule was also modified
slightly to leave a fairly large gap, when possible,
between

frequencies

of thc., issues t hat
-numbered and those that were not.

were

A simpler rule was used in the university sector.
There, each column shows the eight issues mentioned

most frequently by each class of respondent, The
exmp lion was the mathematictil sciences, where
there were not enough respondents to allow eight
significant issues to be distinguished.

In the university sector, the respondents are
divided according to their title and the Carnegie
Research University classification of their institution. In addition, the department chairmen are

classified according to the academic disciplines that
they represent. Five broad classifications are used:
engineering,
mathematical
sciences,
physical

sciences, life sciences, and social and behavioral
sciences. All the responding chairmen's departments
were classified under theSe headings, with the aid of
the Final Department Code Book of the 1974 Graduate
Science Student SuPport and Postdoctoral Survey.
This is a listing of names of university departments

that has been used for many years by the NSF's
Division of Science Resources Studies.
Many observations can be made abou t the different
interests of the different classes of university
respondents. For example, the presidents and the vice
presidents for research seem to have had much the
same interests, except that vice presidents were more
concerned ebout the supply of research manpower.
However, there are major differences between
Research Universities I and II. The latter expressed a
relatively high interest in institutional support, but a

low interest in national coordination and planning.
The Universities II also seem to have been more
concerned about governmental and public attitudes
toward science:

Chairmen showed a lower interest in national
planning, institutional support, or governmental and
public attitudes. Rather, they were Concerned about
the problems relating to tenure and opportunities for

younger faculty, as well as obtaining money for
graduate education, and problems of their individual

fields, Chairmen at Universities I expressed more
interest in maintaining

the supply of research

manpower than did those nt Univtwsities II. At the
same time, the latter were more interested in the
139
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Table E-1.Leading Issues as Reported by University Respondents
Order of Frequency of Mention by

All Presidents Carnegie I
Statement of Issue
(Abbreviated)

Pressure for applied, overly targeted,
rather than basic research

Need for more continuity and stability of funding, longer grants
Problems of younger faculty,
tenure problems
Continued supply of research manpower must be insured

Respondents

and Vice
Presidents

1

1

2

2

All

Pres. and
Vice Pres.

2

Carnegie II
Pres. and
Vice Pres.

4

All Vice
All
Presidents

Presidents
for Research

1

1

2

2

7

2

3

4

7

7

7

3

6

4

4

4

Need for more national coordination
of research, more consistent
planning

5

3

3

Support needed for graduate
program

6

More research money or more basic
research needed

7

8

6

Public has negative attitude
toward science and technology

8

5

8

3

4

6

6

7

4

4

7

1

6

66

75

Government has negative attitude
toward science and technology

7

Funds needed for research
equipment

Teaching and other duties take
time from research
More research support needed
at institutional level

6

Problems of individual fields
Excessive demands by government
for accountability

5

Fewer or less capable
graduate students

Areas for applied research
suggested
Number of respondents
counted

425

147

pressures that teaching and administrative loads put
upon the research effort and in proposing practical
areas in which research is needed.
Among the departments, engineering was relatively quite unconcerned about pressures to do applied
140
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81

72

rather than basic research. Interest in the future
supply of research manpower was greatest among
those in the physical and life sciences. Respondents

in the mathematical and life sciences were most
concerned about public attitudes. Engineers were
most concerned about a need for more money or more
basic research. Social and behavioral scientists

All
Department
Chairmen

Carnegie I
Chairmen

Carnegie II
Chairmen

Engineering
Chairmen

Mathematical
Sciences
Chairmen

Physical
Sciences
Chairmen

Sciences
Chairmen

Social and
Behav. Sci.
Chairmen

1

1

1

7

3

1

1

2

2

3

2

3

3

3

3

2

3

2

2

7

4

4

4

4

8

6

7

6

5

5

5

6

7

7

3

1

7

6

2

L..ife

3

8

5
3

5

6
4

6

278

7

167

8

8

1

6

6

4

3

111

56

showed the least interest in the problems of young

faculty and tenure. Engineers had the greatest
interest in the availability of funds for graduate
programs, Mathematical scientists (who were not
very numerous among our respon(Ients) and social
scientists were the ones who most often expressed
concerns about their individual fields, In the latter

4

1

8

5

13

88

59

62

case, these often had to do with a perceived needfor
long-term projects to collect and store data.
Engineers and social scientists most often suggested
apphcation areas Tor research. Social scientists were

especially concerned about Pi'essures placed on
research by the rest of the education program.
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Table E-2.Leading Issues as Reported by Industry Respondents
Order of Frequency of Mention by
Ah

Respondents

Presidents

Vice Pres. and
Dirs. of R&D

Government regulations and controls (unreasonable,
not thought out, no cost/benefit/risk analysis)

1

1

1

Absence of national science and technology
policy, priorities or goals

2

2

4

Near-term relevance is only research objective (due to
government regulations or decentralization of research
to profit centers)
General economic conditions, particularly inflation
in salaries and laboratory costs, lead Lo decreases
in fundament& research in industry
Low pudlic confidence in and/or poor image of
science,;a=chnoly, research or scientists

Lack of .amilabilne of money, low profitabilr:
or obstades to capital formation lead to
decreases ,n-fundamental research in indus-.7-r
Concern:Lver general decrease in fundamental
and other ,-esearch in industry.
Deteriormrp3 patent protection or patent policy is a
disincentive to industrial research and innovation

Too few/too many scientific and technical personnel
no match with needlack of national policy on
scientific and technical personnel
Competing R&D functions (e.g., applied research or
development in response to government regulations)
decrease fundamental research in Industry
Concern about quality of new peoplebest are not
entering science and engineering or, if they do,
are kept for university
Concern whether other sectors will compensate for
decrease in industrial fundamental research
Fundamental research in industry has become too
risky and has reduced future payoff

2

3

4

3

5

4

6

3

6

4

8

6

5

7

8

5

9

8

10

10

10

10
10
10

Concern over low public confidence in
and poor image of industrial corporations

6

123

Number of Respondents

14
142
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Table E-3.Leading Issues as Reported by Government and FFRDC Respondents
Order of Frequency of Mention by
IntraAll

m ural

Federal

LaborHeadspondatory
quarters
ents Directors Officials
Re-

FFRDC

Laboratory
Directors

Need for co-ordinated research policy at the
national level ir.woIving lonO-Fange planning,
commitmentsand priorities

1

2

3

1

Increased emphasis on short-term research
and neglect of basic research

2

1

1

3

Overmanagement, as.evieenced by too many
restrictions, especialty on longer term research

3

5

3

2

Need for increased or sterile funding

4

3

4

Desire for improved personnel management (e.g.,
personnel changes,:satarscscales, staff levels, etc.)

5

2

3

positions for young sciemistsand continuing
education foroider ones

6

6

1

Meeting public demand for justification of basic research
programs with respect to mission

7

4

Lack of Congressional or Executive support and
understanding of basic research

7

6

Need to maintain resed11.41 staff vitality with more

More funds needed for scientific equipment

3

Need for improved general management skills

3

Number of Respondents

55

25

8

22

144
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Table E-4.Leading Issues as Reported by Respondents from Independent Research Institutes
Order of Frequency
of Mention by
Presidents and/or
Directors

Need for long-term continuity in funding

1

Lack of coherent national science policy especially toward IRI's

2

Need for an adequate justification of research

2

Manpower needsparticularly in IRI'sas problems associated with
multi-disciplinary efforts

4

Federal pressure toward over-direction of research with emphasis
on short-term or applied research

5

Need for research funds including construction funds

5

Overemphasis on short-term or applied-Tesearch

7

Is the applied research-basic research distinction useful in explaining
research?

7

21

Number of Respondents

144
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INDEX

"A Century of Scientific Conquest", 15
Abelson, Philip H., 16
accountability, 26, 29, 67, 80, '136, 138, 140
Adams, Robert M 37
administrative costs, 67
Agnew, Harold M., 66
Agricultural Research Service (ARS), 52, 53

as "applied", 14
cost-effectiveness of, 18
difficulty of defining, 14
as fundamental, 2-3. BO, 137

Ahlgren and Walbere,..

Ahlgren, Andrew, ir
Air Force, the, 13
Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR), 14
American Can Company, 64
American Chemical Society, 5, 8
Anierican Institutes for Research in the Behavioral
Sciences, 66
American Telephone and Telegraph Company, 5
American Universities and Fedora I Research, '18
Ames Research Center, 48
Analytic Services, Inc., 74
Ancker-Johnson, Betsy, 42

incentives for, 69
justification of, 27, 145
military support of, 19
neglect of, 143
publication of, 19
reduced payoff, 137, 142
role of, 68, 79
understanding of, 27, 30
value of, 73, 76
Battelle, Gordon, 6
Battelle Memorial Institute, 6, 74
Bean, Atherton, 52
Bell &

78

Andrews, F. N 39, 54
anti-intellectualism, 77, 78, 81
anti-trust, 35, 64, 65, 69, 137

Bell Laboratories, 10, 35
Bell Telephone Company, 5
Bethlehem Steel Corporation, 62
biology, 10
biomedical research, 52, 53
Fedcwal support for, 61

applied research, 4, 5, 14, 16, 19, 24, 27 , 35 , 59, 08, 80,

BlickvV6le, D. J., 62

81, '137, 138, '144

potential of, 75
pressure for, 26, 29, 59-63, 136, 140
Argonne National Laboratory, 78
Army Air Corps, 10
Arthur D. Little, 5
astronomy, 5, 10, 54
atomic energy (See energy )
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), '12, 14, 16
atomic fission, 78
availability of money (See olso funding), 20, 28, 137,
142

Bankhead-Jones Act, 8
basic research, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, 16, 19, 23, 26, 29,33, 34,
35, 39, 42, 44, 48, 49, 59, 61, 62, 66, 68, 69, 74, 78,
.80, 136, 138, 140, 142

Borg-Warner Corporal ion, 35
Boston University, 38
botany, 4
Bowker, Albert H., 48
Bradhurn, Norman M., 41
Brookhaven National Laboratory, 65
Brown University, 49, 61
Bureau of Standards, 4
Bush, Vannevar, 10, It
California Poll, 87
cancer research, 88
capital, 35, 137
amount of, 34
availability of , T1 14 44, 59
capital formation, 26, 28, 34
obstacles to, 137, 142
INDEX
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147

"Career Accmnplisliment Awards", 51
Career Development Awards, 51
Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, 23, 95
Carnegie Corporation, 5
Carnegie Institution of Washington, 10
Carnegie Research Universities, 53, 139
Research Universities I, 23, 39, 60, 67, 140
Research Universities II, 23, 39, 40, 60, 75, 76, 140
Carter, William W., 61
Carty, J. J., 5
Case Western Reserve University, 79
Chamberlain, A. R., 40
chemistry, 5, 10, 18
Civil Service, 47, 53, 56
Clifton, Rodney J., 49
Cold War, 18
colleges, 5, 16
agricultural, 4
mechanical, 4
Collier, Donald W., 35
Colorado Slate University. 40
Colvard, J. E., 65
Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch
of the Government (Hoover Commission), 13
commonality of interests, 27
communication, 60, 61, 136
competitive proposal system (See also peer review
system), 40
Compton, Karl T., 7. 10
Compton, W. Dale, 37, 55
computers, 85
Conant, James B., 10
confidence (See public confidence)
Congress. 8, 37, 41, 61, 65, 76, 80
conservation, 41
consumer activists, 79, 139
Consumer Product Safety Commission, 63
controls (See government regulations and controls )
Cookson: Albert E., 35
Cooper, Dexter P., Jr., 78
Cormack, A. M., 76
Cornell University, 66
Corson, Dale R.. 60
cost of living, 90
"critical mass", 55
Davis, George K 79
Davisson, Clinton J., 5
decaying cities, '18
Dees, Bowen C., 40
"defensive" research, 64
demographic rinalysis, 86, 91
Department of Commerce, 42, 61
Department of Defense (DOD), 10, 14, 16, 18, 43, 53,
69, 74

Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW)
(See also National Insti1utes of Health), 14
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Department of the Navy, 10, 12
Department of Transportation (DOT), 75
Dick, Walter, 68
Duke University, 51
Duncan,. Robert Kennedy, 6
Dupree, A. Hunter, 18
Early, James M., 47
early retirement, 51, 52, 56
Ebasco Services, 89
ecology (Sea also environment), 85

economic conditions, 14, 19, 26, 28, 34, 35, 54, 68, 79,
91, 136, 137, 142
changing, 36
world economy, 64
economic recession. 35, 63, 78
education, 11, 75, 78, 81, 86, 90
'continuing, 27, 29, 47, 138, 143
graduate, 74, 139
higher, 38
programs, 90, 92, 136
systems, 55
electronics, 14
endowment, 40
energy, 35, 41, 55, 62, 88
atomic, 9
crisis, 90
,nuclear, 89
research, 55

shortages of, 18
solar, 91
Energy Research and Development Administration
(ERDA), 65
engineering, 18, 23, 48, 137, 139, 140
experiment stations, 8
first private college, 4
genetic, 91
engineers, 18, 23, 47, 56, 54, 60, '140
academic. 84
opportunities for, 56
training of, 50
environment, the (See also ecology), 18, 36, 62, 78, 88,
90, 91

anti-, 64, 79
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 03
Environmental Research Laboratories (ERL), 61
environmentalists, 89
equipment (See research equipment)
Etzioni, Amitai, 85
Etzioni and Nunn, 85-87, 88, 96
exploratory research, 34
extramural performers, 53
Exxon Research and Engineering Company, 36
faculty, 56, 52, 60, 74
aging, static, 51, 52, 56
low morale, 61, 136
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tenured (See tenure)

work limits (Soo als(1 leaching loads), 07
younger (Sm also young Ph.D.'s), 29, 40, 47, 51, '136,
139, 140

Fairr.hild Camera and Instrument Corporation, 47
Fawcett, S. L., 74
Federal agencies (See Federal Government)
Federal appropriations (See fumling)
loulget cycle, 43, 44
POderal funding (See fumling)
Federal Government, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 16, 23, 91, 96
agencies, 3, 4, 9, 24, 38, 40, 47

attitudes, 30, 136
role of, 37
Federal intramural laboratories, 23, 33, 41-43, 47, 50,
61, 143

'Federal laboratories, 23, 24, 34, 43, 48, 51, 52 , 53 , 56,
62, 69

interaction between, '138
management problems of, 59
Federal research fellowships (See fellowships)
Federal subsidies (See funding)
Federal Trade Commission, 63
Federally Funded Research and Development
Centers (FFRDC's), 23, 24, 25, 35, 41-43, 51, 52.
56, 65, 69, 74. 143
fellowships, 8, 18, 49, 56, 80
work-study, 49, 50
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, 43
FFRDC's

(Sm Federally Funded Research and

Development Centers)
Firor, John W., 42

first Government research grant, 6
Florida State University, 68
fluoridation, 89
food, 60, 62, 88

Food and Drug Administration, 63
Ford Motor Company, 37, 55, 64
foundation grant-in-aid programs, 6
Franklin Institute, 6, 40
freedom of inquiry, 59
fundamental research (See basic research)
funding, 3, 6, 9, 15, 16, 18, 27, 28, 38, 42, 52, 59, (18, 79,

89, 136, 138, 140, 143, 144
agencies, 41, 76, 80
allocation of, 41
competition for, 61
consistent level of, 35
continuity and stability in, 26, 27, 28, 33, 38, 39,40,
41, 42, 43, 62, 136, 140
Federal, 8, 17, 18, 19, 41, 61, 69, 78, 80
financial resources, 62, 67
reduced, 63
allocation, 40
formula, 40
geographical balance in distribution of, 136
grants, 50, 59, -136

length of, 38
long-term continuity, 28, 36, 40, 41, 138, 144
multi-year policy, 42, 44
public, 74
sources of, 53
support, 3, 36, 74, 79
at institutional level, 136, 140
Funkhouser, G. Ray, 83-85, 86, 87
Furlong, D., 35
Geary, J. T. 53
General Electric Co., 5
General Research Support, 41
geology, 10
goals, 38
scientific and technical, 36
social and economic, 36
Goddard Space Flight Center, 75
Goland, Martin, 63

Gol(lwasser, Edwin L 43
government-industry interbute, 36
Government laboratories (See Federal laboratories)
Government objectives, 56
government regulations and controls, 9, 26, 27, 29, 35,
30, 59, 63, 136, '138, 142
adverse effects of, 138
con sis tency of, 64
overregulation, 63-68, 69, 136, 143

government support (Sm funding)
government-university partnership, 18, 37
government control (See government regulations
and controls)
government interfehtnce, 59, 136
graduate education, 74, 139
in science, 4
graduate school, 49, 50, 52, 54
graduate seminars, 4
graduate studies, 47, 49
support for, 26, 29, 136
grants (See funding)
Great Depression, the, 7
Green, lames, v,/,, 67
Greenberg, Richard A., 64, 79
Gregory, A. S., 74
Gross, J. H., 64
Cutowsky, FL S., 49
Hakala, N. V., 36
Flannay, N. 13., 35

Hatch Act, 40
Harris Poll, 87
Harry Diamond Laboratories, 61
Harvard University, 4, 9

Hathaway, C. E 52
Healey, Frank FL, 63
health, 11, 41, 61, 83
Heard, Alexander, 76
Hess, W. N., 6-1
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life sciences, 139, 140

high-risk research, 35

Logan, John 0 36
hmg-term research (See basic research)

Hillier, James, 34 . 55 , 52

Hirschland, Herbert E.. 64
Hirst, George K., 41
Hoeppel, L FL,

Hoover, Herheri
as President, 6
as Secretary a Commerce, 7
Horsforil, Elmo Norton, 4
Hunt, Earl, (i1
Iacocca, Lee A., 64
independent research institutes. JRI's), 4, 6, 23, 25,
27, 29, 33, 40-41, 47, 51, 62, 66, 75, 90, 136, 143,
144

lodustriol und Engineering Chemistry. 13
Industrial Fellowship Program. ti
industrial laboratories. 4, 9, 19, 34, 51
industrial research, 4, 5, 35, 36, 54, 64
needs of enterprise. 5
profitable utilization of, 36
industry, 6. 7, 23, 35, 75 , 95 , 96. 137, 142
as place for applied research. 03, 68
business response, 36
leadership role, 63
private, 16
research in, 28
role of, :37

inflation, 26, 26, 34, 44, 51, 59, 1:31, 142
Governinent-induced, 55
inquiry letters, 23, 95, 97-115
Institutes or Medical Sciences, 52
"intellectual elite", 84

interdisciplinary research, 136
International Telephone and Telegraph ( Lrr), 35
inventors, 4
investment, 34, 35
corporate levels, 34
Jefferies, John T., 51
Jewell, Frank 13., 10

job market. 52, 54, 77
Johns Hopkins University, 4
frurnol of Applied Physics, 9
Kansas State University, 52
Kennedy, John F. as President, '15
Keppel, Frederick P., 5
Kidd. Charles V., 18
Kilgore, Harley M.,11
Kresa, Kent, 54
Langmuir, David, 54
Langmuir, Irving, 5
I.a Porte and Metlay, 89-91
I.a Porte, Todd, 89
Lawrence Scientific School. 4

Morison, Robert S 6
Morrill Act, 4

Motorola, Inc 36
municipal support, 41
National Academy of Sciences (NAS), 6, 10, 15
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 10

Lawwill, Stanley J 74
Leduc, Elizabeth FL, 61
Lever Brothers, 63
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I,os Alamos Scientific Laboratory, 66
low profitability, 26, 26, 137
Lucas, W.R., 42
MacVicar, Robert, 76
Magnuson, Warren G., 11
"mainstream culture," 89
Man, Eugene H., 60
management skills, 138, 143
Manhattan District, the, 10
manpower (See also personnel), 47, 49, 50, 56, 144
national policies, 54, 55
projections, 54
supply of, 26, 29, 136, 139, 140
Mansfield Amendment, 19
Margrave, John L., 39
Mark, Hans, 48
Marshall Space Flight Center, 42
mass rapid transit, 90, 91
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 7, 9, 38
Massy, William F., 67
materials (See (1lso natural resources), 14, 55
nonreplaceable, 35
shortages of, 18
mathematical sciences, 18, 75, 139
Mayo Foundation, 52
McGrath, Joseph E., 77
Mead and Metraux, 87
Mead, Margaret, 87
mechanics' institutes, 6
media, the, 79, 84
medical care, 11
medical research, 11, 12, 83
medicine, 60, 86
Meechan, C. J., 62, 79
Mellon Institute of Industrial Resezuch, 6
Metlay, Daniel, 89
Metraux, Rhoda, 87
Mettler, Ruben F., 34
military, the, 11, 53, 86
agencies, 18
research activity, 19, 55
Support of basic research by, 13
Thomas R., 36
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, 37
Monsanto Co., 64
Montagna, William, 75

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
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(NASA), 15, 16, 18, 52, 65, 75
National Bureau of Standards (NUS), 8
Natinnal Center For Atmospheric Research, 42
:iational defense, 9, 11.
National Defense Education Act, 18
National.Institutes of Health (NIH), 12, 14, 39, 76, 80
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), 61

National Opinion Research Center (NORC), 41, 85,
86, 87

National Research Council, 6
National Re,Parch Endowment, 6, 7
National Research Foundation, 11
national research policy (See research policy)
national research prioriiies, 26, 27, 41, 44, 138
National Science Board (NSB), 23, 25, 27
National Sciebce Foundation (NSF), 12, '13, 18, 24, 39,
41, 50, 56, 61, 62, 64, 76, 77, 80
national science policy (See research policy)
natural resources (See olso materials), 35, 62
Naval Surface Weapons Center, 65
Naugle, John E., 52, 65
near-term relevance, 29, 137, 142
New Deal, 8
New York University, 37
news media (See media )
Nobel awards, 5
Noble, Daniel E., 36
Norstad, General Lauris, 10
Northrop Corporation, 54
Northwestern University, 51
NSF (See National Science Foundation)
nuclear energy (See energy )
Nunp, Clyde, 85
occupational prestige, 86, 87
Occupational,Safety and Health Administration, 63
Office of Management and Budget (OMB), 163
Office of Naval Research (ONR), 10, 12
Office of Scientific Research and Development
(OSRD), 9, 10, 12

Ohio State University Research Foundation, 6
.Oklahoma.Medimd Research Foundation, 48
Opinion Research CorporatWn,-82
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Oregon State University, 76
Overberger, Charles G., 39
Pake, George L 63
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patent policy and protection, 26, 29, 64, 137, 142
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peer-review system, 136, 138
Pennsylvania State University, 84
Perlmutter, Daniel D 50
personnel (See also manpower)

ceilings on, 52, 53
management, 27, 29 53 56, 138, 143
scientific and technical, 21, 26, 29, 137, 142
national policy on, 26, 55, 137
Ph.D. programs, 54
Ph.D.'s, 23, 48, 56
job market for, 54
young, new, 51, 52, 136
philanthropic loundathms, 3, 5
philanthropy, 7, 9
physical sciences, 139, 140
physicians, 82
physics, 5, 10, 18, 54, 88
planning (See research planning)
policy (See research policy)
political activists, 84
political environment, 7, 35, 54
political rights, 91
pollution, 18, 79
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"population bulge," 49
population growth, 90
post-Civil War period, 4
postdoctoral studies, 136
postwar scientific system, 19
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President's Scientific Research Board, 12
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pressure groups, 84
priorities (See national research priorities)
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psychology, 61
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anti-science, 53, 61, 77
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negative, 74, 79, 90, 140
"Public Attitudes Toward Science and Technology
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puldic confidence, 73, 74-75, 78, 79, 86, 87, 90, 137, 142
loss of, 82

public education programs (See education programs)
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Purdue University, 39, 54
pure research (See basic research)
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recession (See economic recession)
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regulations (See government regulations and controls)
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research and development, 9,10. '12, '15, 16, '18, 35, 36,
37, 40, 44, 49 , 53 , 54
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competing functions, 26, 29, 142
cost or, 64
emphasis on, 36
industrial spending on, 24
military, 55
role of, 75
value of, 26
research application, 4, 39
research centers, 56
Research Committee On Social Trends, 6
research community, 23 , 55, 59, 73, 82 99 97
leaders of. 89
research coordination, 26, 44, -136, 137, 140
research equipment, 26, 28, 136, 140, 143

Research Foundation of the Armour Institute of
Technology, ti

research funding (See funding)
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research objectives, 29. 56, 137, 142
research planning, 36. 66. 140, 143
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research support (See funding)
research system, 15, 25, 50, 56, 73
concern within, 25
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freedom in, 28, 59
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researchers. 38, 74

motivations a, 54
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unemployed, 8
respondents, 24, 139, 140, 142,143, 144
classes of, 135
response letters, 24, 95
issues from, 135
retirement (See early retirement )
revenue sharing, 40
Rice University, 39
Robertson, Randal M., 40
Rockefeller Foundation, 6
Rockwell International, 62, 79
Roosevelt, Franklin.D., as President, 1.1
Roth, Sidney G., 37
Russell, George A., 60
Rutgers University, 67
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outcomes of, 90
practical, 4, 85
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science establishment, 6
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